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) ἘΝ ΤΙΡΈΟΥ sents 
| 

ὟΣ. Sullivan κσπωαν 

es MR. RICHARD Ε. POTOCKI Ro 
f 

On WZ cc Mr. Parsons 
SUBJECT; ‘SO Mr. Belmont 

ufile 100-428091 Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Fox 

᾿ Mr. J. D. Donohue 

| ane the NYO called at 8:25 PM, =, 
2-12-61, -5 net briefly with Vladimir 7c 

B. Barkovsky at 4:20 PM today in Queens. Informant was 

given $88,000, Of this amount, $6,000 was earmarked to pay 

those who attended the recent confere e in Moscow and $7,000 

lwas destined for the Puerto Rican CP nC latter 

information not absolutely positive and subject to later veri-- 

fication with informant). Airtel will be submitted. 

ACTION: —=_ | 

Information, ἐν ἢ Υ̓ 
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REP: τὰ (6) AA 

QP a 

Revised pages and charts are being prepared 
for the Director's brief and for the budget 
testimony. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

+ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

The information appearing on the following page bso |. 

was orally by CG 5824-S* to SAs RICHARD W. bic | 
HANSEN and This information pertains to ᾿ 
ALEKSEI ANDREEVICH GRECHUKIN. 
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2/10/61 

Information Concerning the Health of 
ALEKSEI ANDREEVICH GRECHUKIN, a Member 
of the Internationa] Department, Central 
Committee, Communist Party (CP) 

᾿ During early Yebruary, 1961, the following ipformation 
was furnished by » 2120 known as TIMMY“DENNIS, 
who was in the United States to attend the funeral of his father, 
KUGENE DENNIS. TIMOFEEV is a Russian National who resides in 
Moscow, Rusaia. 

URKARI _ANDREEV ICI HUKIN...who ia in charge of the 
United states and the SA, in the eke Rarth American and South 
American Section of the International Department of the Central 
Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union, had been hospitalized 
in early December, 1960. He was scheduled to return to work in 
the International Department for the first time since his 
hospitalization on February 6, 196]. 
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To: SAC, New York (134-91) 

‘Director, FBI (100-340711) 

. a - 

nat a, “2 ff “ἣν 

Reurairtels 32-.-880.01 entitled SOLO, 18.0, 

Authority is granted to obtain new space for the 
cover office used by informant and pay necessary rental \ 
and coat of telephone service at the rate of $157 per month ΔΝ" 
effective 3-1-61. In order to allay any suspicions on the Ἂ 
part of informant's Soviet contact, move should be made on 1s 
‘or about 4-]-6] and rental may be paid on present location 
at the rate of $134 per month till that time, Since terme 
of new rental require payment two months rent in advance, 
authority granted to advance $250 to informant for this 
purpose and authority alwuo granted to reimburse him for 
necessary expeases incidental to moving to the new Location. 

1 = How York (8010, - 100-434697) fo οδμόδε, a 

NOTE ON YELLOW: \ 
oviet contact, Vladimir Barkovsky, of informants 

RY 694-8 and. CG 5824-8 has indicated concern over location 
of office utilized by informants at present time due to 
location near CP headquarters and Four Continent Bookstore, a 
Vladimir mentioned to CG 5824-S while that informant was in ͵ 

, Moscow recently that new location should be obtained and he 
repeated hig request recently when they met in New York oa 
Barkoveky ig contact for transmittal of funds between gS 
Soviet Russia and CPUSA. New York has advised space 
located which should be acceptable to Barkovsky on thé 
floor at 50 Broad Street, New York City, well remoy: 

dquarters, Four Continent Bookstore and in facte™ ὃς ier Z 
who is new informant being cons Pred 

inclusion in this operation, New York has requested a€ y 
to continue present office and make the change over on ἃ gradual 
basis which appears logical and authority to make this change 
and to pay the new rental and cos costs incidental to moving should 
be granted, NOT Feel 
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“y= Mr. Kleinkauf 

SAC, San Francisco | 

Director, FBI (100-3-81) 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

ie . 

A 

| Enclosed herewith is a self-explanatory menorandun 
- concerning a letter sent to Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchov 
. by the Star of Hope, San Francisco, California. The informa- 
tion appearing in the enclosure was made available by 
CG 5824-S# and should not be disseminated. 

You are instructed to furnish the Bureau with any 
information known to your office concerning the Star of ove " 
organization. Docunentary information concerning the indi~ ° 
viduals associated with this organization should also be 
furnished. No active investigation is to be conducted. 

Enclosure 
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“ : FBI 

Date: 2/2/61 RE 2 

(Type ia plain text or code} 

Via AIRTEL _ 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 6» 

Συ-ΟΗΊΟΛΑΟΘΟ (134-46 Sub B) pun 
ω» : 

CG 5824-S* on 1/31/61 orally furnished the informa-~ 
tion appearing on the following pageSto SA RICHARD W, HANSEN 
regarding an inquiry of ‘the Communist Party of Japan concern- 
ing a Professor PICCATTON, A 

ᾧ.. aye τ 
Bureau (AM) (RM) | 5 

1 - New York (100- 134637) (AM) (RUD 
1 - Chicago 

ἈΠΕ | 
(5 ὁ 

af a) 
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Aye Ae REG.O2 yoy . 
\’ ων γόος τς ' 

Ν 12 FEB 4 ΒΕ ΙΝ δ) 

“ΤΣ ̓ “Εν: te 

Approved: 
ΜΠ Agent in Chatge 



INQUIRY BY COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF JAPAN REGARDING A 
PROFESSOR PICCATTON 

During the course of the meeting of 81 Communist 
and Workers’ Parties held in Moscow, Russia during Novenber, 
1960, SAT DA, a member of the Presidium and a 
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Commnist Party 
(CP) of pack aoe of MORRIS CHILDS, "Do you know 2 

. “ εἰν ἢ to af 

' HAKAMADA stated that in 1933, the Japasese Govern- 
mont arrested PICCATTON. The British interyened and had him 
| Frecan DICCATTON Left Yor Canada and from Canada, they know 
| he went to. New York. The reason for the CP of Japan's interest 

{ an PICCATTON ig that in the early 1930's they had lost contact 
| with the Comintern and he restored their contact. 
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Comments 

The identity of Professor PICCATTON is unknown 
to {8165 reporter; however, he obviously was Ὁ Comintern 
agent in Japan. 
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| TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Ce 
ΝΣ SOLO 

if “IS= ¢ 

oe, 
The information on the following page was orally 

fur y CG 5824-S* to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN 6 
and This information pertains to the IC 
removal of an employee of the North and South American Section 
of the International Department of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party (CP), SU, from his post for alleged interference 
in the internal affairs of the CP of Brazil. 
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2/10/61 

information regarding the removal of 
an employee of the North and South 
American Section of the International 
Department of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party (CP), Soviet Union 

In early February, 1961, the following information was 
obtained from TIMIRTIMOPEEY, also known as TIMMY’DENNIS, who was 
in the United Statea\to d the funeral of his father, EUGENE 
DENNIS. TIMOFEEV is a Russian National residing in Moscow, Russia. 

In late January, 1961, NIKOLAI VLADINZROVIC! 5 
the Head of the North and South American section of the international 
Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party (CP), 
Sovieh.Infon, was very upset. The reason for this was that a Russian 
employee in the North and South American Section of the International 
Department, which MOSTOVETS heads, had been removed fron his post. 

The identity of thig individual was not disclosed but 
it was said that he worked in the Latin American Section and 
specialized on Brazil. His removal was based on the allegation that 
he had interferred in the internal affairs of the CP of Brazil which 
had resul a protest heing sent to the CP, Soviet Union by 
LUIS CARLOS/MRESTES, General Secretary, CP of Brazil. 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED ΕΒΠΗ: 1 =- Mr. Parsons 1 .- Liaison 
FBI AaUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 1 =- Mr. Belmont 1 =~ Mr. 

DATE Ove? cull 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 1 - Mr. 

100-428091 BY LIAISON 

(), Date: February 17, 1961 

To: Office of Security 
Department of State 

Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Direct 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA at bf . 
INTERWATIONAL RELATIONS NY? yd! 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ fale tt 4 

ott . 

Information has been received from ἃ source 
which has furnished reliable information in the past that | 
during the latter part of January, 1961, Nikolai Vladimiro 
Mostovets, the Head of the North and South American Sectiog,;..., 
of the International Department of the Central Committee, " 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), was. quite taf eo πο ἢ 

“"" 

a, ge ead πάγω,“ hs 
4 

\ ' 

upset over the removal of a Russiam employse from his 

The identity of this individual was not discqerede 
but it was determined he worked in the Latin-American Sectig 

_ and specialized on Brazilian matters. His removal was base§ 
on the allegation he had interfered in the internal affairs |.  { {(ι 
of the Communist Party of Brazil which resulted in a protes§ s/f 
being sent to the CPSU by Luis Carlos Prestes, General ΝΕ: 
Secretary, Communist Party of Brazil. 

The above was obtained as a result of our over- . 
ali coverage of ur informatie Party, USA, and it is being gb 
urnished for your information ᾿ Ἱ Bordo ἢ A 6 09| 4 | 0ὍἹ Xe 

~ Γ 

nang: 
Attention: Deputy D ctor, PIR IE ̓  ι" πὴ ἂς: ν 
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Belmont owen thLS information ὁδί t in sértpug graze to the Nation ἧς 
Conted νον ον πς εἰς ἢ Mi ΠΝ» , 

ΔΌΜΟΝ Informa mete available by CG 5824-S+ and t " 
Malone ‘in letterhead aay y: ἧ- contained vine enclosure te Chicago, a 1 dat 
wove τ 2-13-61 cap as Govairtel dated / 
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UNITEEB STATES pane ἊΝ | = O 

Memoran a 

DIRECTOR, FBI ΕΝ, DATE: February 7, 1961 

f = SAC, CHICAGO lag ΤΡ. 

Re Bureau letter 1/27/61. 

Referenced Bureau letter instructed New York and 
one ae0 to submit recommendations to the Bureau ἘΤῸ 

δὰ ees ἐν of attempting to work in — 
or as a third person for use in connection with 
the clandestine contacts between VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY and 
CG 5824-S*, 

In the past, CG 5824-S* has consistently stated 
that the basic requirement for any third person being 
considered for utilization in the apparatus established 
between himself and BARKOVSKY, must be an individual available 
for contact at all times in New York City. The purpose for 
considering the addition of such a third person in this 

apparatus, according to BARKOVSKY, was to insure that when | 
CG 5824-S* was not available, he, BARKOVSKY, would still have 
an established contact in New York City with the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) available. 

As the Bureau is aware, resides and works 
in Chicago. Presently, he nas no plausible reason to justify 
eithe or permanent residence in New York City. TD 
Since ails to meet the basic requirement, that is, 
ready availability in New York City, for an tndividual being 
considered as a third person in tne apparatus ot CG 524-58: 
and BARKOVSKY, Chicago does not treel it would be 685} 
this time to either recommend or submit a biography on 

Consideration was also given to the feasibility of 
recommending other current active informants of the Chicago 
Office for possible use as a third person in the appar 
CG 5824-§* and BARKOVSKY. However, as was the case > 
all of these individuals lacked the basic requirement, 
above, for their logical consideration at this time. 
τ χδέοιν Υ1φν ὯΝ fade ζ.- 

42..- Bureau (A 8 (dO 

Lie New York a6 ner (αι 134637). Gani 
1 - ββῖοβξο re 

ὁ’ «θοῦ 
6 τεθ}8 1201. 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

‘Since Chicago ‘as not ‘pamilia , f the  _.... 
‘details of the background, or ‘status a ΠῚ recommen- ©! 
‘dation can be made as to ithe fea ibility o empting to ᾿ ᾿ΕΝ 
utilize this individual as. “‘Outlivied in referaced Bureau 
letter. a ante 
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SMC, Mew York (1000119221) February 21, 2 
a, 

Director, 781 (108.410306) 
| | ne τ " . 

TIMUR TOMOFSEVICH INUOFEEY rd 
We ‘ ἐ ᾿ 

| = fi 

Bureau ie aware subject departed the Ue Sy elzabl. ie ΜΕ 
This ἐδ for information of NY and CG, and ao further action a i , 
ἐδ necessary. 7 | ἢ " 

Departuent of Stata, by a comumtoation 2-2-6, | i 
adulsed that a visa requeat wae received sor subject te Katy: 
Wattend funeral of Sather, Kugene Denis." | τι 5 ἢ 

χη: 
εἴας Ι 

ΠΝ 

questions about 4417 with atatenent he would be tn pete 3 ᾿ 
poattion αγέφν' had chance to aettle some quagt tons about ‘ny fee fs 
personal history in talk with mother. Timefeev described self ΠΝ 
aa ͵710υγπαλίδεέία writer and πἰοέφγίαι with apeciai field intereat ΕΣ. 

word. Speake good hut uipracticed Iigltah. de noted that = 
subject wan th NY fren 919260 until 1021360, not 1959, with x 

τ 

᾿ ἂν 

xt ἢ 
pts “ 

“kh ge 
τὰν : 

AY 
Khrushohev at the Ghited Natlena General Aseendi Bureau not 
the above confirma information Jurnishad by CG 5ied=St who 
recaived hie information from contact with subject ae set out δῇ 
NY telatype 2 ly captioned, “Timur T. Timofeeve" For this va. 
reason, a capy of thie letter te designated for Ca Sile on Salo,’ 
ond a copy should be placed in NY 7114 1000134637 re Solo. 

1 « Chioage (14=46-Sub-3) Wa. Poy 

ny tet & me 
NOT RE" Ἃ δ AY) 

δι CATE 185 FEB 241 1961 
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OPMONAL FORM BID, 14 τοῖς lt rom 
ι Ὁ} 

“ἡ UNITED - STATES od DE us - -" 

Wemoraniiinii 
τὸ °: Mr. A. ἢ. Belmont ,; ‘pate: February 15, 1961 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgardner” ᾿ yr ὦ 

supject: \ SOLO 
SECURITY - C 

and York airtel 2-13-61 discloses that NY 694-55 had 
another clandestine meeting in New York City on 2-12-61 with 
Vladimie¢Barkovsky, a counselor assigned to: the Soviet Mission 
to the United Nations, Barkovsky told the informant: δ 

διῶ , 
ie ΄ς Ἃ, That James4Allen, a member of the Comnunist 
ae Party, USA,(CPUSA) National Comittee who attended 

the Moscow Conference, had Left Moscow for the United States 
on 2-10 or 2~11-61. , "ἈΝ ες 

2. To-advise the CPUSA that the Soviets 
are not in correspondence with the new splinter group 
which calls itself the New Jersey Comaunist Party; has 
at no time rendered assistance to it; and has never 
promised it any assistance, Whatever connection the | 
oviet Embassy in Washington, Ὁ. C,, may have with this 

group will be severed, Barkovsky said. (This is probably 
the Martha Stone Group, a right-wing faction which 

4 broke away from the Party in 1957.) 
? 

7 3. That the YWorld Marxist Review," a nonthl 
internationdL ἐπα ς (πο eee ari st Revs in Prague, 4 Pech 
Czechoslovakia, has’ approved Williap<ieinstone as a i 4 
CPUSA representative on this magazine, The magazine ©". ΕΥ̓ AGP ̓ ς 
‘will take care of any personal problem Weinstone nay. {Vi {-- 
have in connection with his accepting this assignnent."--*~- 

- Heinstone is ἃ member of the CPUSA National Committee, | 

ee 

4, To tell Willias<Patterson, CPUSA, National yp, 
Committee member, that the ‘CPUSA' 5 proposal to send three Nef. 
Negro students to the Friendship of the Peoples! University 
in Moscow. was still undecided. Patterson may conduct 
further negotiations concerning this matter with the Soviet 
Enbassy in Washington, Ὁ, C. So ἐν ᾧ as 

‘100 42809 oun ᾿ Te / 00 A ΧΩ —/ οἵ 5 lodgers Eh ee OE 
ἢ Ξ Mr, Parsons) ‘+ * a | 

' ] - ἤν Βοῖπιοπτ ᾿ ad a . 
> ς Baumgardner .,° fo AYR 

1. Mr.[ | ke Ν gu} lb4 

HY FFF:bge (5 - " 

Πρ νι i 



HMenorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

| 9 

| 5., That the Soviet Union had approved the pete 
' trip of Mike+Gold and his wife to Moscow, Gold is a © num. 

columnist for "The Worker." 

At the termination of this necting Barkovsky . 
handed the informant an inexpensive phonograph case fron which 
the machinery had been removed but which contained $88,000 in 

J1$10 bills. Of this amount $7,000 was to be given to the ᾿ 
Το 151 Party of Puerto Rico "for expenses,.". 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Through our SOLO operation, the Soviet Union has 
furnished the CPUSA since September, 1958, $612,385, The 
eet Reds have supplied $50,000. To date the amount totals 

4 Φ 

ACTION: 

For your information. Further meetings between our 
informant and Barkovsky will be closely supervised and you will 
be promptly advised of the results of these clandestine meetings. 
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Memote...m ae 
wee | | 

go ©: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) — DATE: February 16, 1961 

i! 4 
‘ 

1 : LX - a | ᾿ 

ες | “» ι΄. | | 
; ies : " 

ἢ Ὁ | | : 
3 | Reference made to telephone call of ASAC JAMES L. | 
' HANDLEY, Chicago, to Assistant Director A. #H.. BELMONT, 9/14/60, 

‘In ‘referenced telephone call, the following estimate 
of expenses for the eighth Solo trip | of CG 5824-S* was furnished 
to the Bureau: 

» Round trip plane transportation 
at economy rate and ground 
transportation from Chicago, 
Tllinois, to PariS, France....ccsccvccccvectseswveves O00 

Round trip plane transportation _ | 
from Paris, France to Prague, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. «ce eeereceescsenaserenwerscescess πὸ 

ι Δ 
‘Plane transportation from Prague, yo To ey 
CzechosSlovakla to Moscow, RUSSIA. eee eee cree enne ee ΩΝ $150 |. 

: »ἰ ἱ om a ᾿ 

, Hotel rooms, meals and miscellan- . 3 
‘eousS expense in Western Europe jot md 
on way to and from Moscow, RUSSIA... .ecceee cones eee δ; $200 

ad 
Sum to compensate the parents of 

° CG 5824-S* ‘to move from their 
apartment to residence of CG 5824-S* 
for approximately seven weeks in 
order to insure safety of his resi- : 
dence and his personal POPCLEYs sees esereeeeeeecscees $250 

Total @XPenSeS...seces Cone e eee eee eee eee EF eh eH eees $1,600 

Less amount to be taken from ᾿ oy ba 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) fundS....sseceseescess $600 - 

; ‘Balance Needed... «κ᾽ ἀλη» 29 ἢ See 

arnt { * 
ι- 1 HS we Ἢ ἮΝ 8 ἜΝ ΡΝ 

i Bureau (AM) (ΒΜ) og 1. "ἘΠῚ , cakes 
~ Chicago dt ᾿ : 7 “ἴ ι 



was that relating to the moving of his parents to his | 
residence and their maintenance, In addition, the above 

' estimate did not incorporate any of the expenses resulting 

CG 134-26 sub B 

The above noted balance needed of $1. 000 was ' 
approved in referenced telephone cal] and furnished to 
CG 5824-S* on September 19, 1960. 

In this original estimate of expenses, it was 
anticipated that the source would spend approximately 
seven weeks on ‘this eighth Solo mission, whereas the 
actual durationof this trip was in an excess of 12 weeks. 
However, it will be noted that the only item among the | 
estimated expenses which probably did not remain constant 

from a five-day stay in New York City upon his return to the 
‘United States on December 17, 1960, 

On February 14, 1961, CG 5824-S* advised that the 
dtemized account of expenses set forth in above estimate was 
a very close approximation of his actual expenses incurred, 
Only in the instance pertaining to hotel rooms, meals and 
miscellaneous expenses in Western Europe were his actual 
expenses probably less than anticipated which resulted from 
a shorter stay at these points. When he arrived in the 
United States on February 17, 1960, CG 5824-S* had in his 
possession approximately $250 ,00 of Solo funds, However, 
during the five-day stay in New York during the period of 
December 17-21, 1960, which was necessitated by a request of 
CP, USA leaders for briefing and discussion, the source 
estimated he expended funds in excess of $275, 00, These 
expenditures included costs of hotel bill, food, entertainment 
of top CP, USA functionaries, transportation and other miscell- ' 
aneous expenses, In regard to this stay in New York City, no 
reinbursement was made to the source and none was, requested by 
hin, 7 

‘CG 5624-8 further advised that although ‘there had 
been incurred additional expenses on his ‘part in connection 
with the maintenance and support of his parents at his Chicago 
residence for a period of five weeks longer than anticipated, 
no additional compensation was being requested from the Bureau, 

It 4s the opimion of the Chicago Office that CG 5824-3* 
‘undoubtedly spent far more than the total Bureau and CP. USA 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

funds at his disposal in connection with the eighth Solo trip 
and as a result of the extended stay in New York City after 
his return. Since CG 5824-S* cannot maintain detailed 
financial records of expenditures on expenses for security 
reasons and other factors, it 15 extremely difficult for him 
to make an exact accounting of funds disbursed, Chicago, 
however, feels that CG 5824-S* did not make any profit on the 
expense money advanced to him either by the Bureau or fron 
CP, USA funds and that in fact he may have incurred expenses 
over and beyond that for which funds were available because 
of such matters as the additional monies expended on behalf 
of his parents in Chicago, In the past it is known that he 
tries to be accurate and honest in his accounting of all ‘such 
expenses. 

With the accounting noted as above, it is felt ‘that 
CG 5824-S* has satisfactorily justified the expenditures of 
funds made available to him in connection with the Solo trip. 
Whether or not such trips could be accomplished more erononi-= 
cally is a debatable point because emergency situations 
frequently arise which cannot be anticipated in advance and 
because of security precautions that must be taken in order 
not to jeopardize the future of this highly successful opera- 
tion, 

— 
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᾿ Date: 2/13/61 | 

Transmit the following in Typo ty plain tent oF coda] f ; 

Via AIRTEL | he Ast; 
(Priority or Method of Maiting) | | 

(Jlpenne nnn nen wee en ne Ἑ8{Ἴςς tas apse 
cH Qs DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) » ρ | 

ἃ. ΣΕ 

AV FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) a NE, ang 
Ι, ' 

ats , Ψ ἢ 
i! ξ “Ἢ 

SUBJECT: SOLO en see Me Vi τως 8.0 KORE? fer 

y hams Remyair 82 ἄκρα: veporting a meeting between =A), ) 
694-S* and V 

information to SA 

suant to arrangements made with BARKOVSKY 9 
on 2/3/61, NY Psi S* on 2/12/61 drove a hired Hertz automobile ὕ- 
to the neighborhood of Jewel Avenue and Kissena Blvd., Queens, 

\ arriving there at exactly 4 PM. A few moments later, BARKOVSKY, 
on foot, approached the car and beckoned to the informant to Lute 
step out of the car to the sidewalk. The informant suggested 
that since it was cold they talk in the car, but BARKOVSKY shook 
his head and said, "No talking in automobiles." 

& 
BARKOVSKY then instructed NY 694-S* to drive slowly 4 Ὁ 

to 188th Street and Horace Harding Blvd., to arrive there at 7 
4:20 PM, and upon arrival to drive into the parking lot of.a 

Ν shopping center located at that place. Exactly at 4:20 PM, 
> BARKOVSKY drove a black 1958 Chevrolet sedan into the parking lot, 

| and after parking the car, beckoned to NY 694-S* to join him. 
¢ They stood on the sidewalk and BARKOVSKY told the informant wi 

NO following: 
ν" «| Lf OE pet if be 

Ἢ Δ. Βυπεὰν (100-428091) (RM) _A? 
Ἵ - CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) (SOLO) (Info) (RM) 

" 1 + NEW YORK 65-15026 (VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY) (#341) 
ἃ = NEW YORK 134-91 Inves. ) (742) us πῃ mn 
1 = NEW YORK 100-134637 (#41) to {oo ΟΞ δ ΟΦ) - 196 7 

~~ ACB: DJG ' ty Vo, &. 17 Fe3 14 1967 

My ΤᾺ \ a) he 1) porn 
| nant ‘ ' ΠΝ Nay’ \ ζ Ne Ly a wee 

ἽΝ : ᾿ Pr τ a 1 A ns 
a ; " -ψο- : " ὌΝ 

; Vy. , ἘΝ aN ep 

s FEB a8 | ΕΝ 7 ὯΝ 

Approved: Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge 
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PAGE THO | PBI 
NY 100-134637 . 

ἑ 

Transmit the following (ἢ. 

Date: 

(Type in plain text or tode) 

(Priority or Method of Maiting) 

Upon. completion of their conversation, NY 694-S* 
should ride in BARKOVSKY's car for one block for the purpose. 
of taking therefrom a phonograph case, from which ‘the machinery 
had been removed and which contained $88,000.00 in $10 bills. 
Of this money, $6,000 was to reimburse the CPUSA for travelling 
expenses of CPUSA functionaries who had attended the Moscow 
Conference, and $7,000 was to be given to the Puerto Rican ΟΡ 

or expenses. " κι ἢ! 

_ BARKOVSKY then stated that JA LEN, neice 
the CPUSA National Committee who had attended the Mosc ow Conference 

— ee -Ὁ 

had left Moscow on February 10th or llth to return to the U.S.A. 

BARKOVSKY then instructed NY 694-S* to advise the 
CPUSA that with regard to the new splinter group in New Jersey 

\ calling itself the New Jersey Communist Party, the Soviets are 
not in correspondence with this group, at no time have rendered 
any assistance to the group, and never promised any assistance 
to it. Whatever connection ‘the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D.C. 
may have with this group will e“severed. 

BARKOVSKY « stated that the"World Marxist Review" 
has approved ἹΣΤΊΑ ΝΘΤΟΝΕ as CPUSA representative on the 
aforesaid magazin e said magazine “will take care of 

, any personal problem W WEINSTONE may: have ‘in connection with his 
accepting this assignment," 

NY 694-S* was told by BARKOVSKY to tell CPUSA 
“on punct onary WILL that the CPUSA proposal] to send 
ray ree Negro students to the ΕΚ Ομ ΑΘ of the Peoples University 

2) vin Moscow was still undecidéd> an a ould conduct’. . 
further negotiations concerning this matter with the Soviet jul. 

4Embassy in Washington, D.C. a 

σεῖς ὦ 

BARKOVSKY then stated that the Soviet Union had 
approved ' and the latter's wife's making a trip to 
Moscow. 3s a WORKER. columnist. ) 

Pas ttl ὧδ i ; 

wanes παν 
αν 

°° 

. ee 

Approved: —_ (Sent Μ ει 
Special Agent in Charge 
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πο , 
Transmit the following in 

Vic 

. Ὡς τα 

ἘΒὶ . 

PAGE THREE | | 
NY 100-134637 Date: 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

fm 88 σι μα ὅσ δεῖν ρα ws ee τὰ eee ee κῃ peed evi eee ey ee ed “Wale ποῦ ed ee ee ee i ie ee ee ee ee eel ee ee σασὴν Ly een ete ων πὶ om on ‘ 

. ; a ee BARKOVSKY further rema | β΄. ὯΝ δ. 
ij ὦ 7” 

who is in Moscow and wm recently had been 2 ‘problem boy , “ἢ 7} 
is now behaving himself and will not be sent home. Should he again 
misbehave, however, he will be sat home. 

After NY 694-S* gave BARKOVSKY several messages from 
σα 5824-S* regarding CP matters, NY 694-S* and BARKOVSKY entered 
‘the latter's car and drove for the distance of a block. MY 694.S* 
began to speak, but BARKOVSKY silenced him, indicating there was - 
to be no talking in the car. The informant had intended at this 
point to discuss the matter of informant's moving to a new office. 

JBARKOVSKY then handed the informark the phonograph 
case (an inexpensive brown leather type) and, as he lett the | 
informant out of the car, he said, “Enjoy the music box." No 
Mention was made by BARKOVSKY of a subsequent meeting ith 
NY 694-S*. | BARKOVSKY then drove off. 

On 2/13/61, NY 694-S* ‘made available to the NYO 
the $88,000.00, above mentioned. ~Serial number on these bills 
Will. be checked against lists of currency issued to Soviet 
establishments in NYC and Washington, DC, and the Bureau will be 
advised of any positive identification of the said bills. 

M Per APpIOVeO: μου... (UY 
Special Agent in Charge 
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1 - Mr, Ip Fe 

February 21, 1961 

Airtel 

TOL ., 
De SAC, New York (100-134637) 

REC. A Fron: ᾿ Director, FBI (100428091) 610 7 

SOLO 
ye INTERNAL SECURITY - σ᾽ . 

Reurairtel 2-20-61, copy furnished Chicago. 

Consideration should be given to use one of our 
informants as a courier to transfer $7,000 of Solo funds 
to the Communist Party of Puerto Rico. This matter should 
be discussed with MY 694-S* and suggest that he contact 
CG 5824-5* for hig comments in this regard, Inasmuch as ID 
this $7,000 need, neferred immediately, it is : 
conceivable that can be used as the courier of 
these funds, If this is pos reeable with NY 694-S*, 
he should be told to approac and make the necessary 
arrangements for this informant to act as the courier for | 

Δ this sioney. The New York Office should not alert 
that he will be contacted in connection with this . 

matter. a) ae | ts 
Suairtel concerning this matter, i sore 

᾿ _ ot ar coy! 

1 = Chicago (134-46-Sub B) oo aa 
| NOTE ON YELLOW: _ NS Li 

i firm. He is repute . ere 
of the CP, He is 

, known personally to *,. He is being groomed at the 
! present time ag an informant and an attempt is being made 

fotsot aca, tO work him into the Solo apparatus. 

μιπ "8 
a ἦν ἀν ' 

Gelahe τεσσ ΠΤ Ψἤ ΟΝ 
ΤῊΝ, ae 

ΠΕ ̓  j ir ye τ Li. iy ‘ 

cient 
wi. 

Tele. Room 

" “_— = ἡ ΗΝ 

7 iy H 
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Date: 2/ 20/ 61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL | 
(Priority or Method of Mciling) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637): 
" 

4 SUBJECT ὦ SO 7 
OAS 18-0 

Rewyairtel, 2/13/61, particularly information therein 
to the effect that of the $88,000 given to NY 694-S on 2/12/61, 
by VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY, $7,000 was to be transmitted to the 
Puerto Rican CP "for expenses.” 

On 2/17/61, NY 694-S advised SA 
that he had delivered to GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary, Ibo 
$7,000 in $10 bills, wrapped in a brown paper wrapper, for bic 

\ transmittal to the Puerto Rican CP, (The NYO has recorded 
| the serial numbers on these bills and. also had made autostats 

thereof). 

‘HALL told the informant that in the past, to effect 
a transfer of funds to Puerto Rico, the CPUSA gave such funds 
to PHIL BART, CPUSA Organizational Secretary, who in turn gave 
them to JESUS COLON, member of the CPUSA National Committee, 
COLON, through his own channels, transferred the money to the 
Puerto Rican CP. 

HALL further stated that he would no longer follow 
this procedure since he does not trust either PHIL BART or JESUS 
COLON. HALL stated that he expected to contact Illinois CP 
functionary MORRIS CHILDS in Chicago within the next few days, 
and that he would instruct CHILDS to transfer the money to the A 
Puerto Rican CP when and how the latter saw fit to-do so. | 

| (Gs ey In view of the above, it is requested that, upon a 
receipt of information concerning when and how MORRIS CHILDS wil! 
transfer the $7,000 to the Puerto Rican CP, Chicago notify San 

»; Tf Juan regarding receipt by the' CPUSA of this money for the use 
CHEK, (4 ne Puerto Rican CP, and concerning details of the eee | 

ΚΣ, *32Bureau (100-428091) (ΕΜ) REC 11 . CDG 72),.{} 
7 τὐϊ-ΟἸἼλοαρο (134-46-Sub Β (SOLO) (RM JOC: ¢24 0O// Te! 

— 2. L-NY 334-9) rt ne 

“σ΄ | 1-NY 100-6562 CP OF PUE “THK Η je | FF Baw 1002134637 (in) RTOsHIGG) A433) SAY Y ἵν 
ΝΣ ent MN Per τ Kf 

AGA sume Peric AgentinCharge © ~ QOL XS ~ iS 
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NY 100-134637 

transfer of the money. It is further requested that the NYO 
be advised whether the identical bills will be transferred so . 
that the autostats aforementioned may be forwarded to San Juan. 

Ἂς 
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Date: 2/23/61 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text of code) anebes nner 

LW Sullivan 

" AIRTEL IE τοῖο, Rotten || 
\ (Priority or Method of Maiting) - | eee nana [i 

( TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK K (100-134637) 

| SUBJECT! C4010 / Ἷ / 
rans ae FS 

ReBuairtel, 2/21/61, copy to Chicago, suggesting that 
consideration be given to use one of our informants as a courier 

- to transfer $7000 of SOLO funds to the Communist Party of 
Puerto Rico... 

Pursuant to Bureau instructions this matter was dis- 
th NY 694-S by the contacting Agent. With 
NY 694-5 stated that 1t is inconsistent ! 
ure, and futile to consider using 

85 8 courler to transfer money to the CP of Puerto bp 

cussed on 
‘regard to 

co. 

Having had no contact in years with 
NY 694-S does not exclude the possibility τοῦτ Int 
be a triple agent, and that ct with the Tatter, 
NY 694-S might be told thet|_—__Tias been in recent 
contact with Bureau Agents, wno tried to develop him as an 
informant. 

in the activation of as authorized by the Bureau, "Ὁ 
he will not be in ὃ position until that time to form an 
opinion +) eee i whether or not he should continue 

Although NY 694-S has agreed to contact{___] 
during the vation of [| as the first and basic step 

to contact 

According to NY 694-S, in view ol erm - 
position as ἃ a his 
firm - ite h 5 unlikely that ne could afford to leave 

pet νύ gi Wy (hy) 

C 3-Bureau (100-428091) (7) aa 75 /e ats LEFODL 19 
1-Chica BO - (1 ὩΣ spur. B) . 

on δ ἢ ADM, 42 a1 FEB “4 156] 

ADM. Gz 4 
or 

A οὶ (1) - 
regi 6 sittin - 5 Sent 
ΣΝ cial Agent in Charge 



ΝΥ 200-134637 

chis office to act-as a courier for the transmittal of $7000 ; 
to the Puerto Rican CP. The CP would suspect his motives 
if he should accept such an assignment. 

NY 694g also feels certain that HALL will not 
permit $7000 to be given to the Puerto Rican CP at one time > 

. inasmuch as HALL has indicated that the Puerto Rican CP State 
dissipate such a "wind-fall" in avery short time. NY 694-5 
believes that ‘the. money will be given to the Puerto ΝΕ CP 
ever a long period in comparatively small amounts. 

694-8 stated that he is opposed to the use of 
jas ἃ courier for the transmittal of the $7000 to 

the Puerto Rican CP, and is positive that CG 5824-S would 
also be of the same opinion. He requests that the 
Office not mention to CG 5824-S the proposal to wel 
as a courier to the Puerto Rican CP. 

The NYO is in th NY 694-S' analysis of 
the advisability of using in this matter, | 78 

ReNYairtel to Bureau, copy to Chicago, dated 
2/20/61. It is requested that Chicago advise the Buregu 
and the NYO concerning how CG 5824-S plans to transmit to 
the Puerto Rico CP the $7000 aforementioned. 
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REC- 9 
100-428091 .- “ὃ ἑ 

EN Date: February 24, 1961 

ee To: Office of Security 
: Department ‘of State 

aN Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 7 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - ὁ 

Reference is made to the letter off ἢ 7 Lvcrlaated February 20, 1961, your file SY:RNU, diss 9 >! Closing that the Office of Soviet Affairs, Department Bis of State, would like to bring to the attention of foreign 4 _ ‘governments the information contained in our communication 

| 

of January 25, 1961. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, it is felt that the information furnished in our memoran- dum should not at this tine he made available to the governments of foreign countries, We are presently attempting to secure additional information concerning this matter and if we are Successful, it will be made available to you. OO . 
orn ee 

a fore ON YELLOW: - ue 

Ao om. | 
᾿Ξ ner | Information contained in our communication to 
=| Ln. 2 $tate dated 1-25-61 under a "Tep-Secret" classification 

AY CO 

- 

Ὁ os furnished by CG §824-S*. Information contained in this 

᾿ * vi 
rol ECMAR 1 1964, We received ἃ letter dated 2-14-61 from.cIAa ἼΞΞΞΞ byietter aateaiennicod ΝΟ ΣΝ asked our Ghitago Sffice: to 5 ON arene 

d - ave as j ᾿ ᾿ . . 

Kallen were Dy letter date tenant for. fupyier details concerning this school. DeLeach-.... Contact our inf 

(7 
. 

a EVGA -ααρορρο ὦ 
" ila? 

Rosen ποτ“ NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED PAGE TWO | hs | Ταγο eect ππροοΠ]πσοοοοοοοο-- --λ ------ Ὁ .-«--..-- .. “Trotter sapere , - ~ . 
i if rd. , HG Surlyen . FFP 3K y (5 ) τ ΝΙΝ it! 4 

Gantt aap dp a watt, OGM CI) teyerves unre [22] 
\ 



Office of Security 
Department of State 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED: 

e do not feel that this type of information furnished 
by CG 58248 should be furnished to foreign governments by 
either State or CIA. We feel that by doing so it would 
seriously jeopardize our informant because apparently this 
type of information is not generally known to governments 
outside of the Soviet bloc. 
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WLE Callahan 

Mr, Conrad... 
Me. ΤΟΊ ΡΝ ως 
Mr, Evans. 
Mr. Maloun, dod 

Mr, Rosen... 070 
Mir, Tav 2] ets 

Mr. Trotter. 
Mr. W.G.E rulliven | 
Tele, Room ome 

{Priority or Method of Mailing) Ἢ ee 

FBI 

Date: 2/16/61 

Transmit the following in 
( Type in plain text or ¢ode) 

Via AIRTEL ! 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) + , 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: Gaia) 

! The information on the following page was orally 
furnished by CG 5824-S* on 2/15/61 to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
This information pertains ‘to a possible visit during the 
Summer of 1901 to the U.5.5.R. by ELIZABETH HALL. er 

ve A ᾿ a 

(A ett -τΖ ) β 

| -Β (AM) (RM) UC | x Bosees MAG sees7) can ca ofl Ὁ 
λ τὶ ‘Chicago : δὰ δ! | 

᾿ RWH: ntb \ 
᾿ς (5) 

β : 
| τα 
Ι A a , | 7) 

Aad 
ee am 

| ; phn | 

mx, /00-250/~ 14 τ᾽ ΝΣ 

5. FEB £01961 

wack aaa eres | 

age, | | : 
ἱ cor , οἱ {| | ve Oo val δ Cys 

| VF Ak ney [1 [λγ΄ ὧν «ἈΚ 
pro leds a Sent -...__..M Per 

a3 FEB 51a in Charge | rs _ 
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ELIZABETH HALL 
MRS, GUSTHALL 

INFORMATION REGARDING POSSIBLE yj) 58: 43 
TRIP TO THE ὕ7,8,5.Ὲ pote ye, 

ELYZABETH AND CZECH. Hu NGATY 

In November, 1960, GUS HALL, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA (CP, U8A), relayed a message through tog 
the wife of JAHES ALLEN, a member of the National Committee, pie 
CP, USA, who was then in Moscow as a member of the American 
delegation to the meeting of 81 Communist and Workers' 

This message was to the effect that GUS HALL's 
was getting deaf. N HALL would like 

to send his wife, BLIZABETH an during vacation 
tine to the Soviet Union for medical treatment. HALL also 
would like his wife to visit Czechoslovakia and Hungary. 
ELIZABETH HALL is reportedly of Hungarian heritage, 

| The message of HALL was relayed to the Central 
Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union by a member of the 
Anoerican delegation to the meeting of 81 Communist and 
Workers’ Parties referred to above. 

The Russians responded the same day in regard to 
, est of GUS HALL concerning the possible visit of 

and wife to the U.8.8.R. by stating that they would 
very welcome in the Boviet Union. In view of the immediate 

response from the Russians regarding this message, no inquiry ng 
was made by the Amer legation concerning possible visits IC 
of ELIZABETH HALL an o Czechoslovakia and Hungary since 
it was believed that such invitations would be undoubtedly 
furnished to then, 
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_ | ! 
Date: 2/23/61 : 

| ͵»“ϑ, | 
Transmit the following in | 

(Type in plain text or code) 
| 

Via. AIRTEL . REGISTERED MAIL | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

ee oe ee ee oe ee ee ee a ἔνῦσι ᾿πδικά, ταὶ ΘΝ 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Bonegyfiglon 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) Sf, 

= Ὁ 

ReNYairtel 2/20/61. 

in company of GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist Party, 
USA (CP, USA), during early a.m. of 2/23/61 and, therefore, 
is not presently available for contact. 

In conversation with CG 5824-S* on 2/22/61 the 
source advised SA RICHARD W, HANSEN that GUS HALL had mentioned 
on several occasions, namely, 2/20 and 2/21/61, that he had 
with him certain funds which were recently furnished by NY 
694-S*; however, as of the p.m. of 2/22/61 there bad been no 
transfer of anya these funds to the source nor was it indi- 
cated that any such transfer would be made to hin. 

"4. CG 5824-S* departed on a two-day trip to Wisconsin 

Previously, on 2/15/61, CG 5824-S*, in discussing 
the recent receipt of additional funds by NY 694-S* in New 
York and the fact that a portion of these funds had been 

pice WIG 

Grbareau ζ (RM)(AM) ἃ 104 REC. 94 
(1-100-134637 (SOLO) a Yh Gl - fi 
(1-100-6562 (CP of Puerto Rico) (413) — 

1-Chicago | 

Approved: . 
Stheia Agent ih Ὁ lafge 
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CG 134-46, Sub B 
lt 

designated for the CP of Puerto Rico, bad stated that it was 
his belief and feeling that such funds would not be turned 
over to the CP of Puerto Rico. Rather, he felt that this 
money would be used to replace the funds which had been pre- 
viously furnished by the CP, USA, to the CP of Puerto Rico. 
‘However, at that time he emphasized that this was his own 
personal opinion on the matter and he had “not discussed the 
problem with anyone in the National leadership of the CP, USA. 

Chicago, however, will follow this matter closely 
and it will be discussed during the next contact with CG 5824-S* 
which will occur sometime after 2/25/61, 

GALE 
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BY LIAISON 
100.428091-- / 21 

8 ΝΕ 
Dates February 21, 1961 

voto: Director _ Lf | Central Intelligence Agency v4, it 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans fe 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director nile ν,} υυἱ | aan 
Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA . ¥ ve pr INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS μά ΨΩ INTERNAL SECURITY . Ὁ ᾿ 

Referral/Consult , 

ΝΕ Our sources are currently being contacted regarding this matter. Any additional infornation developed will be promptly furnished to you, 

2- Chicago (Enclosure) 

ATTENTION: SAC, CHICAGO itn ὐλαωλν 

| Attention is directed to your airtel dated “4-16-61 captioned "Solo, AS-C," your file 134-46-Sub B, Ὁ and letterhead memorandum enclosure therewith. 

Enclosed is a copy of a self~explanatory letter dated 2-14-61. You are instructed to contact -9% to obtain any o the informant in ‘answer to the questions Yow response in this matter should reac y Sureau no later than ten days from the date of receipt’ of this egnmunicatioy. ΠΣ = al OE amy v4 

a! myer ie 3 

. r i . ἢ + ᾿ ' ΄ . " 

ων ΠΣΣΣ Noret on Οὐ δε Ο I 8} sp ες Ν μα ὧδ 
-Belmont | ὦ 

νον μμσνααι — | + We furnialed Ἀπὰ State by letter dated Ι | Boner «= 1= 25-61 informatiok con ng an international cadre " 
Εν 
Μαβραα μστκοτοωσον training 8chool currently being held in Moscow. This [ Tavel para σας Vv dnformation was obtained by CG 5824-S* on his recent Tectter 

αὐ γα , ] , ἀν Salle 73 NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED PAGE Two 



Director | ' 
Central Intelligence Agency 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED: 

Referral/Consult 

Our cago Office Is being Instructed 
Ὁ obtain from CG 5824-S# any additional information 

that may be availabl This information will be | 
immediately furnishe upon receipt. : 



» Legal Attache, London February 17, 1961 

Director, FBI (100-426091) 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ΓΟ 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

| _ Reurlet dated February 1, 1961, entitled “International | 
Communist Conference, Moscow, Russia, Noverber 10 to December 1, 

1960," your file 100-2448. ReBulet dated February 8, 1961, 
captioned as above. : oO 

Referenced Bulet furnished you the most pertinent 
information available concerning the Sino-Sovict dispute which 
you were authorized to furnish on a “Top Secret” basis to your 

source in 

it appears the request of forth in your ὦ 
yeferenced Jetter would be fulfi had access to the } 

I7D 
information previously furnished 

You should contact your source inL___]| and relate that 
the Bureau 1 ses no objection to that_ service making 
available to information concerning the Sino-Sovict 

dispute as set out in the letter of the Communist Party of the 

Soviet Union dated 11-5-60 on a stric " basis. 

You should emphasize to your source i that the information 

emanating from this Bureau in this matter 15 strictly "Top-Secret? : 

MAILED 3 

FESR 1 74861 

AS Ἢ ἊΣ a) 0g @ &. © Ε 1, =! ct Q o b=} fa i, he | [-} a c+ = ῶ ω wr po © 

forth the contents of a letter of the CP of n jetiy. | 

cimewen dy oe oviet dispute yi 1 be coverey_bul Ἴτς ἣν Z 

aso) pee A nformation 3 TAS payai information preyiqusly surished τ ( δ ed / St ie Be LON -etyriteateetene 
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- 1 = Mr. Fox SO 

Legal Attache, London ο΄ ‘Pebruary 17, 1961 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA ow 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS EDO 4. 0 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C : 

ReBulet 2-8-61 enclosing a Photostat of a 47- 
, ' page document which sets forth the contents of a letter 

| | of the Communist Party of ‘the Soviet Unien (CPSU) dated 
11-5-60. You were instructed to furni 5 document on 

| a "Top-Secret" basis to your source in 

ctober, 1960, Assistant Director A. H. Belmont 
furnished a Photostat of a 3l-page document under a ., 

Ὁ Classification which contains a resume of a 
| | letter of the CPSU dated 6-21-60. Both documents relate to 

the Sine-Sovist dispute. ! 

An article prepared by Edward Crankshaw captioned 
"Sino-Soviet Rift Held Very Deep," date line London, 2-11- 
61, appeared in the 2-12-61 issue of "The Washington Post 275 
and Times Herald." This article contains information similar, 
to that provided in both of our "Top Secret" documents. ie, 

τς ΝΣ ' . " ᾿ ' t 

| You are instructed to'advise by return mail the. 
date on which yo d over the enclosure to Bulet 2-8-61 

" : to yoursource in Yeu are also instructed to advise 
e is any e of a "leak" of τ σοῦ, ALIS. 

~ - 13 
a Gor wh 7 | 

wore ἃ προ. ES pep 08 p00 wa LON [δῷ 
bd τ "The Washington Post ang panescdebarar article dis-~ 
“CLoses that a fully documented report concernjpy the Sino- | 
Soviet dispute had become availahle—{to théLondon Observer. 

Service) through a satellite source. Reports prepared 
o> on this dispute which have been furnished to 

| "‘7the Bureau through our Legat in London ard? throiigh} edAttontain 
Toso’ sufficient information to indicate that they had ‘possession of 
Parjors maw δῆς necesSary material which afptared in the aytacle. It is 

Callan, 2-3 (8180 noted that the Frenci, bagged" a representative (identity | 
Contad omg rh to us) retur ps from the Moscow Oprnféréence' ahd obtained 

42) es of ‘materia. nS . μ 1)... 
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9.λῷ (Rav. 1.11.60) 
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refs 

ει vy a than, 

' | Sy the Assocsated Presa. . 

per.on’Soviet:Sino—— 

an 
ntral nesdtngh Soction ᾿ Tolson 

| 
x) Py \ : ΜΝ ' χω " eh & . , “« τ: 

ff'No:Secret to:U "ἢ 
ἝἙ: 2 Δ: γι 18. os 

ts] f - "" . ᾿ a ee oN i ‘ 4 0: e ‘ oe 3 . ' es ." et ee rete a ι 1 ; 

American officials. who handle’ Soviet affairs inthe: Gove 
ernment’ strongly indicated today. that they were aware οὐ the! - existence: of the Communist” document: said ‘to: show, Russfan- Chinese‘ ideological. differences. and:ma 
reporter.’ 

But they. would nov flatly. say so.sOne 
not at liberty. to reveal whether 
Washington iknew about the 
existence of the document* but 
added that the contents of the 
articles i written... by;, Edward 
Crankshaw,' Soviet specialist of 
‘the sLondon : Observer, did: not]: 
surprise the. State Department, 

on all aspects of the Sino-Soviet 
‘Aispute, ‘including:\the: angle 

tained “fn: Mr, Crankshaw’s 
δ, ᾽ ΕΝ 

1: Envoy, Briefs President 
-yOther officials reminded that 
“United” States , Ambassador: to 
Moscow Llewellyn. Thompson 15} 
now :-in’ Washington: briefing ἢ 
President Kennedy and his for- 
eign' policy aides on the. situa 
ston, - in. the? Communist * bloc, 
The : Sino-Soviet: clash ‘might 
occupy ‘an: important : part: of 

a.“planted! one,” - that: is. with 
some » Communist . source, - per- 
haps‘ the -Kremilin; having! de- 
itberately leaked the: informa- 
tion. *. é ᾿ : 

If 1819 wa sthe case, ὁ would 
not surprise anyone either, an 
official commented: . of 

“He recalled that when Soviet 
Premier Khrushchev denounced 
‘the late dictator Josef Stalin at 

&<comment - reached‘! 
‘world ‘soon—probably » 

aiainst, the intention. of. Mos 
COW. | 

. 

’ a a ae 
»» TE watt a Ὁ 

fit be fu 

A 

‘Leak Suspected” =< | 

As: one: explanation - fof the 
entire: dossier, being: leaked 

ted—among * Western —Or’ pan 

de: publio:by δ᾽ Brittsh 

offictal sald he wag 

and... fundamental’. than . had 

id 
ΠῚ . ἡ 

-νἷἤ ἀρ κυ 

w . ° Lat 

ΟΥ̓ +main..char ΝΜ. 
was oblivious df 

& 

been; imagined}? in 

rests but his‘ own ἢ 
Soe PS Gy . an ' 
τ He “ἢ 2.52 + 

ENCLC 

ated 3 to... other > -Communtst 
‘parties. This> letter.; said ὁ the 
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Ge Peed, 
Ὄπ EM Linh 

ingitheortes that lgrored, 2“ 
les-of ithe modern iw a! 

δ wChinese’ were και δ to 
have, replied in ἃ September: 10 
letter to the Soviet Communtst 
Party* which’ was «also, circus 

Soviet: party hed forgotten: its 
responsibilities ἃς «the tleader] -, 
of world. communism ‘and. that 
it was not only merely ‘failing 
to support, ‘but’: was; aétually 
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0.19 (Nev. 4-31-60) ' . 
of 

ὧν Tet πο ἴσα i face. “gavin 
aignant’ Séviet! denials Sof: any 

Sino So aver’ such siraln, but also puts. δόξα 
ne Whats: Wasi: ‘dfgmissed ἢ by 

ising as an. fa: “doctrinal: se Rite Held |e 
. Colimax fat’ ‘Bughérest: fs ̓ 

ΟΝ ἊΣ ΕΝ We ΤῊΣ “debated, tteelf, which 
Ver Breached ca. firsticlinaxy xt: the 

ty? ee: Bucharest-conference’ last 
ΠΝ June, and, a.secorid In' Moscow 

agithe: Chose - of, the: year, ‘was 
Secret? Document... the’ “outward. expression οἱ. the 

most. serlous: crisis the Cort. 
‘ThrowsiNew: Light’ imunist--; -Partys» hag) bade to 
-On'Policy: ‘Clash: “| weathers: sinee ; “thes Russian 

| Revolntiona-: ν τἀ ἘΠ § 
‘By ‘Edward Crankshaw , ‘In: the: course- of fit: ‘soviet 

VBA Observer: News) Service Premier “Nikita Khrushshev 
τ personally wag atcused; by. the 

LONDON, Feb: Bie A hinesé > of u-revistonism == ἃ 
major. breakthrough! ‘tn’ the deadly sin:.of mishandling the 
West's knowledge of behind-| barre aueht piper aia 

» 4015 n ray “sacrifice the-scenes: developments: ‘in| Cynara particular, andsth 
thésprotracted: struggle: "86:1: Communist movement:{n'ge 

tween the: ‘Soviet’ Union τὰ ἐπ; Jnithe interests ὁ Rus. 
so-American’ detente τ΄, Ὁ Κὶς 

Communist: 4 China shows! ‘Khrushebev;'forshis part, in 
this: conflictité: have ibeen hts most violent mood: accus 
far: mote, vio ent}, actimon: Ma ols belag" obliviaw Lk 

alin, © ng vious (0 ious; and ; ;fundaniental ‘than any interests butlhis own, an 

from. the realities otithesmied i}. 
hands: 2“f0l ‘docu erm: Wor ἢ >the’ end. a 
port * pe sonnei ine agreed ° declaratlon;,was', pub 

b OUD Fished: and: in ‘it’ the} Russians 
tere Larges hetweenl Peking aind had: ther upper! hand: ‘Butsthe 
Moscow’ at: the’ ‘Moscow confer: ‘Chinese. _on«many.spoints-: 
ences ofumore ithan® ‘sopCom-| served: the. ane to: differ. τ 
mounist!: partles.: fp: November ὦ 
and: December: last year.” pe! eg ke Sy oe 

There, has? Come ἐπα. our 

ito ent correspondence; came 
‘from’ a satellite: source, - There 

‘part: of ihenetioe © ‘}nese. ε te 
| Ifsnot: Speen ΠΎΛΑΙ Tred to; Lica 

curacy? “ot; what ‘already’: had "The Russians. themselves: if 
‘Deen ide ge ds/about) thea secret clreular about. the sins 
strained: sta * Chinese-So-ll of the * Chinese: ‘Communist 
Otten ab eee arty, dated June... 215 | 1960, 

tried. to localize. the quarrel, 
It began, they say, in: elfect: 

only “when <Ghiniersrasted ig. 

aot ‘ 

- 
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. ποῖ ‘come outinto the open un- existe, 

vel did not begin το ΤΑ ΚΦ real|say that. war. cannot he avofd- 

poring thetettonand tie spirit atom bombang.' even: more: in: 

of the Moscow’ declaration, of} terestingly, the! breakdown ‘of 
1957, which said’ that. war. was] 3 scheme for 4. unified. Pacific 

not:inevitable. |, poke command. (Moscow, : 
The .Chinese,. on: the: other , wag afraid that the Chi. 

hand, In a.critfeally. {mporant nese would: draw ‘the Soviet 
and -hitherto , secret”: letter monk, into «% war - over Ako or 
dated: Sépt. 10, 1960,. replying . ite 
not only: to.the. Sovlet edireular Many:-Issues Alred. 
but''ta the Soviet charges All these and ma more ‘ty 
brought - against them: at: Bu. Sues? Were: ‘freely: aired: tats the 

rel goes back to 1956. * close of 1960, including: strong The real differences, they Soviet objections to: Chinese 
insist, started atthe 20th: Par|.actions fn. India‘and' Algeria.|’ 
y Congress, when in; his de-F These, the Russians said, were 
«tslintration ‘speech Ktrul calculated to: destroy: the: con- 
shchev dented’ Stalin's “post! fidence of the bourgeois. world 
tive” role -without: any pre-| in: the ‘Communist: desire: for 
vious discussion. with the “fra-| peace and: fo inflame Afro 
ternal.parties.” Further, they).Asfan suspicions . of. interna: 
say, they-objected strongly to] tlonal communism. But. the 
the Soviet mobilization against] whole ‘weight .of the debate 
Poland {01956, which they.ef-]. centered on matters of guiding 
fectively -restrained,. and: also} doctrine, 
to.an-alleged:Russian plan‘to]| These controversial {sues 
have the‘ Polish .party ‘collec-]- have already been reported az 
tively: condemned: by all the] length as:they: showed«them- 
Communis£' parties Of.. the} selves above the surface ! irr 
world: . creasingly in the: longdrawn 

For good’ measure, - lasti out press polemics between 
year’s: Chinese letter. declares ‘Moscow and Peking. Iast-sum- 
that. there hadi been’, x: sharp|: mer and auton They ‘are, six 
différence: between: Ching. and] In: nu 
Russia, about the shandlingsof} . , Is 
the Hunga uprising; at one fa 4" - 
rime, the Chinese letter states, Russians) since’ the: 20th:Con- 
the <Russians bad. decided‘ ta] sress: in (1956, say that: times 
withdraw: their. troops;, the [have changed since'Lenin laid 
Chinese ‘had’ ‘effectively {n-|down -the. doctrine. ofthe’ in- 
tervened to stop-thém. , evitability of.war, and.that st 

shape’. until .1958, .and-{t'-did|ed, so ‘long: as. ‘imperialism 

tlk fast. year. It: was’ 8. .ἀτ8.} 2, Must; léeali ward: tead to 
matic year indeed, and, during | general. wars?. The Russians 
its. course: the’ main: ‘Asses 56. say. the: danger- of this. hap- 
tween -Mos¢éw and ‘Peking pening fs'too great, to. gamble 
were. swiftly: erystalfzed th. The, Chinese, ; ‘at. Buchs. 

It.3s:a: fascinating aspect’ of hier sand? at; Moscow, « insisted 
the: report. thats (ts: compilers, |that local! wars cain’ and imust 
devoted ‘Communists, did‘ ποῖ ᾿ς. pursued. An extremely: in- 
discuss: in- any. detall. what: wel teresting sidelight:. on,‘ théir 
should; consider-the dramatic; mentality-w4s’ provided: by the 
the conérete points of: differ chiet Chinese’ spokesman . at 
ence, but concentrated on doc | Bucharest, who countered: thie ἢ 2ESe spokesman: at.. Moscow, 
trinal issues, at. firsts sight} Russian argument: by: declar whose speeches were the most 
meaningless to us, but wonder! ing: that: the : Russians ; them: 
fully alive to ‘them. and .con-|selves had already stopped two 
ditloning all their - actions—-r toca] wars, .th:Suez and-jn 
therefore, in efféet,; alive fo us Cada, by" threatening long. 
too range. intetventlon, 

nge {rom the: now notorious | stang’.’since :1956᾽, have. been 
ithdrawat: of Soviet: fech ‘Isaying “yes.” ‘The . Chinese 
tans from>China: last. August! deny ' ft \ categorically except 

(the sreasons. for- this, {t:now/ ἃς the. rarest exception, cithhg 
appears, were that the Chinese’ Lenin. to-supportitheny ον ον 
were using them in ἃ way the." ¢ ἐς peacetul: coexistence’ a 
‘Russians’ didnot: approve: and. i good fidea?: The > Russians Say 
that ithey were being- doe te-45. nots only : good -In! itself 
trinally. perverted. by, the. Chl hutinecessatyy and, Jin-the. ful: nese)? to Soviet treluctance: tol n cee, of time, will benefit: the 
supply ithe: e+ witht. the} csuse : of. socials: The - Chi: 

nése- say St iss good: ΟΥ̓ τ ἃ 
‘tem Lest re “to 
‘decelvetthe: Westies. 

it] eratfon. unovements? The Rus 

| the Sodialist: camp. .The' Chi- 
[nese say «πολι ἐς acwaste 
‘}of money and: resources? : ‘ft 

*HinsistIng that ithfs was. “an 

war. dnevitable? - The 

poi: Be tHat-as it may,.the quan {ro -loriger’ holds, The: Chinese proper. attitude ‘toward ;Yugo- 

Jetzrea:tnatc ‘head:. on, ’\* de 

| Toni he a forma draction, 
Some of ‘the “conerete™ Is} 3° Can soctalisny be achieved ἡ nin, "δ: sald; iby - splitting 

sues are serious enough, They|without: “violence? . ‘The-:Ras-|, the? Social !Democratle ‘Party 
iks had; formed 'whatiwasiat 

8 ‘Should’: Communist’ sup: 
port ibe*ptrei:fo ‘bourgeois 
that: fg," hon-Communtst—i 

Slang say “yts" everyth{ng 
that ‘weakens ‘the . great: Im. 
perialist: owers rmusts Denefit 

Giscourdges: genuine revolw- 
tionaries; ‘it: strengthens the 
imperlalist: camp-by “enlarging 
the-- effective sare, 61. antl: 
communism, τ Ὺ [5.5 
-6..How should ithe: present 

epoch: he defined in. Marxist 
terms?: This. question.with its 
airs of tfaintly. mad sacademie- 
ism .was-the.oné whith: moved 
Mr. 'Khrushehev.., himself :: 
much 7ag ’ any. ‘Everything, : he 
said, depended. onithe: answer 
totit, ‘The: Chinese ‘had! been 

epoch! of wars and: ‘revolu. 
tions,” The. Soviet: view. was 

integration of: {mperialism,’ 
transition’ to;sociali$m:and- 
the:: formation: sand: consol 
tlon* of) & world? system: of 
cialism." Ἢ ΠΣ ͵ 

Definition ‘Inoportant «. “ 

χε τὰς supremely: importan 
to agree.on the correct: defint 
tion: because, ; -from: ‘this, -a 
appraisals -and’ ‘actions: ‘MUS 
flow, 
There. were. plenty: ofvother 
ints: of: disagreement — the 

slavia-(the “soft%‘ Soviet: atti. 
tude: being bitterly: Cont 
demmed : by: the Chinese* wha 
were so' worked. ‘Up? that” they 
convened’..a little. “summit” 
conference of-thelr own, from 
whith the ‘Russians were: τοχὶ 
cluded), the. question of “frac, 
tlonalism”™ within.the: party; 
here the Chinese showed their 
teeth when - accused” ‘of | that 
deadly . sin: 

' Tseng, Hsiaoping, sthe i Chi: 

outspoken tlrades. of the 
‘whole. seriés, : and: ΒΟ met 

tlared‘ that. Chinaihad:a per 

‘into’ Bolsheviks sand: Menshe 

first) a: minority “fraction? :in 
order, successfully: 



| το vinta majority, The strong oa they knew ‘more. about 
| implicdtion-,was that ‘Chinalwar4 an. most: people, 
might:repeat this. nistorig} It.was in this:mood that the 
maneuver, |, {Bucharest - Conférence, «..ap- 

| But. more ‘revealing. even|plauded: ‘in’ the ‘Communist 
than: the points’ at«{ssue:was(press-as.a triumph of solidar- 
the «tone of the argument.ity, broke up. The Chinese 
The chronology of the dispute|agreed ‘to’ sign’ the, ‘communt, 
in: its: acute-form,: as now: re-|que only forthe: sakesof. pre- 
vealed, ‘may be dated:from|serving ‘the : appearance. of 
January, .1960. Then, at thelunity ‘and’ under ' protest. “It 
Rome: meeting. of: the - presi |was:agreed:to prepare: for‘ 
)dium~ οὐ τὴ Woxld ‘Peace full-dress. conference to : be 

with*America. “. 
In“April, the. Chinese started 

a “propaganda: campaign {[n- 
dtrectly criticizing “Khru- 
shehev’s policies ‘and ‘this was 
soon worked up to a very, high 
pitch, though with no- names 
mentioned. The Russians did 

‘ notrreply, fn. public, but ‘after 
the--abortive’ summit: confer- 
encesint May,sMo$¢ow: sent 
several sharply, critical letters 
to. Peking.’ ‘At the same.time 
the Chinese offended Commu: 
nist: propri¢ties byusing the 
meeting ofthe. World. Federa- 
ton of Trade Unions! In + Pe- 
Xing to press their. views, 
Thi¢- was‘the' background of 

the Bucharest: Conference Roe 
une. -The- ostensible: idea: be-| “bur: : ᾿ wet ave port, but: was: actually oppos 

hind « this conference: was - ἰΟ] τσ’ - 
sort out: differences ‘ of! view. ing, struggles for Nberalion all 
Actually, .at «the last: minute, 
the Russians decided’ to use it 
for: an: all-out; attack “on. Chi. 
nese positions! This: was: madé 
easier “bythe .fact that ‘the 
Chinese themselves moved fOr 
iscussion. ani page letters cay war’ 
rom.the Soviet: Central Com- ΝΡ of Sept. 
ittees which; d welled. atiio. stogether' with ‘the- Soviet 

ength on, the ‘shortcomings of eireular., οὗ. June .-24,, which 

theirreply to.the Moscow. cit 
cular’ of June! 2%. in. the: form 
of a‘letter to‘the Soviet’ Com; 
munist’ Party, the contents. of 
which : were: communicated ; to 
ther Communist: parties. -It' 
was in this letter that‘the fs- 
sues referred to earlier. (dis. 
approval ‘of the ‘de-Staliniza: 
tion, campaign; differences 
over ‘Poland: and‘ ‘Hungary, 
ete.) :were :first: brought: up.' ' 

The letter also said that the 
Soviet Party had: forgotten its 
responsibilittes as‘ the: leading 
Party; that-its attacks: on:the 
Chinese ‘Party ' had sseverely 
damaged its; prestige; ; that“ it} . 
was not merely falling to sup- 

negotiation’ with ;the: imperial: 
ists-might be. necessary, there 
was no need: to: glorify. them; 
that China wanted neither war 

- - 

| he “Chinese: Party. = served 

On: the following day, June | discussion atthe Moscow con- 
26, Khrushchev launched :his|ference, ΝΞ ῃὌΝἬἪ 
direct: attack on:Mao Tsefung) -The conference was 50 secret 
—a violent and::latgely :im-ithat {ts existence was not even 
promptu‘tirade in :the ‘now-ladmitted ‘until it: was: over, 
familiar ‘Khrushchev manner, |’ Jt: began with.an: extremely 
inthe course'of which he got lscrimonious « preparatory + con: 
round: -to-, calling “Mao “anfrerence, in which'the Chinese 
ultra-leftist, ‘an ultra-dogma-fstubbornly and hotly. disputed 
tist, :a-left-revisionist,* ,and|/every point of a vready-made 
telling ithe! Chinese :that they |draft declaration presented by 
knew ‘nothing about modem ithe: Soviet, delegation, headed 
γᾶ .. ‘ 

_ Foronce: he .was, answered 
‘inkind. The Chinese spokes: 
|man. directly accused“ him: of 

Ww 

andcunderestima ting :Jts|session ‘when-it ‘finally. came 
strength, The! Chinese’ Party, ΜΔ τᾶ. speech ‘by “Tseng: Hsiao. 
"ἢ δι 5414} did snot at salkstrust [ping,- seems to ‘have f hadi; 
|Khrushchev’s analysis . of « the| shattering effect: :.The :Sovie 
igeneral situation. Further-|Party, was opportunist’and r$ 
imore, ‘agi the: Chinese, had: al-|Visionist; it Jacked :any: dee 
'Teadyeohowas (In “Korea” andiknowledge ,of/ehrarxisfh; its 

# 

7 

Chinese ‘attack,- the! li 

of ‘the: Chinese ‘delegates, to 
distinguish between ‘the 
“bourgeois .Eisenhowex” "and 
the “bourgeois, . Nehru, the 
wholly, callow ὁ “manner; 
which ithe : Chinese: spoke 1 of 

the «nécessity’ ὉΖ. wat τα cor 

ideas about disarmament were 
absurd; its aid to Indian Prime 

over the world;:that although |Minister Jawaharlal Nebry and 
United Arab: Republic ‘Prest- 
dent Gamal “Abdel Nasser. only 
helped : imperfalism “and “was 

nor coexistence, ‘but .a “third|4n “opportunist mistake; peace:}. 
way,” which sh¢.was happy to|ful - coexistence could. meanf the «necessity at = 

nothing, ;except..as sa: tactical|trasted ‘with’ Kruhshehev's im: 
weapon to deceive the enemy; 
the Soviet {dea οἵ ἃ division of 

as’ the-main ‘base*for|labor: among the'¢ountries of 
the Socialist camp was Wrong, 
and China.must.go‘her, own 

sfoned:,evotation: of” the 
perils: of nuclear, war, and’ his 
insistence‘ that -he: was +abso- 
Tutely* sincere: about disarma 
ment: (“the only: true "humar 
iSm”yiand ‘coexistenceIn the 
end-had'their. effect... Ὁ 
- The? upshot. was rthe: cel 
brated‘ «Moscow \ declaration, 
whith: was .a compromise: o 
sorts, x. papering: over’ of: the, 
cracks. The Russians. won, at 
least. for: the purposes’ of the 
‘declaration, their main points 
But; ta ' satisfy the : Chinese 

ay: _ 
At. firstimany delegates: tol 

the* conference {hac beén une 
They “had ποῖ, Uked 

Khrushehev’s. overbearing 
manner. They: bad not: liked 
the ‘way ‘they had» been ‘fso- 
lated not merely’ from the or- 
dinary ‘Russians, but: -from;} 
each : other, ' by,. guards; : they} they shad‘ to‘lay. a: heavy: 
had snot: liked “the ' way ‘the MOE! a, the} phasis: on” the: -revolutionars 
Russians !had~ tried «to iregi- dynamic, The struggle ‘fo 

‘| the soul ofsthe Compsdnis 
f But the ‘bjtterness of >the} movement: still: goes ( i. 

! 



β 
β 

the }two ‘power. ‘centers: 22: ‘vex pesienced 1: and:, 

Yelatfons. or Provoke, 138 the (was: given ‘the documen- , thernuclear world, - this’ slo. 

0-19 (HOw. 2211560) tral ἢ ioe Section 

‘Sino-S 
By R..H{ SHACKFORD. 
Scripps-Howard Stalf Writer - 

The schism. between 
Russia’s) Nikita: Khru- 
shchev. and: Red’ China’s - 
Mao: Tse-Tung- is οὐδ᾽ in |: <3 
the-open'in great: detail: * 
today ‘and: is: much.: ᾿ 
stronger than‘had. been. i 
suspected, ν 

But ‘the SinoSoviet dis” 7 
pute 14. far from: an. open,’ 
break—such as occurred be. 

ANS, the experts believe: ες 
And both sides are ὀχροοίασε ἢ 
to to.avold such a break. 
whith ‘they think would : 
benefit only. the- capitalist,” Tiina vanecny Νὰ : an πὶ ̓ΚΗΒΌΒΗΘΗΕΝ " i. _MAO TSE-TUNG - on 
This! clash betwee: Mos : open ‘secret ‘for more than ἮΝ that’: they bave - ‘them, . ‘too: 

cow ‘and :Peking~ eagles ‘year, :At the, November Duning Καὶ tushchev’s visit to. 

sles pay nse του δε, epee, he vated oy vt a era ‘in’ the, ra ' δ owa news, 
iden ieee sak; Tust: parties ° in. Moscow,-.the - | ‘papers ported: that: the 

top} Soviet : ‘advisers started» cracks were bapered Over in t Info 
Saturday of'U, S. ‘policies, οὶ -&+:+20,000-word: '-manifesto. Δ᾽ the : UN‘ were- nulaely 

᾿ ds ge genial y: 

Dangers ot 

toward « ")“SBut® the’ paper “tuned ' “RK Frushichev, 
munism.' Anternational. com out to, eee *thin<even scared. off Red 

| , transparent: a ‘engaged ‘nan alka allout ta 160 
The. Soviet-Chinese ἄγου “i Topical: struggle “with: Mao 

bles’: haven't ‘developed far’ "The latest =: development: Tse-Tung’.for 'Yeadership “or 
enough ‘yet to' be the: hasis,, Was: publication: : thissweek: ‘the world’ ‘communist: move. 
of Ὁ. 5. policy toward either * end in’London: of 2: copys ment.” ἘΝ 
country. But it {s against the wighted.’arti¢le by Edward) ©” 
background : of* this ‘schism ‘sCrankshaw. in' the Observer The documents’: described? 
that.all-U. S.. relations. with [giving detalls' of hitherto by.’Mr. Crankshaw . show. 
the Soviet: Union: (including «| Secret. “correspondence: - “be ' why Khrushchev has grounds 

ible Kennedy-Khru. | tween: Moscow. and Peking,. , ‘for being. scared of ‘4: neigh 
ev-meetiig) and the ac /, plus'a summaryof-the aerk dor numberlag. 650. mil 

tlons: of ‘Réd+ China. are: be- ‘monious ‘s es. by; Khru- ,people in urgent need of ex: 
Ing evaluated. « mo ‘4 shehev- Mao's represent: ‘pansion~-toward Russia. for? 

.* ative’ at ‘the '-Moscow+ cons. lJand.and toward: Southeast: 
4: Objective. - clave, Tseng. HslaoPing’: Asia, the xice basket. of the For th the an - continent, : ‘for: food. . 
OF THe ; ™: a : 

jor Othe moment; :the cell q, Expert’ ‘+ x Qne- of’ the -tundatheritat . 
policy-makers | ἐφ to do noth; gee Crankshave is one of. - Sine Soviet disa cemtnts is 
Ing « wo either force's”, e- Western: wo most. “that ine vitability of wan?” 

respected 
communism :back to-cléser . ‘experts in this: field,’ He said. ' ‘Khrushchev claims > that, stn 

open’ break.;" ‘tary report: of- the SinoSo. |: 8&7 25. no longer. valid; Mao. 
Viet diepute- ‘byian.Eastern: ‘ltlms. that war.cannot, be”! The’ ‘Schisn. ig. toithe-ade ‘European satellite “source “ avoided and: sces it’as> the: 

Vantage/of‘the: non-commiu. — and that-there was “a strong Only: way, to: world “commuc. 

open break might sane Red. 2 me puley spat Wt ΡΩΝ sore a Wo sid Warsi zg ea , " ΟΙ a War, αι 
Ching. Unto: an. aggressive * thé Rosstans ως τ On He part 0 ote produced the Bolshevik.Rev: - 
rampage all over-Asladf£So {ι pera , Piatto sand: World: War. 
viet: Testraint were gone... “American: . ‘officials Gon, ‘the: « Chinese - ‘Communist 

firmed: that“ they ‘had sbeen y: Revolution, andj that’W 
@ troubles between Rus... \aware’ ots the: existence, off. War IIE will: produta wo 

sand: china’ have been an. _these’documents and’ hinted: « conumunist. revolution, _ rs 
whom προ ge pe a A ee 

‘The Evening Star 

The Washington Post and 

Tines Herald 

The Washington Daily News zi 

New York Herald Tribune comewiee 

Now York fournal-Amesican 

New York Mirrot 

New ‘York Daily News 

New York Post 

The New York Times 

The Worker : 

the New Leader 

The Wall Street Joumal 

Date 2 fa Ty 

ὁ) 

πὴ ἐν ALS 



Φ, Summarizes. ὁ 
4 Crankshaw’s δε οί , bsked: ' 

marized the two Positions. fn 
the debatethusly: ς 

δ: ΕΙ 5 Ξ 

SE 
Ξ ἢ ξ 

and the’ communise MOvVe. . ment, in: general, In the .{n. 7 terests of a‘Russo-Amertean detente, . Th, 

accused Mao Tse-tung « being ilike.- Stalin, of : oblivious to “any ‘Interests but his own, and of spinning: theorles: detached ‘from. the realities, 
Ww 

Fs 
« 

“The bitterness of the Chk | nese attack, the inabllity: of the Chinese delegates to dis. tinguish. between: the -‘bour. 

‘bourgeois Nehru? the whol- ly. calloug- manner’ fr ‘Which the Chinese spoke of the ne cess ty of War=tontrasted 

\ 

Soviet. experts: warn that ᾿ Khrushchey's" attitude’: tos Ward' the Chinese: commy. | nists should hot. mislead ug 
ettitude 2 ard the fats Θ isan allout: ent, But he. does owa 

PDursue<al]; otier means. tn. cluding nibbling aggressions 
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STANDARD FORM μος 64 , ἢ 

Office Men, ~ 

TO; ΩΝ, FBI (100-428092) 

FROM :U/LEGAT, LONDON (100-1112) 

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA | 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY = C 

" 
YM «© ONITED 

et ς. 

GOVERNMENT 

- PATE: February 27, 1961 

ReBulet February 17, 1961, referring to Bulet Οὗ 
February 8, 1961, transmitting a 47 page document classified 

concerning 
was to be furnished to 

ocument 

; \. Referenced Bulet referred to an article by EDWARD 

; RANKSHAW appearing in the "Washington Post" and "Times Herald", 

t 
ef our information ‘by 

2761, concerning the Sino-Soviet dispute. The Bureau » Le 
4 as to when enclosure to Bulet 2/8/61, was furnished .“2.4¢°°° 

and to advise ;: re was any evidence of a "leak" 
πὶ τὸ [8 

Th page document has not at this time been 
Lurnished to as it was received in this office 
February 1 . it has been dictated and this letter 
will go to n February 28, | 

I discussed this general subject with Miss M.J.E. 
BAGOT on the afternoon of February 24. She mentioned the 
CRANKSHAW article and commented that it was most difficult 
to keep such information out of the newspapers, as it was 
known and discussed by all of the world Communist Parties 

She did volunteer as a result of the cow Conference. : 
the comment that ad held their information very closely 
in view of the s 
was received, 

No further yaad will be made concerning the 
CRANKSHAW article UACB. 

ruc , 74% 
RYO | or 
1 = Jondon 

CWB:ec bay 

(6) ' ; phy REC- 4 

yi .Ἵ τῇ ἢ 
ἘΝ 106 

e nature of the sources from which it 
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FBI Ἔν, Bal aAnt comme 
r nn ΠΝ noe weer 

» Comrnd ων 
ἐξα 12) τὴ eee 

. ΓΙ ΔΏΦ, ωπον 
τ, τι ἰρῃδιωνν 

1» POKES. secre 
» TVS] error 
LOE E TT ων 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ἢ Mr. WG πονῶν 

᾿ ει ἔρὶς, ROOTs νον 
yin) ara 
i BS.39 Gan cy comme 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ΟΝ ν᾿. 
ΝΣ 

} FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

copies and for the New York Office one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum containing information regarding the meeting held 
on 11/23/60 between members of the People's Party of Iran 
and members of the Communist Party, USA. This meeting was 
held in the room of MORRIS CHILDS at a hotel restricted ‘to 

Communist Party members in Moscow as guests of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. This 
hotel is located at Platnikov Paraulik (ph) #12. It 15 near 
Arbatskaya Street, the main polyclinic and the Foreign Office. 
It is'a modern six-story building which will ‘house between 200 
and 250 guests. 

There are enclosed herewith for the Bureau seven / 

. 
/ 

‘In compliance with instructions in Bulet of 11/2/60, a } Ἴ 

this, letterhead memorandum has been classified "Secret" and 
its place of issuance is reflected as Washington, D. C. 

ἐς ἢ 

3-Bureau (AM) (ΕΜ) (RRR) (Enc. 7) YO- , O {Xs 

l-New York (100-134637) (AM) (RM).CRRR) (Enc. ΚΑ) 
& 1-Chicago “τ 

J RWH: MDW " : ὯΖ5 FEE 27 1961 

CM LLAMA ifs — 
“ CAL tefl ht - home | Ak 
ci ee Se ny i ᾿ ; " XY 

aide | "" Sn δ 
{ ΜΡ 

5OMAR8 EE MG] — sy 4 uF 

| Y Approved: Es : Z Sent ane M = Perr. xe py 

N * 2 Do Wick 
Special Agent in Charge 



. Κα 134-46, Sub B 

The information contained in the letterhead 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 2/17/61 in the 
form of two Dictaphone dictabelts to SA RICHARD ΝΥ, HANSEN. 
he source advised that the delay occasioned in reporting 
information regarding this meeting resulted from a temporary 
misplacement of his notes relating to it which had caused 
an extensive review of material in his possession. 

With the reporting of this meeting, the source 
advised that all pertinent information in his possession 
concerning the eighth Solo trip was complete except for 
a very few miscellaneous items concerning individuals. In 
addition, the source advised that he still had some published 
material such as newspapers which he had either brought back 
with him or mailed back from the Soviet Union. Such material 
will be reviewed by the source at the earliest possible 
moment for any matter of interest to the Bureau and the 
Bureau promptly furnished with such information. 

GALE 
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‘UNITED ‘STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF -INVESTIGATION 

fa’ Repty,. Please’ Refer to . . . 

File No 

100-428091 ‘Washington, D.C, - .  SHERET- 
February..24,. 1961 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHQEITY DEEIVED FROM: 7 of 

FEIT AUTCM&TIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE Ma 

DATE 07-28-2011 

‘NOVEMBER .23, 1960, ‘MEETING BETWEEN 
REPRESENTATIVES OF: THE “PEOPLE! 8: 

- PARTY ‘OF. ‘IRAN. AND THE COMMUNIST 
‘PARTY USA {IN. MOSCOW, ‘RUSSIA: 

A source, who has furnished«reliable information in 
a ‘the past, furnished .the following in formation: 

On. November 23 1960 ἃ Rezi ἐπα μηροὶ the ‘Firs 
ye Secretary of the People's ‘Part ΤΑΣ an KPPl) tty = WTakandert! 

a pecretar of "the wa onal” Executive. onmitt θὲ ; and, 
W-Echsametab - ΟΣ the. Naf ons Bxeciitive. “Coamittee, - 
fy PPL. met with Willen, MorrisAChi lds a icke 
BVA and Helen¥¥insen all mombe Dal Committee, 

Af ommunist Par (CP, US nn, ZA Ameri . ͵ “ΕἾ. , r} 

Cy “a_Vice Chairman of the CP; USA. ‘ALL of. these "indiv (dua Were. 
“ὰλ in Moscow, Russia, for the purpese of :attending ‘the. Meeting of” 

| the:81 ‘Communist and. Workers’ Parties, ‘This: meeting:was ‘held 
| in:a ‘hotel limited to occupancy by ‘CP: members:.who were: guests 

of the Central Committee οὗ the Communist Party : ‘of: the ‘Soviet 
‘Union (CPSU), This hotel is located ‘near: the :main ‘polyclinic 
and the. ‘Foreign ‘Office, 7 

 ‘[vadz Iskanderi acted as.the chief. ‘spokesman. for. the . 
PPI and the ‘essence:of his remarks follows:. ‘ 
Εν elite Ar SARA ER τ νος μὰ 4 συ) 

"In the United. St tes there are (tek thousand) students 
ifrom Iran, Last year, (two”thcusand) of ‘these :students..were sent 
to.the United States ‘by. the eerie Government, -These ‘students | 
in the United ‘States can ‘be- generally . dividéd‘ into: two: categories, 
First, some very good students:.who' were ‘sent to. the ° ‘United: States 
by. the Iranian’Government because of their ‘talents: and -knowlLedge— 
ability, who, despite the fact the government : ‘sent them, ‘are -good: 

| 00- LJ£EO7- — Ppa 
FNCLOSURE ᾿ 

¥, 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION COIDE 

DATE ὕ- 285-011 

τ" 

᾿ 

NOVEMBER 23.,, 1960, ‘MEETING BETWEEN SECRET™ 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE’ PEOPLE'S: "’ - 
PARTY OF IRAN‘VAND THE COMMUNIST 
“PARTY, USA, ἽΝ MOSCOW, , RUSSIA. 

people, Second: thers are those students: who:are from. rich. 
‘and noble families ‘who .were sent to school privately. ‘In: this. 
latter category; ’the government ‘had nothing to do‘with. their 
scholarships..or their entrance inte American universities, 
Most of the Iranian students in the United States are.against 
thelr government despite the differences. ‘in their social’ status, 

"Doctor - yhanwed Mossadegh, the former Ivanian Premier 
who led the Nationalists, ‘had. and’still has.aigreat influence: 
‘upon the students, the intellectuals, and ‘some-of the: middle. 
‘class of Iran, 

"Recently, a Congress of Iranian Students.was: held, 
in the United’ States, At. this/Eongress the students.adopted: 

a. resolution against the present Iranian Government. Most οὗ 
the students) who have their counterpart in: Trang want ‘the. 

yt at Tranian. Gov ent to be neutral. They. want thelr government. 
military organizations: like the: Central’ Treaty. Organiza- 

tion ‘and: all other blocs which: ‘CAYTy. On. the .cold. war policies... 

. "Today, there is,another :group of Iranian, nationals 
in the United States, These people are the individuals: ‘who: 

- gupported ‘Mossadegh ‘and believed that the United’ States:.would: 
aid them against British imperialism.and Communism. Mossadegh: 
at the time understeed and expected no. ‘help. fromthe United: 
States. ‘When Mossadegh was deposed, some..of his: followers: “who 
‘had' faith ‘in the United States left Iran and came.-to. ‘the: ‘United 
States, In Iran we know ‘that in the ‘United States State ‘Depart~ 
ment there are two groups, :One group favors: the: ‘Shah. and ‘the... 
other group, which: is against the ‘Shah, favors Mossadegh. 

"One. Shayegan. (phonetic) ; a former winister inthe 
Mossadegh: Cabinet, is now’in the United’ States. Herhas: wide | 
contacts in the United States State: Department .and the ‘State: 
‘Department wants him to retain these.contacts, - He..4s.one .of 
a group of individuals who is against the. Shah, Recently,. this 

° -2- “SHORT __ 
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, DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: (} 

: FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE 07-28-2011 

a “~ 

NOVEMBER 23, 1960, ‘MEETING. BETWEEN . SECRET 
REPRESENTATIVES :OF' TEE PEOPLE'S : 
‘PARTY. OF. IRAN“: AND: THE. COMMUNIST 
‘PARTY, ‘USA, IN MOSCOW,. RUSSIA. 

‘group, which is.against the Shah, was responsible: for. holding ‘a 
demonstration. in. front of. the United Nations ‘building in.New 
York}domanding that there ibe held free elections in Iran, 

Cr 

ἵ “Some . Americans -connected with the United. ‘States. State | 
Department and who: follow international. ‘politics’ have. published | 
articles and letters:in the press against ‘the Shah, Not long: — 
ago. the Shah sent his son-in-law to the United’States to astertain 
the real attitude of the United.‘States : ‘toward: him, 7 

"The PPI wants: the CP, USAy to ‘help the Iranians. expose: 7 
the present -government with ‘the “Shah at its head, The PPIvand’ 
some Nationalists: feel that the United States: State Department: 

| is playing a dual role by. supporting both the : ‘Shah: and: his ! 
" opposition, ‘Last fall, in.a series of articles,: Walter: Lippman, o/ 7 

ἔνι». 4 sindicated that ‘the! present goverament_of—Iran-waS not Ἔσο stable Yan, 
ΡΣ ἃ ἐμ" and, therefore, the United: States had to have -sene-alternative. κε: 

seth some pro=American Iranians in the opposition group. in.Iran,. 
who-could_influence-the-people-who_will—some-day—overthrow the. —~ 

| Present. -gorernuent—and-prevent~them-from-having-too.close coh=: 
-the-Commu 

"The PPI favors.a united front with all opposition | 
elements in order to take advantage of the present (Wationalist. 
antiygovernment,. anti-United’ States feeling." | 

When: talking about Iranian students in. the United , 
‘States, Iskanderi mentioned: the fact that they. published. a bulletin . 
in English. When.askedby a member of the: CP, USA, μὸν 186. CP, 
USA, could. contact these ‘students, Iskanderi replied and‘ the. 
essence of his remarks. follows: 

“The CPx USAg should assign. someone to occupy himself. 
with the problems of Iran and Iranian students inthe United: 
States, It is both feasible. and technically possible :to:make 
contact and guide ‘some of these students in the United’ States. 

-3- SECRET 



DECLASSIFICATION ἈΠΙΤΗΘΕΙΤῚ PHERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE O7-£6-c011 

NOVEMBER 23, 1960, MEETING BETWEEN ‘SECRET. 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE'S | 
PARTY OF IRAN AND THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

fhe ων a 

Once TRE aa: will do and’ ΣΌΝ 
‘Who ‘assigned, ἘΣΤΙΝ details can. be winkea ‘out through the 
Socialist. Unity Party in East ‘Germany in regard to contacting. 
theses students, | 

"We must emphasize that the σῷ; USA, should ‘help ‘to 
expose the Shah, This is a necessity, especially abroad.and 
particularly in the United States, 

“The Communists in Iran are growing in influence 
amongst the working class, It is growing daily. because of tthe 
miserable conditions and the oppressions that continue. There 
15 no ons to stop the Goxmanists ‘among ths working class .because' 
there is no social democratic party or other organization. in 
Iran, In Iran there are two streams, the Mossadegh stream and 
an unorganized stream; both in opposition to the Shah. The 
people who are organized are the ones who, ara inf iuenced. by the 
Party, The Party is working with all itsenergy to attempt .to 
unite these two streams, 

ὁ ὦ 

"We also have a Party in Azerbaijan, the northern . 
provinces of Iran, which Slap asoas ‘the Azerbaijan Democratic 
Party. The purpose of this/is to leaye the impression. that' that 
province is independent and has its own independent. party ; however, 
this Party works with the PPI, 

“After the last election in Iran, the Shah saw that the 
people favored real democracy and his machines was being defeated, 
As a result, democratic rights again were restricted. Election 
possibilities are not mow too great. As a result of the obvious: 
defeats which the Shah suffered in the election, there is.a crisis 
in his organization. There is also much discontentnent among the 
workers and peasantry as wsll as among the students and’ 1516}. 
lectuals,” 

~ 4. SECRET 



MECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION CUIDE 

MATE OF7-2ZS-201L1 

NOVEMBER 23, 1960, MEETING BETWEEN “SECRET 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE'S ; 
‘PARTY OF ‘IRAN AND THE :COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

After the mest f November 23, 1960, the Iranians. 
attempted to organize additional:nestings: with the.American | 
delegation in ordef’ to speak more contretely of Iranian 
problems, but further meetings did not mat lize because 
of isack of tine, | | 

The Communist Party, \USA, has been designated~by the 
Attorney General of the United States pursuant to: Executive-.. 
‘Order 10450, 

This document contains neither recommendations. nor 
. conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It. is the. 
. property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 15 loaned 

. to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. | 

{ 
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Date: 2/23/61 

Transmit the following in | 
(Typé in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL, REGISTERED MAIL I 
Priority or Method of Mailing) a 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Boweipilhy, 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

ReCGairtel 3/11/59 captioned as above. 

On 2/15/61 CG 5824-S* orally furnished the infor- 
mation appearing on the following page to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN, 
This information pertains to one (FNU) KORIANOFF (PH) andhis 
promotion to the International Department of the:Central 
Comnittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

GALE 

(3}-Bureau (AM) (RM) me ' fs 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 1 - Mr. lic 
} FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUILE 

IDATE 07-24-2011 | 

\ 7 : | March 3, 1961 an 
: é 

BY LIAISON 

i / ᾿ς 
ει Δ ( ᾿ 

. ᾿ 

Honorable Alien W. Dulles 
Director. ! 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Administration Building 
2430 E Street, ΚΝ, We 
Washington 25, DBD. C. 

sige dear Mr. Dulles: | | 

I believe the information contained in the too 
‘wt enclosed memorandum will be of interest to you, This 
“ot teformation, supplied by sources who have furnished 
‘4m yeliable information in the past, concerns Iranian 
‘ 2 gfudents and Iranian nationalists presently in the. 

(oy ited States. This material also sets forth data 
* & . Relating to the activities of the People's Party of | 

" Tran in its country. | : By! 

; It is requested that the contents of 1η1δ6.) ἢ" 
communication and its enclosure be restricted to a oe 

-meed-to-know basis. This information has been 418. [55 Ὁ 
seminated to other appropriate officials of the μι Ξ Ὁ 
Government. | | : Og ΞΕ 

εἢ ; ᾿ 1 Ho Sincerely. yours ; aN ΕΣ ν» ἮὟ = | ' : ak. wet gL 

Ki jr 
| REG. 31 1ὸ MAR G 196) 

wife Ὁ " | | 
ἐς “ aun 

Poo Enclosure oP oo” 0 | | | 2 “2 
Mob? oceania , _ ee 

because, enclosure ριον ἡ NOTE: This letter is classified " 
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om | ip on 

χὰ. Φ 6 

February 15, 1961 

Information Concerning (First’ Mane Unknown) Korianoff 
and Kis Promotion to the International Department of 
the Central Committee of the Soviet Union. 

In early February, 1961, Timur Timofeev, also knows 
as Timothy Dennis, a Russian national residing in Moscow, 
Ruseia, was in the United States for the purpose of attending 
the cate of his father, Ὅκου Dennis, Chairmens Communist 
Party, ; 

i | While Timofeev was in the Vaitea States, ὅ, it wes γι a 
| learned fron him that se let τό τι OR oHOV 

| (phonetic), a former editor Revies, 
been made a Deputy to Boris N. Poncmarey, a member of 

ane Central Comittee of the Commnist Party "of the Boviet 
᾿» Vaion and bead of the International Department of the Central 

Committee. It is reported that Korianoff's chief responsibility 
in the International Department will be with the English- 
speaking countries, especially the United States. 
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1 “τ. er cg 

1 - Mr. In 7c 

SAC, New York (6565-17696) February 27, 1961 

Director, FBI (65-65405) 

TRACING OF AMERICAN NONEY 
USED BY SOVIETS IN 
ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 
ESPIONAGE - αὶ 

Reurlet 2-13-61 disclosing that NY 694-S# 
on 1«26-61 furnished your office with $1,500 in cash. 

Advise the Bureau by return nail whether 

this sua is part of the Solo funds. Furnish the 
date and caption of the cennunication which trans~ 
mitted the information concerning the $1,500 to the 
Bureau. 

1 ~ New York (100-134637) (Solo) 

NOTE ON YELLOW; 

Solo file fails to disclose receipt of 
$1,500 in January, 1961, by NY 694-S# as a result 
of the Solo operations. It is felt that we should 
check with New York regarding thia amount to determine 

8 source. 

w+ 

> 
yor {2 KOU ) 

oO 2 . τοις WECORDED 

CY 100428091 (Solo) \ TWrEB “21 1961 

FFF:kmo _ 
(7) Roe oo 

FEB? i juul 

MAILED 

ORIGINAL FED w-5> ¢ 
8 196) 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: . 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICaTION CUILE 

ΠΑ͂ΤΕ OF-25-24011 

- Honorable Dean ‘Qusk 

Mr. Parsons 
Mr. Belmont . 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Liaj = 

~ Mr ° lo Fc 

“March 3, 1961 

BY LIAISON 

po bt ft μὸ 

The Secretary of State. 
Washington, ἢ. C. 

| My dear Mr. Rusk: 

I believe the information contained in the _ 
enclosed memorandum will be of interest to you. This 
information, supplied by sources who have furnished , 
reliable information in the past, concerns Iranian ᾿ 
students and Iranian nationalists presently ia the 
United States. This material also seta forth data 
relating to the activities of the People's Party of 
Iran in its country. 

It is requested that the contents of this ὁ = 
munication and its enclosure be restricted to a 
ed-to-know basis. This information has been dis- 

seminated to other appropriate officials of ‘the 
yernnent. ὁ 

(HVE i, αὶ δίῃ 

Dy 
Sincerely yours, Le 

B REC. a7 GER 

Enclosure f 

100-428091 y 
NOTE ON YELLOW: 

This letter is classified "TOP overet" because 
enclosure is so classified, ‘ \~ 

FFF:kmo (7) 46! ΣΝ 

Vina Wrote reas a ON$ 

Hier ἃ gteg 

om 

--«ΨΦ“ΦΨ...-.. 



[ » “FD36 (Rov. 22.13.56) 
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Air, Tolsomy assem 

‘J Mr. Parsons_.oos 
, M ἮΤ pedir 

τι Τ᾽ νι 
Wy {1 eae 

ir, (γα) new 

᾿ ΝΜ, pe ch. ~ ee 

Mr a. eee ees 
4 3 

ΕΝ =e 

% 
A ed 

~O¢ ἵ 
FBY 

a 

Date: 3/1/61 

Ate, }} ἌΝ 
Transmit the following in. BM ἢ νος κα. 

“Uy ας Va 

We wie °° ilfivan 

(Type in plain text or code) " 

να. AIRTEL 
Priory @ or Method of Μοῖπης J 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

/ Re New York airtel, 2/23/61. 

fi Referenced airtel requested that Chicago advise the 
Bureau and New York as to the manner in which CG 5824-S* 
planned to transmit to the Puerto Rico CP, the $7,000 GUS HALL, 
General Secretary, CP, USA, reportedly had in his possession 
for the Puerto Rico CP, It was assumed at that time that GUS 
HALL would provide this money to the source to be ‘transmitted 
to its destination. 

On 2/27/61, CG 5824-S* advised SAs CARL N, FREYMAN 
and RICHARD W. HANSEN that during the period of 2/19-25/6] 
while HALL was in the Midwest area and in constant company of 
the source, no reference of any kind was made to any funds in 
‘the possession of GUS HALL that were to be provided to the 
source for transfer to the Puerto Rico CP. 

It was learned by the source that when HALL left 
New York City, he carried with him $10,000 of CP, USA reserve 
funds. $5,000 of these funds were deposited wi | erly 
couple and the renainj s left with ‘a 
HALL's by the name of Clifford, Wisconsin, 
Details regarding the placing of these reserve funds has 
been handled by separate communication. 

ι The source advised that in the past, he had never 
handled any funds for the Puerto Rico CP. In the past, trans- 
mission of funds to the Puerto Rico CP has been handled by 
PHIL i Kgtional Organization Secretary, CP, USA. ΕΝ 

a. Bired a SG) (BX), δ - ἐδ § gy 
2 - ‘New ¥ ΣῈ (ΔῈ) (RM) , REC. 22 7525 Kon 
Δ ~4ipo~13463' : : | Ana 8. 1889: Ἵ ΝΠ ΟΝ 45 MAR 7 1961 

Ne On 

Cc. C. Wick 



ao Ἷ ᾿ | 

bo CG 134-46 Sub B | 

: The ‘above is for the information of the Spann and 
no additional inquiry is being made regarding this matter at 
this time. | . | 

GALE 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHGRITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUITE 

DATE τ - 235-201} 
Mr.’ Parsons | ΜΝ 
Mr. Belmont _ Marek 3, 1961. ire 
Mr. ardner 
Mr. " " Lo ow. ἢ | or 

7 ΣΝ ΝΣ : ' ΜΕΝ Le Seer Director, ΕΣ - Δα | pense ας BA [oe ᾿ 

. . ‘ 4,5," ᾿ 

> “COMMUNIST PARTY, USA oa 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 3 

κα 

1. 

the Attorney General i 

1 

. INTERNAL SECURITY. “ὦ 

I believe the information contained din the 
enclosed nemorandum will be of interest to you. This 
infornation, supplied by sources who have furnished 
reliable information in the past, concerns Iranian 
Students and Iranian nationalists presently in the. 
United States. This material also sets forth data . 

- Yelating to the activities of the ὁ People: 8 Party of | 
Tran in its country. . 

Τὶ 15. requested that the contents of ‘this 
coumunication and its enclosure be restricted to a 
need-to-know basis. This information is being δι ̓ 
beninated to the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary : 

- Of State,and the Honorable Alien ἢ, Dulles, ‘Director, 
Central Intelligence Agency, _ 
Enclosure ; ae ae * 

100428091. 
| ee Η προς ᾿ 

SDS . μ᾽ 

; 1 - Hr. Byron RI White “(eiterosure) 
boy 

ΙΝ “ΝΠ0 8... . " 

_ Deputy Attorney General ΣΙ =. 
ΝΕ : as 

| ‘NOTE ON YELLOW: “ΝΕ iad 2 22 

This Letter: is classified "ier-secrat becatise= ΕΝ enclosure is 80 classified. ᾿ fae no 

nye " ᾿ δ. ty Ν 4 

Tolaon — ἫΝ ~ ΕἾ ΕΣ ᾿ ' ' 
Parsons ᾿ . ἢ ! ᾿ 

Mohr 
_ f ἔ 

Cullen FFF2kmo'} εἶ" 

Del oach ( iff ζ 

‘Tavel _ : Ν᾿ 

Trotter \ 
WC. Sullivan 

Tele. Room — . 

Ingram ..- 

Gandy 

“5 TMAR 101961, 
ΜΑΙ noom L_] TELETYPE UNIT 
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DECLASSIFICATION LUTHORITY DERIVER FROM: 7 
t 

FBT 4UTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUITE ! 

DATE O7-22-2u11 

March 3, 1961 © 
ει oF 

‘MEETING BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF TRE PEOPLE'S | 
PARTY OF IRAN ‘AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, — 

| “NO EMBER, 1960. 7 

' ‘In November, 1960, Resa Radnanesh, the First Secretary 
‘of the People's Party of Iran (PPI); Iradz Iskanderi, a Secre- 
tary of ‘the National Executive Committee, PPI; and Echean 
Tabari, a member of the National Executive Committee, PPI, 
had a discussion with representatives of the Conmunist Party, 
USA (CPUSA) in Moscow, Kuseia. 

Iskanderi acted as the chief spokesman for the PPI 
and the following is the essence of his remarke: 

Tranian Students in the United States | 

| There are about 10,000 students in the United States 
from Iran. Last year approxinately ὦ, 2,000 of these students 
were sont to the United States by the Iranian Governaent. | Most 
of the Iranian students in the United States, accordi ng te ᾿ 

 Tekanderi, are against their governnent, despite the differences 
in their social atatus. | | 

Doctor Mohammed Mossadegh, former Iranian Prenier, 
who led the nationalists, had and still has auch influence 
upon the students, the intellectuals and some of the middie 
class of Iran. At a Congress of Iranian Students recently 
held in the United States, the students adopted a resolution. 

. against the present Iranian Government. Most of the students 
want the Iranian Government to be neutral. They want their 
goverament to sever its ties with military organizations such 
as the Central Treaty Organization and 811 other blocs which 
carry on the cold war policies.. 

ΟΝ Tekanderi suggested that the CPUSA assign someone to 
Pastont weeny OCCUPY hinself with the probleme of Iran and Iranian students 
Belment in the United States. He felt it is beth feasible and techni- 
Colichar nome CALlY. possible to make contact and wide some of these students, 
belcach ome, BONG Whom are some "very good conf “Cr Once the 

100-428091 
fone SBE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE THO | 

Joi Yak Yn f 289 

Teothel camewint went W.GeSulliven ae, πὰ 
Tele, Root eran 

STC XE T 
Gordy matt ROOM CO] “TELE yes UNIT oe ΠῚ 

' ENCLOSURE 



ee Γ 
, πως _ oy 
PECLAGSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE | | . YY 

DATE 07-28-2011 .-... ὦ , 

, | were 5 t-t-?-E-T 

_CPUSA has decided what it will do and advises who it has 
assigned, further detaile could then be worked out through 
the Socialist Unity Party in East Germany in regard to con- 
tacting these students. 

Iranian Nationals in the United States 

According to Iskanderi, there is a group of Iranian 
nationals in the United States which is composed of individuals 
Who supported Mossadegh and believed that the United States 
would aid them against British imperialism and communism. One 
Shayegan (phonetic), a former minister in the Mossadegh Cabinet 
who is now in the United States, is part of a group that is 
against the Shah. This group was responsible for holding a 
recent demonstration in front of the United Nations in 
New York City demanding that free elections be held in Iran. 

The PPI, Iskanderi stated, wants the CPUSA to help 
the Iranians expose the present government with the Shah at 
its head. The PPI favors a united front with 411 opposition 
elements in order to take advantage of the present nationalist 
antigovernnent, anti-United States feeling. Iskanderl emphasized 
that the CPUSA should help expose the Shah, 

Activities of the People's Party of Iran 

. Iskanderi said the communists in Iran are growing in 
influence among the working class because of the miserable con- 
ditions that exist. The PPI is working to unite the Mossadegh | 
etre shane an unorganized "stream," which are both in opposition 

mm 1:) 8 ana 

_ Iskanderi stated that they also have a Party in 
Azerbaijan, the northern province of Iran, which calls itself 
the Azerbaijan Democratic Party. This Party, which works with 
the PPI, gives the impression that the province is independent 
and has its own independent party. 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified "Top Sttrét" because disclosure of this 
information could result in exceptionally grave damage to the 
Nation. Information made available by CG 5824-S* and contained 
in letterhead memorandum enclosure to Chicago airtel dated 
2-24-61 captioned "Solo, IS-C," 

—- 2 



ἰ OPTIONAL FORM NO. 19 

: 4 UNITED STATES coven ent ® 

~~ Memorandum 
sy 4) 

TO > Mr. A. H. Beyront pare: March 2, 1961 

FROM τ Mr. F. J. Baum Ce ̓ 

Ca
p 

SUBJECR SOL ι 
_— BERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

CG 5824~S* provided us 
Δ ἢ a abe a a ἂν -beha 6 = 

Reterral/Consult 

it. tO0 as) DI Oe. 

“SUC Ee bh LC oP ere 

2 

OBSERVATIONS : 

We have disseminated information on the Sino-Soviet dispute ,_ 
to State, CIA, the Attorney General, i ligence agencies of the BaD 
Armed Forces, the Joint Staff and the We are recognized by 
the important intelligence agencies i Tield as the source of this 
highly valuable data. It is. conceivable - even possible - that our ᾿ 

Enclosure ΝΜ, REG- 6g a 42 of — δ. 

100-428091'.' , ς 
ἐν os ER 10g Ω MAR & 1961 Ζ g 

ΝΞ ΕΕ ἜΝ ᾿ 
1 - Mr. RaySons ΝΑ | 
1 - Mr, Belmont olf Ὡς ὼς ΝΣ 
<gibttcon (Attentanf/ Mr. .Papich) ᾿ 1 

δ». {Nt Dic 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100~-428091 

Referral/Consult 

and under 
QsTcscec ArTanacne 9 ne Yay Stila. open up an avenue of speculation: 

as to: the identity of our informant. This would be an unfortunate | 
Situation. Some intelligence agencies are cognizant of the identities: 
of the two CP, USA, representatives who attended’ the October, 1960, 
meeting in Moscow (one of these was CG 5824-S*). 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

1. That our Liaison Agent[ __] that the summary 
tion's letter to Red China dated 11-5-60 may be used 
providing the FBI is not listed as the source of 

- (For your information, if this information is 
‘attributed to the FBI, all agencies receiving copies 
would be aware of the fact that it was the FBI who obTained the 
detailed information regarding this letter and, therefore, it would 
naturally follow that the FBI's source would be an American. This 
now i . x 

2. That our Liaison Agent| rt" do not approve 
of the attached draft and do not wan the study. 

Ἃς es | our Liaison Agent that other 
information ὁ ino-coviet dispute furnished by the Bureau is 
not to be used in its study. 

é δ ὼ "72,2. “εν ρέξ᾽. 

of ae cE LO Path. σ. Gari, eh 
2 

Wwe LL. OM PE 

ΝΕ ΝΕ ea oes Be fer 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 16 ΟΝ fat 
50100104 . . 4 

UNITED STATES 4... () ' 

‘Memorandum “κί; ee (_ 

: 
Ἑ on FRO} SAC, CHICAGO (134-46- Sub 8) Mr, Tope 

‘ . My. Ot Aa ~ | 

» | Με )υτδα 
SUBJECT: a φ, FROGS emma 

3 

ru 
δ] 

Ν᾿ - 7ς 

ΔΎ t's Q 

Mr, Callahan ἱ 
[. ! Mr. Conrs | 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ᾿ 4, DATE: Febr δεν DZBADF 
Mr ΔΙ, ........... 

Mr. Δἴδιδησ, 

.177.1.---- 

: ERNAL SECURITY - C Ms Ce 

2 | — 
- ReBulet, February 21, 196}. Yon 

aM " , 

On February 27, 1961, I had personal “| AN 
contact with CG 5824-S* and delivered the Director's 2452 
personal letter to him along with the award of [ogee 

. [$1,000 in recognition of the outstanding performances συ»: ed: 
by this informant. ral 

CG $824-S* was visibly moved in reading 
': the Director's letter, particularly by the personal , fea 
τι yemarks concerning the value of his accomplishhents εἰ 

and the Director's feeling for the informant's ‘per- \ 
sonal health and well being. He asked me to per- ᾽ 

το gonally convey to the Director his thanks for the ο 
letter and to express to the Director his grateful- af 
ness for the time he had taken in directing the ἣν 
personal remarks to him. He advised that words AX 
could not possibly express his gratitude and appre-= : 
clation to the Director. He also asked that I convey Li 

this thanks for the cash award. 

I spent considerable time with the informant 
in discussing future plans and activities and was mos 
‘impressed by his sincerity and loyalty to the Director 
and to the Bureau. 

The Director's personal letter has been 
retained and will be placed in the file of ‘the 
informant. | | ye 

(2) Bureau (ἰοεζβερκ δῶ) ἌΣ Mie γ" Waa 

Δ - Chicago " 

= (3) ἫΝ 

yf? ΕΝ 
2)" a4 οἵ 
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$010=104 

UNITED STATES RNMENT (} 

Memorandum 

DATE: March 2, 1961 TO 

FROM 

, disburs 
subnitt 
the mon 

the pos 
1961, 

Elbe 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub F) 
ai oe 

4 ζΖ supjEcty’ ¢ CsoLo 4 
Iga Ὁ 

Rebulet 5/4/60 instructing that details concerning 
ements of funds in the possession of CG 5824~S* be 
ed to the Bureau by the fifth of the month following 
th being reported. 

There were no transactions involving the funds in 
session of CG 5824-S* during the month of February, 
The balance in possession of CG 5824=<-S* remains as 

it was as of November 1, 1960. This figure is $103,445.00, 

(9) - Bur 
1 - Chi 
RWH: LMA 

(3) 

eau (AM). (RM) 
cago 

ar 72:9 - (2 €09/ — fd 5.57 

ps 25 MAR~# 1961 
—— es 

- 

ty 

g 

4 | 
5 OMAR 13 1961 Wd yaw fo αι» 

IL 3G/ 

he 
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$210+904—04 
- 

ae STATES G@@@ERNMENT @ 
L 

- Memorandum ΝΣ 
τὸ + DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 3/3/61 

prom = SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637~Sub A) 

ΠΕ 

if 
{ Records of the NYO reflect that as of 2 2/28/61, 

transactions in the SOLO account reported by NY 694~-S* 
gince the date of the last accounting have been as follows: 

Credit 

On hand 1/31/61 ΜΡ | $46,021.00 
Received from Soviet source 2/12/61 ‘03 O00 .00 

$134,021.00 
Debit 

, yy yen Py ἐν 

“}o" i), ̓  
To GUS HALL to establish a new Negro. \" jah ae 
quarterly magazine. p2/1/6 1 iro yw Δ. 5000.00 

To GUS HALL for travel ‘expenses | 
2/1/61 : a 1,000.00 

. r medical expenses of[ | yk 
\ ᾿ 1,000.00 

To GUS HALL for use of CP National =," 
Office 2/1/61 εὖ 1,000.00 

To GUS HALL for taveling expenses to /Mosco 
FOSTER, EMANUEL KOLKO and Ὅν." Sy ες 
age ΤΟΥ pemaved ing expenses. ~~ — 

Oo L KOLKO and . og 
Dr. ἘΣ | SS ο 5,500, ,00Υ 

gh Oe) ." - 
ἜΝ οὖ ‘To GUS HALL for use of ROBERT THOMPSONS” ane OU 2d ΚΑ ἤ ws ae 

-@-Bureau (100-8002) (RM) τα WAR “Oe1931 " 
T-Chicage ( (134-46-Sub F) Solo rips) (INFO) (ἢ (RM) - ta 

1-NY 1 
1-NY 1002328861 CPUSA-FUNDS-RESERVE NE FUNDS) (415) 
1-NY 100-134637-~Sub A ty 

“9 ον pete 

(6) Lf Be for 
Whine Buc wpe ΣΟ “9 σ᾽ A 

7572) (4) MAR ἌΣ wot ᾿ ae “. 
™, 

ee 



\ 1 

NY 100-134637-Sub A | ΝΣ 

To GUS HALL for ‘use of CP National 7 | 
office 2/4/61 $ 2,000.00 

' Jo GUS HALL for transmittal to the Puerto 
Rican CP | 2/14/61 7,000.00 

To GUS HALL for use of CP National ᾿ : 
Office 2/14/61 15,000.00 

‘Ro ISADORE WORSY ‘foruse of CP National | Se 
Office 2/16/61 20,000.00 

To GUS HALL to place iin custody: of 
depositories in Cleveland, Ohio and 
in Wisconsin 2/16/61 __ 10,000.00 

| Total $66,200.00 

| Balance | ᾿ 

2/28/61 ; $67 ,821..00 
ἘΣ 
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SAC, New York (100-134637-Sub A) _ March 9, 1961 

Director, FBI (100-428092) 
{ 
aL "λιν 1 

& ἢ 

SOL 
ἜΣΤΑΝ SECURITY - ¢ ‘ 

 Reurtet 3-3-61, copy furnished Chicago, listing 
disbursements of Solo funds for the month of February, 1961, 

Every effort should be made to trace some of 
the currency expended by members of the Communist Party 
(CP), USA, directly to the funds obtained by the Party 
from abroad, commensurate with security of our informants. 
A record of the serial numbers of the currency when it is 
spent by Party functionaries to pay for CP travel expenses, 

. medical bills, office expenses and activities could be used 
as legaily admissible evidence and could be used to corrob- 
orate information furnished by our informants. It is 
entirely possible that: some paid CP functionaries pay: — 
their personal living expenses (rent, telephone, food 
bills, et cetera) with currency received from abroad, 
which currency may be furnished them in the form of a 
salary. | 

This matter should be kept in mind when our 
informants turn over Solo funds to Party functionaries 
at the request of Party General Secretary Gus Hall. 

1 = Chicago (134-46-Sub F) 

‘NOTE ΟΝ YELLOW: 
_ New York letter 3-3-61 discloses that one of our 

a ihformants, NY 694-S*, during the month of February, 1961, 
WAR 8~496 urned over $66,200 of Solo funds to Gus Hall and Isadore 

COMM-FBI Day medical bills of Party members and to pay traveling 
expenses of Party members. Jt is felt des 

ofsy. These funds are being used for Party activity, to 

rable that Party 
expenditure of these funds which can he ‘traced back to funds 
received by the Party from abroad could be used to corrob- | orate information furnished py our, Informan te pnd can be | 
used as evidence in cour y,, en Fd 5 /_/ soy Vitex ἐξξ ζῶ 

«ἢ ἢ. 19 MAR 9. 1961 AG: Ty wt” AYER T 4 
6 pe unit [72] | , 
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i 

if pophrted ior contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrase 

τΆ Airgram Ve 

HARQH Snext. 8 
᾿: 

é ΓΝ 
DECODED coP oid 

"-. 

Pet 5 sdbran 

URGENT 5.7.6 

reo 

FROM LEGAT, LONDON NO. 262. 

REBULET FEBRUARY 8 LAST, VERY GRATEFUL FOR LZ - 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, ree em RELATIONS, 1S = 0.’ 

PAGE DOCUMENT RE SINO ~ 8 DISPUTE, SINO = SOVIET 
DISPUTE WATTER FOR SOME TIME HAS 8 BY TOP ΝΣ 
LEVEL SECURITY COM ES INVOLVIN FOREIGN : 
OFFICE AND CIA. SKED IF BUREAU HAS ANY OBJECTION 
TO CONTENTS (SOURCE OF INFORMATION WILL BE CONCEALED) OF 
{7 =. PAGE DOCUMENT BEING DISCUSSED WITH TOP OFFICIALS 
BRIT:LSH OREIGN OFFICE, ALSO DESIRES TO KNOW IF DOCUMENT. 
HAS BEEN. FURNISHED GIA, WASHINGTON, SO ‘THAT. GAN BE ' | 
GUTBED ACCORDINGLY IN ANY DISCUSSION INVOLVING GIA Ibs * 
refpeseirarives.[ [nou APPRECIATE ANSWER BY b7C 

5 
m ἊΝ 

AGO “2: 0% 0 97- 

RECEIVED: 5.7-61 9:35 AM ἢ Sor ΠΟΕΜΕΡΌ.,, 
170 MAR 18 1961 a Ὁ 

te 

fe. λα Rane iat hs binge BY 

-- norder to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 



κι΄. 608 6 
ΝΣ | ss 4B Mir. LaPrade 

3~7-61 

Co, | | CODE 

/ τς CABLBGRAM a URGENT = i 

TO LEGAL ATTACHE LONDON . ! 

FROM DIRECTOR FBI ho-428001) — ΧΟ | 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, INTERNAL SECURITY 
DASH δ. REUR CABLE MARCH SBYEN, ONE NINE SIX ONE. BUREAU DENIES 
PERMISSION FoR| _|f0 DISCUSS CONTENTS OP FOUR SEVEN PAGE 
DOCUMENT RE SINO DASH SOVIET DISPUTE WITH 
OR WITH: CIA, EMPHASIZE TO YOUR SOURCE THE STRICTLY FOP-SRCRET 
NATURE. OF INSTANT DOCUMENT AND FACT ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT ΤῸ BE " 

DISCUSSED OUTSIDE THAT AGENCY OR FURTHER DISSEMINATED. . | 1} 
Ἄ ἊΣ ἡ | ly - woe 4 | 

(4) 2 : te 
go" | . | "2, 

4 Ὁ ForSign Liaison Unit (Route through for review) :i7 a. 
}. τ τ wu . ay τὰ Mt? 47 . ran 

BOE OP YELLOW : | | a . 

“5 tw Legat, London, cable 3-7-61 sets out that| τ] has 
requested permission to discuss contents of a 47+page document 
re Sino-Soviet dispute with top officials in British foreign | | 
office and also desires | wif document has been furnished 
CXA, Washington, so that can be guided accordingly.in any 
discussions involving CIA representatives. The 47-page document 
is a letter of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union dated 11-5-60 
and was obtained by CG 5824-S# while in Moscow during November, 1960. 

This document was disseminated to all appropriate United States . 
Token Government intelligence agencies. A summary of the document was 
ia “dtyseninated to top officials in the Gevernment. The only foreign. 

hia docnment, has beer to the British. It 
@ ΝΠ the document will seriously | 

Even ae eeopardixe our exfremel andj highly sensitive informant. 
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DECODED COPY 
A’ 

Cc Airgram 

a 

GENT 3=7=61 

TO DIRECTOR 

FROM:LEGAT, LONDON NO, 262 

ΠΝ 
s "COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 18. - C. 

REBULET. FEBRUARY 8 LASTS | __WERY°GRATEFUEFOR 47 - 
PAGE DOCUMENT RE SINO - SOVIET DISPUTE, SINO - SOVIET 
DISPUTE MATTER FOR SOME TIME HAS BE BY TOP 
LEVEL SECURITY EES INVOLVING FOREIGN 
‘OFFICE AND CIA. ASKEO IF BURE JECTION 
TO ‘CONTENTS (SOURCE OF INFORMATION WILL ΒΕ CONCEALED) OF 

- DISCUSSED WITH TOP OFFICIALS 
ALSO DESIRES TO KNOW If DOCUMENT 

HAS BEEN FURNISHED CIA, WASHINGTON, SO THATL___]CAN ΒΕ 
GUIDED ACCORDINGLY_JN_ANY DISCUSSION INVOLVING CIA 

ο΄ ΒΕΡΒΕΒΕΝΤΑΤΙΝΕΒ. [fous APPRECIATE ANSWER BY 
~PMARCH 9 NEXT, SUGRB 

he 
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RECEIVED: 23.7.61 9235 AM BLF 
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paraphrased inorder to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems, 
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If the intelligence contained in the above message ts to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that tt be suitably δ 
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UNITED STATES GOVE ENT . Mobs — 

Memorandum ah | aioe 
t | pate: March 8, 1961 | TO : Mr. A. H. Belmon ‘ iy 

ἐς Root seen 

rroM : Mr. F, J. Baumgardner fede ἐστον 
O | 

sunjecr: 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

My memorandum 2-8-61 sets forth in detail the receipts 
and disbursements of funds by the Communist Party, USA, during: the 
month of January, 1961. These funds have been received from the 
‘Communist Parties. of Red China and the Soviet Union.. The following 
schedule: shows the present status of these funds together with the 
receipts and disbursements during February, 1961. 

SUMMARY 

Total received ‘from Soviets 9-58 to 2-28-61 $612,385 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to 2-28-61 50,000 
Grand total received to .2-28-61 $662, 
Total disbursements 10-58 to 2-28-61 491,119 

Balance of Fund 2-28-61 § 

*$67,821 maintained by NY 694-Sx in safety 
deposit box, New York City and $103,445 
maintained by CG 5824-S% in safety deposit 
box, Chicago, Illinois. 

DETAILS 

Total received from Soviets 9-58 to 1-31-61 $524, 385. 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to 1-31-61 §0,000 © 
Grand total received: to 1-31-61 
Total disbursements 10-58 to 1-31-61 424,919 

Balance of Fund 1-31-61 $149, 466 

171, 266% 

Receipts during February, 1961 

2/12/61 ~ from Soviets . 88, 000% 
$237,406 

From Vladimir Barkovsky, Counsel, Soviet. 
Detega tion to the United Nations, delivered 

NY ‘694-S+# + in New York City. REC 95 /06 ~Y%2K09) _ 222 | 

100-428091 _ ne 
Ns 5 MAR 10 1861 
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Menorandum to Mr. Belmont 
SOLO RE: 

100-428091 

Disbursements during February, 1961 

2/1/61 - Gus Hall; to establish a new Negro 5,000 
quarterly magazine. ("Forward" due 
for publication in April, 1961) 

2/1/61 - Gus Hall; for travel expenses 1,000 
2/1/61 eee expenses of 1.000 

2 

2/1/61 - Gus Hall; for use of CP national 
office 1,000 

2/1/61 - Gus Hall; for traveling expenses εν 
to Moscow of William Z. Foster, 3,500 oc 
Emanuel Kolkq_ \ son-in- — 
law) and Dr. (Foster's 
physician), and for traveling expenses 
of return trip to. New York of Emanuel 
Kolko and pr. 

2/3/61 - Gus Hall; for use of Robert Thompson 700 | 
2/4/61 - Gus ‘Hall; for use of CP national 

office 2,000. 
2/14/61 - Gus Hall; for transmittal to the | 

Puerto Rican CP 7,000 | 
2/14/61 + Gus Hall; for use of CP national 

office 15,000 
2/16/61 - Isadore Wofsy; for use of CP 

national office 20,000 
2/16/61 - Gus Halt to place in custody of 866 

‘depositories in Cleveland, Ohio 10,000 »200 . 
and in Wisconsin 

Balance of Fund 2-28-61 $171,266 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is being ‘submitted for your infor- 
mation and an up-to-date accounting of these Solo funds will be 
brought to your attention each month. 

Ta) 9 
~ 2- 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub Β) ) February 28, 1961 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
Director, FBI (100-428091) : 

| | | 1 = Mr. Parsons 
| _ ΝΣ | 1 . Mr. Belmont | } 
Ζ Chor. 1 - Administrative Division: 
A ) RNAL SECURITY = © 1 - Mr. "Ἵσεῖὶ με 
/ 1 ~ Mr. bie 

The Bureau feels that the outstanding contribu- ' 
tions afforded to the success of captioned operation by 
CG $§824-5% are deserving of special recognition. There 
is enclosed an appropriate letter addressed to the inform- 
ant under his true identity. You are to personally deliver 
this ietter to the informant and afford him the opportunity 
to read it. The letter should then be brought back by you 
to the Chicago Office where it is to be retained in the 
safe. Under no circumstances are you to relinquish control 
of this letter at any tine. 

| In addition to the above, the Bureau feels that 
the manner in which the informant discharged his duties 
in connection with Solo Mission Namber 8 is deserving of 
recognition in the form of a cash award over and above his 
authorized remuneration. At the time the above-mentioned 
letter is delivered to the informant, authority is granted 
herewith te furnish him a cash award in the amount of one 
thousand dollars. | i 

| Any pertinent observations which you may have 
relative to ‘the reaction of our informant to this letter 
and cash award should be made available to the Bureau. - 

t Enclosure 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

| _- 588 memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 2.17.6 
Ὁ caption; JWL:kmo. 9 : L 2-13 61), same 
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. : ΤΟ τῷ ΘΙΒΕΟΊΟΝ, PBI (100-428091) a parE: March 8, 1962 

. Vo FROM Waar, LONBON (100-1222) ΕΝ : : 

ν΄ suayect: “COMMUN PARTY, USA, tw er a 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS “οὐδ ὁ. (μἐ 
Is - αολ 7 ᾿" | 

: ὶ πο : | | go 

᾿ ‘ReBulet dated February Ty 1961, and London tetter, »““ὶ 
dated February et, 1961 

. : On March 1, 1961, 
ει mentioned @ recent article y | concerning the 
OO Sino-Soviet Dispute, TI asked if he was concerned that. 

: some of the information in CRANKSHAW's ὃ δ ΤῊΝ have been 
" ΦΈΣΕΣ Ω ΟἽ 

| eS 
sar ATG all probab VY Rave. " ἔωω ej: 5 

information which was “ased in the article, _ Referral/Consuit , 

ΝΕ ' This 15 furnished. for the Bureau's highly confidential 
information in view of the Bureau's guery about a possib 
nieak.! i | 
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Fron: | John Edgar Hoover, Director ae“ 

Date: § March 14, 1961 ΕΝ | ? 
To: Director § 

[ 
βτὸκ κα τὶ 

1 - Li i he ςς 

100-428091 BY LIAISON 

Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans i = ANY . | a τ  ω ¥ ; 

Subject: . COMMUNIST PARTY, USA “ Ἂ 
INTERNATIONAL BRLATIONS ΑἊ C, / ; INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ. . Sale! 

Refarral/Consult 

_. #ursuant to your request, sources of this Bureau haye ‘been contacted for additional information concerning the international cadre training school in Moscow, Russia. No information was developed concerning the relationship of this school to the Higher Party School of the Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union, Most of the trainees in attendance at this school are mown to be current or former menbers of National Committees of their particular parties. τῇ is ὦ oun _ believed that these individuals were selected to attend the~ -- 
Party School had no faciiit 
international cadre ἐγ τίη school in Moscow Since the Higher ΟΣ es for a large number of foreign Students. In addition, the course of training at the Higher Party School is believed to be four years, whereas the ceurse of training at the international cadre training schoel has, (: 3A been reported to be two years in length. NO ΡΝ Ske P y Seay O° “eto 

τ The address of fata jeiternational cadre tratmants 1961 ‘8Chool is unknown. This school was referred to a3 a "rela- Aively new school” by an individual Who 18 acquainted. with mms | 

ing the school made a comment te the, effect that it 

opr giudents in attemdance. One of the students reportedly rey 
οκον. τιν BEL 4lacked texts and other study material.~- The reported A on to expand the school so that its enrollment even- 

ὃ ~~ ἢ 11. 
Betnont ot] Would be doubled also tended to indicate, this is a Contd ~meaet eLatively new school. It appears from dnfornation developed Emm no_ that only CP members “ary enrolled in ‘the 

ν εἰ ΝᾺ t 

‘international cadre 

“aie zy 
f ool. 
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Le & 4 
DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: » 9-5-6-Ὁ ἢ-Ὁ 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE | 
DATE O8-08-2011 νος ᾿ 

Director — : 
Central Intelligence Agency 

This information was obtained fron 8 | : have furnished reliable information in the paste Becen ae of the sensitive nature of our sources, it is requested that the contents of this communication be afforded careful security and its use restricted to a need-to»-know basis. | 

NOTE ON YELLOW: | 

Classified "T¥p Seeret® because disclosure of this information ς 
Nation,  OOUtd esa exceptionally grave damage to the. 

peterral/Consult 
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: FROM DIRECTOR FBX (100~-428091) 4 

| * COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, DITGRIAL SECURITY” N : 
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—— Mr. Rosen Foréign Liaison 
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FBI 

Date; 3/14/61 

Transmit:the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL — 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) “ιν 

FROM: 5 cS NEW YORK (100-134637) 

7 Coon) Ἵ supsect: Coto. 

Via 

“tseo" 
AY, 

( v ὶ. ‘On 3/13/61, NY 694-S advised SA 
that on that date ELIZABETH MASCOLO, paramour of TIM BUCK, head 
Ἐ the Canadian CP, delivered to him, for transmittal to the 
CPUSA, $2000 insten and twenty dollar bills. MASCOLO had come 
to NY on 3/12/61, to visit her sisters and to deliver the 
aforesaid money to the informant. 

According to MASCOLO, the $2000 she delivered to 
NY 694-S constituted the balance of funds TIM BUCK had 
received in the past from the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, 
Canada, for transmittal to the CPUSA. | 

NY 694-S has made avatlable to the NYO the afore- 
said $2000 in ten ani twenty dollar bills. The serial 
numbers on these bills will be checked against lists of 
currency issued to Soviet establishments in NYC and 
Washington, D.C., and in the event of any positive identifica~ 
tion thereof, the Bureau will be advised. 

xa “4-- Yafa9/ 1% CozBureau (100-428091) (RM) 
-<Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (RM) | 

1-NY 100-134637 43) . ᾿ 

ACB: ume c 

(8) co 

6 1) 
| 

Approved: Sent ee μ Per. 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46-5ἰ Ὁ) March 20, 1961 

Director, FBI (100-422091) 
wast ; \ 

\/ «φρο... | ΝΙΝ 
᾿ / " NTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

! It has been noted that recent corres- | . 
pondence from your office in captioned matter and ’ 
correspondence captioned "Communist party, USA,, 5. 
International Relations," has transmitted to the 
Bureau what appearsto be copies of reports from 
CG 5824-S*, The informant's reports carry, a date 
different from the letter of transmittal and are 
not listed as enclosures to the letter of transmittal. 

: In the future you are instructed to set 
. out in the letter of transmittal the fact there 

' are enclosures. You should. list the date of the 
enclosure and note under copies designated for the 
Bureau the number of enclosures. This is necessary 
in order that such correspondence can be properly 

' handled at the Bureau. | 

1 ~ Chicago (100-86624) . ΝΞ » 

ΝΌΤΕ ΟΝ YELLOW: 
- Records Section has observed that Chicago, 

in sending in reports from CG 5824-S* attaches the! 
reports to the letter of transmittal without ΝΕ 
designating them as enclosures. When these reports 
become separated from the letters pi apnemittar ΝΞ 
it is difficult for the Records | to determine 

* where ‘the reports should be filed, Above instructions 7 . 

" 

should correct the procedure being fol loved 7.12 Ὁ 

παν, 8 06 eA 

‘MAILED | | 5 a | Ν᾿ | ΕΝ 
WAR L796) ΝΕ ὭΣ. — yn, ΝΞ 

ΡΩΝ ΝΕ. 
AR ἫΝ ' 7 ἑ a ὺ β 
MALL RODM feu DD _ | ᾿ / - 
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YUNITED STATES coves: 8 

Gi “Memorandum 
- £0 : Mr. F. J. Baumgar pare: March 16, 1961 

1 ~- Mr. er 
1 - Mr. 

FROM : Mr. J. W. Laprade }? 

SUBJECT) Coorg oY 
INTERNAL SECURITY -'C 

Callahan 

TrOtte? peepee 

Wes Suv eae 
Tele, ROO sume 

cm " 

This memorandum is ‘being prepared to assist in locating pertinent 
data developed during Solo Mission 8 from 9-22-60 through 12-17-60. 

Description of Material 

1. Activities in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
on 9-26 and 9-27-60: 

2. Briefing of CPUSA delegates by CPSU 
in Moscow on 9-28-60 

3. Sessions of Commission, known as the 
Editorial Commission, to prepare a docu- 
ment for November meeting of communist 
and workers' parties 

a. Opening session 9-30-60; remarks by 
Mikhail Suslov, CPSU 

b. Organizing meeting; 10~1-60 
c. Visit of CPUSA delegation to Chinese 

Embassy in. Moscow on 10-22-60 
ἃ, Session of 10-4-60; remarks by Enrico 

Berlinguer (Italy), Dezhe Nemesh: (Hungary), Ville Pesse (Finland), ὁ 100, 
Wilhelm Mon (West Germany) and L. Ὁ 
Tsend. (Mongolia) 

e. Speech by TENG Hsiao-ping (CPC) on. 
10-5-60 

f. Session of 10-5-60; remarks by Le Zyan «4 
(Viet Nam), Vladimir Koitski (Czechowes 
Slovakia) and Zenon Kliszko (Poland) 

g. Session of 10-6-60; remarks by 

Location in File 

100-428091-1140 

1101 

1094 

1098 

1104 

Ra d 110 
Guyot (France), Hysni Kapo (Albania) ,/00-4/9.99 TE 2 29 

Herman Matern (East Germany) and George “πὶ 
Matthews (Great Britain) 

ἢ. Session of 10-7-60; remarks by Peter 
Borila (Rumania), Alberti Gonzales 
Paulino (Argentina), Khaled Bakdash “τ nn 
(Syria), Mario Alves (Brazil), Kenji 
Miyamato (Japan), LEB He-soon (Korea) 4% 
and Elizabeth Gurley Flynn |(CPUSA) 

. ΤΠ Ὁ IML aKa BOMARSS 196] 

12 MAR 20 1961 1105 
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Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
; 5010 ᾽ RE: 

100-428091 

Description of Material Location. in File 

i. Position of Elizabeth Gurley 100~-428091-1121 
Flynn and CPUSA on the ideologi- 
cal dispute between the CPSU and 
CPC as expressed on 10-7-60 

gj. Sessions of 10.8.60; remarks by 1099 
Richard Dickson (Australia) .and 
‘Delunde: Anibal Escalante (Cuba) 

k. Speech by Mikhail Suslov on 10~8-60 1103 
1. Speech by Kumar Ghosh. (India) .on | 

10-10-60 1097. 
m. Exchange between representatives: of . 

‘CPSU and' CPC .on 10-17 and. 10-18-60 1102 
With speeches by Mikhail Suslov, TENG 
Hsiao-ping, Boris: Pononarev, N. Υ, 
Andropov, Frol Kozlov, PENG Chen and 
Pyotr Pospelov 

n. Session of 10-22-60;. remarks by Boris 1156 
Ponomarev, TENG Hsiao-ping and Mikhail 
Ssuslov 

0. Motion by CPUSA for adoption of draft 1064 
declaration to be considered by 
November, 1960, meeting 

p. List of delegates attending October 1073 
conference 

q. Remarks ‘of: Nikita Khrushchev at 1082 
banquet on 10-22-60 

4. Letter of CPSU dated 11-5-60 1075 

δ. Sessions: of the November Conference of 
‘Communist and Workers! Parties 

a. Opening day sessions. 11-10-60. Welcone 1136 
address and later.‘speech by. Khrushchev, 
remarks by Antonin Novotny (Czechoslo- 
vakia), Johann Koplening (Austria), ‘Leo 
Figere (France) and Mikhail Suslov 

Dd. Speech of Rudolfo Ghioldi (Argentina) on 1155 
-11.- 

c. Speech of Todor Zhivkov (Bulgaria) 11-11-60 1145 
ἃ, Speech of TENG Hsiao-ping on 11-14-60 1126 
e. Speech of KIM Ir-sen (Korea) on. 11-14-60 1153 

- 2: - 
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Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
RB: SOLO 
100-428091 

Description of Material 

f. 

6. 

h. 
i 

Speech of Walter Ulbricht 
(East Germany) on 11-15-60 
Speech of Tim Buck (Canada) 
on 11-16-60 
Sessions of 11-16-60 with remarks 
by Delunde Anibal Escalante (Cuba), 
Reza Radmanesh (Iran), Sanuel 
Mikunis (Israel), Just Lippe (Bul- 
garia) and Dollores Ibarruri (Spain) 
Speech of Enver Hoxha (Albania) on 
11-16-60 
Speech by Ajoy Ghosh (India) :on 
11-20-60 
Speech by Satomi Hakamada (Japan) 
on 11-22-60 

. Speech of Khrushchev on 11-23-60: 
Speech of TENG Hsiao-ping on 
11-24-60 

. Final session, 12-1-60, with remarks 
by Suslov, Khrushchev and Rodney 
Aresmendi (Uruguay) 

. List of representatives of communist 
and workers! parties who attended 
November, 1960, meeting 

6. Exerpts from.a document containing a 
speech by NAO Tse-tung on 11-18-57 

7. Meeting between representatives of the 
People's Party of Iran and the CPUSA 
in Moscow on 11-23-60 

8.. Remarks of Nikita Khrushchev at banquet 
in the Kremlin. on 12-4-60 

τῷ . Statement issued as result of meeting 
of representatives of the communist 
and workers' parties (Moscow Manifesto) 

10 Statement issuing: "Appeal to the Peoples. 
of All: the World 

Location. in File 

100-428091-1147 

1152 

1154 

1134 

1149 

1124 

1131 

1137 

1158 

1066 

~ 4113 

1217 

1157 

1055 

1052 

1071 
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Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Description of. Material 

11. Comments on results of November, 
1960, meeting in Moscow 

12. Observations and comments on the 
ideological dispute between the 
CPSU and the CPC 

13. Meeting of representatives of 
communist parties of Latin America 
in Moscow from 11-30-60 through 
12.5.60 

a. Organizing meeting 11-30-60; 
renarks by Anibal Escalante (Cuba), 
Luis Carlos Prestes: (Brazil) Rodney 
Arismendi ‘(Uruguay), Arnoldo Martinez 
Verdugo (Mexico) .and Manuel Terrazas 
Guerrero (Mexico) 

b. Session of 12-1-60; remarks by 
Escalante, Jose Gonzaies (Chile),, 
Gilberto Vieira (Colombia) and 
unsub Known as General’ Secretary 
of Guatemala Party of .Labor 

c. Session of 12-2-60 with remarks .by 
Rudolfo Ghioldi (Argentina), Jesus 
Faria (Venezuela) and ‘Guerrero 
(Mexico 

d. Session of 12=3-60 with remarks by 
unsub representative of People's 
Unity Party of Haiti, Enrike- Hilbert 
Hill (Ecuador), Luis Carlos Prestes 
(Brazil), unsub General Secretary CP 
of Paraguay, James Jackson (CPUSA), 
Ghioldi (Argentina), Jorge Kolle 
(Bolivia), unsub member Central Com- 
mittee CP of Peru, Hugo Victor (Panama) 
and unsub member Central Committee 
Dominican People's Socialist Party 

e. Remarks of Ghioldi of Argentina and 
Verdugo of Mexico on 12-4-60 

f. Summary remarks of Escalante, adoption 
of a proposal and concluding discussion 
on 12-5-60 

~4- 

Location in File 

100-428091-1133 

1068 

1160 

1135 

1159 

1168 

1171 

1169 
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Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
Rg: SOLO 
100-428091 

Description of Material 

14. 

15 

16. 

17. 

28. 

19, 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23 ΓΣ 

24. 

25. 

Briefing of ‘representative of 
CPUSA on current situation in 
CP of Brazil by Luis Carlos 
Prestes, General Secretary, CP 
of Brazil 

Identity of Yuri Ivanov as being 
in charge of English-speaking 
countries of the African Section, 
International Department, Central 
Committee, CPSU 

Existence of international communist 
‘cadre training school in Moscow 

Meeting in Moscow with Petr Pavlovich 
Borissov and Vladimir Barkovsky on 
12-13-60. 

Indications that Russia is conserving 
foreign currency 

Information re Jesus Maysonet 

Xavier Guerrero, contact in Mexico 
for CPUSA 

Information concerning Satomi 
Hakamada (Japan)..and James Hagerty 

Information re Aleksei Kirichenko 
and Boris Ponomarev 

Information re Abe and Belle Chapman 

CPSU proposal that Gus Hall become 
Chairman of New York District in 
addition to Secretary, CPUSA 

Information. re Alfred ‘K. Stern and 
Martha Dodd 

Location in File 

100~428091-1166 
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ΚΕ: 
100-428091 

vemorandun to Mr. ‘Baumgardner 
0 

Description of Material 

26. 

27. 

28, 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

Proposed increase in Russian 
subscriptions to "The Worker" 

Indications of anti-Senitisn 
in the Soviet Union 

Information re Victor Jereny 
Jerome and Alice Jerome 

Severo Aguirre of People's 
Socialist Party of Cuba reporting 
to CPSU re Eighth National Assembly 
of the People's Socialist Party 

Information concerning Mickey Lima 
and CPUSA delegation to Moscow 
Conference 

Information re George Siskind 

Information re Noel Field 

Reliability of Steve Sallof, 
student at University of California 

Inquiry of CP of Japan re a Pro- 
fessor Piccatton 

Letter to Khrushchev from the Star 
of Hope, San Francisco, California 

Information re (FPNU) Nester, aka. Todar 
Lambef Schaapchieff, stepfather of 
Dorothy Healey 

Request submitted to CPUSA by John and 
Margarete Pittman 

Information re Michael Davidow 

Information re possible trip to USSR 
of Blizabeth and Arvo Hall 

ACTION: 

Ft 
None. File for reference purposes. 

-_6- 

Location in File 

100~428091-1127 
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1120 

1141 

1196 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub Β) : | March 21, 1961 
AATEC. 80, , 

DirectoSFBI (100~428091) - 12.39 

J SOLO | 
va \ INTERNAL SECURITY ~ ς 

᾿ 

Reurlet 3.9-6]1 listing nonclassified documents printed by the United States Government | Printing Office, Washington, ἢ, Ὁ which were mailed to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) by CG 5824-S* on 3-7-6], | 

| it is imperative that you continue to asstre your office 15 fully aware of all material transmitted by CG 5824-S* to the CPSU or Other foreign Communist Parties, It is not necessary | to obtain Bureau clearance prior to the mailing | OF public source material, However, simultaneous Ἂς  '  * with the mailing of public source material, you should obtain from the informant full detalis, including description of the material, date mailed, to whom sent, address used, and whether the material Was Specifically requested or whether the informant selected the material, | 
Bureau knowledge of material mailed to ἃ foreign country is extremely important for ante] ligence reasons, You are expected to work at wi CG o824-S*, ΝΕ ΡῊ basis, an’ under- Stan whereby you will be fy cognizant o all material meled by the informant. | 

ON YELLOW: CG ‘letter of 3-9-61 sets out that five 
. anphlets publishes b the US Government Printing Office 

: were mailed to the CPSU on 3-7-6]. The items mailed were _ 
| -taade available to the CG Office for review by the informant, ince the mateni@dedSsB°Gb LARA ἔθ ΕΠ. ΒΒ Δ δὲ, ἐδ AGRFizing 
᾿ἤσίεοα meee ΑΕ ΣΕ ὕχηάηὶ to mail the material, It is felt, however, that FSO —emen he Bureau must be Καὶ advised of all material transmitted » | Bela me | by the informant to foreign countries for intelligence reasons. 

Gontad κατ αν δ ἐδ | ; οιφι "αν μὰν ὃ ed he . ᾿ "ἢ ᾿ i { 4 

ΞΞΞ,͵ CO "ot hf ἘΠΞΞΞΙ / Gy | | δ᾽ μά 
webeo MALL, ROOM “TELETYPE UNIT Co 



μον", Routing, Slip . va . 
, "FP Ded (Rev. 0018-58) @ . -¢ Date with Lod an ᾳ, 

Δ arto Ε - ~ be ᾿ " ᾿ 

Cea Dir bof ILE # orn bVN- 428097 dn... 

‘ATH BELMO: alts soco “' 

[J ASAC  ceccsssessscssssesnsesssesss 1s-c 7 

ΝΒ -- 

PSE .νμμμρρμρνιννεμνμων 

[oT Stemo ceessssssssesessssascsssen 

ACTION DESIRED 

i Acknowledge Γ JOpen Case | 
/ Assign....u..Reassign.uu.u. [| Prepare lead cards 
fo Bring file Prepare tickler 

Call me Recharge serials 
Correct Return assignment cord 

Deadline .cccesescsrersccssrecmusensersae Return file 
[__]Decdline passed [__] Retuen serials 
L_] Delinquent [___] Search and return 
[[ΞΞ] Discontinue [J] See me 

Expedite με Send Serials... 
File siete res 

[2] For information — Submit new w chargeso: “OU 

(__] Initial & return [--] Submit report by .i1. 

Leads need cttention LJ Type 

Return with explanation of notation as to action taken 

Hand carry to the office of Assistant _ 
A. ἢ, “(ἢ mnediately on 4, 

SA η( Ἡ. / &4- 

CHICAGO 
__ See reverse side OFF ice ccccrasscrervcsserarvescencsssessearcasanssanerasecuones 
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οἰ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO “ye FBI (100-428091) DATE: March 9, 196] 

ger SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ΝΣ 
15- 

On February 14, 1961, CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN that he had secured copies of the following non-classi- 
fied documents which were printed by and made available through 
the United States Government Printing Office in Washington, 
D.C, That in regard to these documents, he planned to transmit 
\them by mail to his mailing addresses for the Comnunist=Party (CP) 
of China, Peking; CP of fhe Soviet Union, Moscow, Russias and 
the CP of Czechoslovakia, Prague, Czechoslovakia. These items 
were made available for review and set forth below is the 
identification of each of these items: 

I oe 

1, Supplement to Federal Labor Laws and Agencies. 
1960 Supplement to Bulletin Number 123, 
A Layman's Guide, 
United States Department of Labor. 

2. United States Business Investments in Foreign 
Countries. 
United States Department of Commerce, 
Office of Business Economics. 

9. Communist Target - Youth. 
Communist Infiltration and Agitation Tactics. 
Published by House Committee on Un-American 
Activities. | 

'* 4, Communism in Action, Documented Study and Analysis - dy 
“S of Communism in Operation in the Soviet Union. y 

Prepared at instance and under directin of Senator 
EVERETT Μ, DIRKSON of Illinois, United States Senate 

5, International Communism (The Communist Mind). 
Staff consultation with FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ. 
Committee on Un-American Activities, United States 

yo 1393p" House of Representatives, 85th Congress, May, 1957. 

Φ- 5 a ϑι tess "(QO YAY -1232 
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CG 134-46 Sub 8 

On March 7, 1961, CG 5824-S* advised SA HANSEN 
that he had in the last several days mailed one copy of 
each of the above noted items to the CP of the Soviet Union, 
Moscow, and that the mailing to the CP of China and CP of 
Czechoslovakia would be handled in the very near future. 

The above is for the information of the Bureau. 
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Memorandn : 9 
Coo αἰνὰ 

| TO ' Mr. -A. He. Belmont pate: February 17, 1961 
I" a ty σαι  RROCCOE py | 

| 1 - Mr. Mohr WC. Sullivan — τ 

Fry ὃς μῦς Pe de Baungardpey [7 1 - Ἦν. paroone kee | 
7 : | 1 ~ Administrative Division , 
ἣν ; | . 1 - Hr. ner ᾿ς 
Σ SuBjEcT: 10 1-Mr be 

ay TNTERNAL SECURITY. - Ὁ pI 
ῤ Κ A |. 

᾿ δ ὃ gar: Ui : 

This memorandum is to regommend incentive awards in connece- 2 
tion with Solo Mission Number 8. ἢ 

7 Yanagi, Cal Mr SYNOPSIS : σας Anat; i 
Solo Mission Number 8 was an unusual and outstanding success. ny 

CG 5824-S# was in Moscow, Russia, for almost three months during which 
time he surreptitiously obtained an extremely valuable, highly secret 

. docunent issued by the Soviet Union dated 11-5-60 which sets out point- οι 

| | 

by-point the deep-seated ideological differences existing between ἮΝ 
Russia and Red China. Previously unknown conflicts on matters of x3 
state between Red China and Russia are also contained in this document. 
The Secretary of State and the Director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency, in a total of four recent letters to the Director, have praised , |. 
highly the valuable intelligence information developed by our informant y\ 
on this mission. 

CG 5824-S*, as a representative of the Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA), attended secret meetings convened in the Kremlin by the Com- bo 
munist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) along with representatives of 
all communist parties of the world. The proceedings at these meetings i 
in plotting world domination were covered completely by our informant. {; 
AS a result, We possess voluminous detailed accounts of daily occur- Ry 
rences for the three months these meetings were held. Other unusual = 

Νὰ accomplishments of this mission include: private remarks of Soviet 
Premier Nikita Khrushchev on 10-22 and 12-4-60; consultations with top es 
Soviet officials which determined that Soviet troops were used to drive τὴ 
Chinese communists from Russian territory; and the discovery of the μ᾿ 
existence of an international cadre training school currently being Ξ 
held in Moscow. “ εν Ν | 

᾿ τ 

This Solo operation has provided the United States Government 
With extensive valuable detailed intelligence information and our — Ρ 

| REC 13. [μρὺ -ὐλόλη): 
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. Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

The SAC, Chicago, by letter dated 2~6-61, recommends: 

incentive awards of $1,000 each for Special Agents Carl N. Freyman 

(field supervisor). and John Be{keating (Agent handling informant) for 

sustained above-average performance and for erformance which has 

involved the overcoming of unusual difficulties in connection with 

jon; _incentive awards of $125 each for stenographers 
and for sustained above-average periormance 

‘$n taking unusually complicated dictation on material furnished by this 
informant which was accurately and rapidly transcribed; a personal 
letter of commendation for Special Agent Richard W 

for their excellent over-all assistance in handling the 
Olune of material produced by this operation. In addition, he reconm- 

mended an award of $1,000 for CG 5824-Sx for extraordinary services and 
‘accomplishnents on Solo Mission 8 along with a letter of appreciation 
from the Director to the informant. This letter is to be delivered to 
the informant by the SAC, Chicago, for perusal and then returned to the 
Chicago Office and retained in the safe. It was also recommended that 
consideration be given for inclusion of NY 694-S# in the over-all 
incentive awards due to the unit operation of NY 694-55 with CG 5824-Sx, 
(We do not agree with this last recommendation. ) ; 

OBSERVATIONS : 

1. The outstanding information developed as a result of Solo 
Mission 8 is due in large extent to the excellent and careful planning 
of this operation both in the field and at the Seat of Government. 
Prior to the informant's departure on this mission, the Seat of Govern- 
ment prepared specific targets for the informant to accomplish which 
were instrumental in our obtaining this outstanding and detailed. 
information. 

2. This information is of inestimable value to the Bureau 
and to the Government not only from an intelligence standpoint, but also 
in assisting the President and the Secretary of State in determining 
What our country's current and future relationships will be with the 
Soviet Union, Red China, Latin-American nations and satellite countries. 
This high volume of detailed information was not available through any 
other sources, it has not been obtained to this extent by any other 
intelligence agency, and represents a most outstanding achievement by 

6 ° 

Jansen (understudy °°” 

‘excellent assistance in connection with tpi . and perso 
i of commendation for stenographer and 

V 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont ᾿ 

‘ RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

3. Our informant has been invited to attend the 22nd Congress 
of the CPSU in Moscow during the lattor part of 1961. This fact, plus 
contacts of our informant with representatives of communist parties of 
the entire world, assures our continual receipt of up-to-date high~ 
level intelligence data. 

4. Ail information developed from this operation has been 
disseminated on a fop-scewet basis to top officials of the Government 
and to appropriate Government intelligence agencies. A recent news 
release indicates that 411 United States relations with the Soviet 
Union and Red China, including the possible meeting between President 
Kennedy and Soviet Premier Khrushchev, will be against the background 
of the schism between the Soviets and the Red Chinese. The documents 
obtained by this operation have supplied them with the intelligence : 
data to properly evaluate the Sino-Soviet dispute. 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION: 

With regard to the foregoing recommendations of the SAC, 
Chicago, the Domestic Intelligence Division recommends: 

1, That Special Agents Carl N. Freyman and John E. Keating 
be afforded recognition in the form of incentive awards. It is felt, 
however, that the recommendation of the SAC, Chicago, in the amount of 
$1,000 each is rather high and that a more appropriate figure would be 
$250 each. 

| 
| 
| 
| 

2. That ἀπο σα ἀπὰς | 
be afforded incentive awards in the amount of $125 each as recommende | 
by the SAC, Chicago. 

Io G 

} 

| 

| 
] 

| 

| 
i 

{ 

{ 

ὍΤΟΥ 

ὁ. That personal letters of commendati | 
. Spe W. Hansen and stenographers 

and as recommended by. the SAC, cago. 
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Memorandum to ir, Belmont 
RE; SOLO 
100-428091 

4. That a personal letter of commendation over the Director's 
Signature be directed to CG 5824-S#, this letter to be delivered to 
the informant by'the SAC, Chicago, for perusal and then returned t 
the Chicago Office and retained in the safe, , ' 

| 
d ' 

5. That CG 5824-S be afforded an award in the amount of 
$1,000, This reconmendation, above and beyond his usual remuneration, 

‘is warranted due to unusual danger to the informant's life while he 
was in the Kremlin: for an extended period of time. It is noted that 
on this mission ths informant suffered an injury to his hand. He 
accepted limited treatment from Russian doctors but refused an operation 
because he feared:he would talk under an anesthetic and reveal his con- 
nection with the FBI. This medical neglect resulted.in an infection 
which has required! considerable treatment since the informant's return 
to this country. #. 

Zz 

6. That NY 694-S: not receive an incentive award at this 
time as he did not participate directly in Solo Mission Number ὃ. He 
received an.award as a result of the fourth Solo mission, which he made. 
In connection with the unit operation of NY 694-S* and CG §824-~Ss, 
NY 694-S* recently was afforded an increase of $100 a month in his 
regular monthly remuneration, 

ACTION: 

1, Attached for your approval is an appropriate communica- 
tion to the SAC, Chicago, which encloses a personal letter of comnen- 
dation from the Director to CG 5824-S*,. Appropriate instructions are 
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SEAT OF GOVERNMENT PERSONNEL 

Supervisory Personnel: 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE : OLO 
100-428091 

included regarding the manner in which this communication Should be — 
made available to the informant. Instructions are also included to 
afford the informant ἃ. cash award of $1,000. 

2- This overeall memorandum should be forwarded to the 
Administrative Division for handling relative to the above recommen- 
dations for incentive awards and personal commendations. , 

rz 
ee ee 

ADDENDUM: FJB: a February 15, 1961 

This case is supervised in the C Party, USA (CPUSA) 
Unit of the Internal Security Section. SA 
presently supervises this case in the unit. The eigkKth Solo mission, 
lasting almost three months, resulted in the obtaining of voluminous 
and exceedingly valuable information of vital importance = the 

is 

. π 

a -----..............-. ....ὕ....---.-. ....---. Ὀ,ἧ-...--. πολι πα ὦ ὦ. 
Bureau and other agencies of the Federal Government. 5A 
also made major contributions to the outstanding success ὁ 
mission by analyzing, digesting, evaluating, synopsizing and dissemi- 
nating pertinent data obtained to high-ranking officials of the bE 
Government under a "Rap Seexet" classification. These concise, DIC 
comprehensive, accurate and informative dissemination memoranda 
have provided the Bureau and top officials of the Government with 
a succinct analysis and a clear-cut picture of the Sino-Soviet 
dispute. Without such a presentation of this material, the whole 
operation would not have been such an outstanding success. CIA 
Director Allen W. Dulles in his letter of 1/25/61 commended those 
"special agents who handled in such an excellent manner the debriefing . 
and processing of the intelligence produced by this source." SA 
[____Jexcertent judgment in the handling of this eighth Solo 
mission, oth at the Seat of Government and in his instructions to 

the field, assured the complete success of this operation. In view 

-5. 
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Memorandum to MY. Belmont 
RE: »s0OLO 
100-428091 

ADDENDUM (continued) 

of Agent|___] meritorious contribution to the outstanding 
success of this eighth Solo trip, it is recommended that he be 
granted an incentive award in the amount of $125, 

SA Frederick zX Fox is the Supervisor in ‘Charge of the 
CPUSA Unit and this case’ was assigned to him up until 12/9/60. 
He personally supervised. the innumerable details which preceded 
Solo Operation 8 which commenced 9/22/60. SA Fox coordinated the 
preparation of specific targets for the informant on this Solo 
trip which, to a lirge extent, resulted in the successful completion 
of the mission. He has followed this case closely on a day-to-day 
basis and has exercised outstanding judgment to insure that proper 
action was taken at each stage. During Solo Mission 8, SA Fox, 

a 

'“ ag Supervisor in Charge of the Unit, gave direction and guidance 
to this case which culminated in a cessful operation. He 
conferred and collaborated with SA in the handiing of 
current problems as ‘they arose in connection with this eighth 
Solo trip, as well as assisting in the preparation and dissemination 
of material in conjunction therewith. His knowledge of Marxism- 
Leninism and his knowledge of the activities of the CPUSA on a 
national and international level are necessary attributes to the 
successful completion of a major operation of this kind. Because 
of such knowledge, SA Fox has very ably discharged his duties, not 
only in conjunction with this Solo operation, but in the correlation 
of material received concerning the activities of communist parties 
throughout the world with other sections of the Bureau handling the 
particular country involved. In view of the alert, aggressive 
over-all supervision afforded this case by SA Fox, it ἀξ recommended 
he be granted an incentive award of $125. 

Clerical Personnel: 

capacity of Secretary to the CPUSA Unit, has contributed outstanding 
services which in no small way have been responsible for the ultimate 
success of Solo Mission 8. She has handled all stenographic ορϑχᾶ- Ὁ 
tions incidental to the mission in ἃ very capable manner and has Due 
been responsible for preparing the high-level dissemination made in. 
connection therewith. All information disseminated to top officials. 
of the Government had to be letter=perfect. She has consistently 
displayed an outstanding cooperative attitude and on several occasions 
voluntarily worked long hours beyond her regular workday in order to 
handle the volume of dictation. Miss[o Jas shown expert ability 

.- 54a «- 
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vomorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: O10 

100~-428091 

ADDENDUM (continued) 

in taking the necessary complicated dictation and her work has ‘been 
completely accurate. This is specifically noteworthy in view of 
the difficult names and difficult Marxist terms which were nec 
used in the material. It is recommended, therefore, that iss 
outstanding services be recognized and she be afforded.an incentive 
award in the amount of $100. 

Miss who serves in a clerical capacity 
to the CPUSA Unit, has Cc e Bureau special Solo file for the 
past four Solo missions. She has carried out her duties in an ᾽ 
excellent manner by assisting in the preparation of an index after _ ,.. 

the conclusion of each mission. These indexes provide a ready bre 
reference to the names and type of information contained in the 
voluminous material that is received after the termination of each 
trip. MissL— also digests material contained in the file and 
furnishes it orally to other sections of the Bureau when a request 
is made by personnel of another section for material contained 
therein. She has willingly offered her services and has voluntarily 
worked overtime to assist the unit in carrying out its responsibilities 
during times of peak volume. Her d interest in her work 
are commendatory. In view of Wisef —Jexcolient services in 
connection with the Solo operation, it is recommended that she be 
given a letter of commendation. 

—— wee ΔΡΌΣΟΣ uBesty 7) Februery 15, 196] 

in addition, I rocomiend that Inspector Joseph 1\sizoo 
and Section Chief Fred Jj Baungardner be afforded individual letters: | 
of comucndation, Bawigafdner, as the Section Chief, had the over- ὁ’ 
ali responsibility for this operation. Throughout the entire eight 
Solo missions, he performed with a high degree of efficiency and 
continually nade suggestions and took action at the appropriate time 
which insured the success of the informant's mission, 

1 

te amet ie ims re ee gg a .. .... Inspector Joseph A, Sizoo kept close check on this operation 
fron the start to the finish, When the occasion demanded, he discussed | 
this matter with the SAC at Chicago over the telephone and issued 
anstructions and ironed out problems in connection with the over-all 
operation. He likewise issued telephonic instructions to our New York 
Office and performed with a high degree of efficiency throuchout the 
operation in such.a manner as to contribute in no small measure to | 
its over-all success, wo, , ; 

+ ΒΗ 2, | | 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

DETAILS: 

fhe SAC, Chicago, by letter dated 2-6-61, recommends: 
incentive awards of $1,000 cach for Special Agents Carl ἡ, Freyman | 
(field supervisor) and John Β. Keating (Agent handling informant) for 
sustained above-average performance and for performance which has. 
involved the overcoming of unusual difficulties in connection ai th 

ion; i of $125 each for stenographers 
and for sustained above-average performance 

in taking unusually complicated dictation on material furnished by thij,; 
infonnant Which was accurately and rapidly transcribed; a personal “το 
letter of conmendation for Special Agent Richard W. Hansen (understudy 
of Special Agent Keating who is now handling the informant) for his 
excellent assistance in connection with this mission; and perso 

of commendation for stenographers an 
for their excellent over-all assistance in handling the high 

volume of material produced by this operation. In addition, he recom- 
‘mended an award of $1,000 for CG $824-S% for extraordinary services and 
accomplishments on Solo Mission 8 along with a letter of appreciation 
from the Director to the informant. This letter is to be delivered to 
the informant by the SAC, Chicago, for perusal and then returned to the 
Chicago Office and retained in the safe. It was also recommended that 
consideration be given for inclusion of NY 694-S* in the over-all 
incentive awards due to the unit operation of NY 694-S% with CG 5824~-Ss. 
(We do not agree with this last recommendation. ) 

The Solo operation pertains to liaison activities of CG 5824-Sx 
between the CPUSA and the CP's of the Soviet Union, Red China and other . 
Iron Curtain nations. ; 

Solo Mission 8.was unusual and nost outstanding in successful 
achievement. CG 5824-S# departed for Moscow on 9-22-60 with credentials 
issued by Gus Hall, General Secretary of the CPUSA, identifying the 
informant as the Chairman of the CPUSA delegation to the November meeting 
of communist partics in Moscow. He returned to the United. States on 
12-17-60. The November meeting was preceded by a four-week meeting of 
an Editorial Commission of representatives of 26 communist and workers' 
parties and during this meeting the informant was the keeper of the 
records. Through planning, it was possible for the informant to prepare 
for this trip by inserting secret pockets in his clothing. This later 
proved of great assistance when the informant was successful in surrep- 
titiously obtaining a 121-page secret document issued by the Soviet 
Union dated 11-5-60. This document sets out point-by-point the deep- 
seated ideological differences existing between the Soviet Union and 
Conmunist China. It also contains extensive information on previously 
unknown conflicts regarding matters of state between Red China and 
Russia. The informant, by working long hours at night, meticulously 

- 6 - 
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Meriorandun to Mr. Belmont 
, RE: 

100=428091 

wrote out in longhand the essence and in many cases exact verbiage of 
this document. It is believed that this memorandum is the only one 
in existence in the United States on this highly important subject 
matter. Among the other items of valuable information obtained on 
this trip were the following: | 

1. List of names and positions of representatives of 26 communist 
parties of the world represented at the October, 1960, meeting and a 
list of the names and positions of representatives of the 81 communist 
parties at the Novenber, 1960, meeting. In most cases. the informant met 
With heads of delegations at these conferences and discussed matters of 
interest in the intelligence field. 
| 2. Furnished details of 21 out of 78 speeches which were made 
during the three-nonth period. 

3. -Furnished the essence of remarks made by Nikita Khrushchev on 
10-22-60 and renarks made on another occasion on 12-4-60. 

4. Furnished details of an extremely important five-day meeting in 
Moscow of leaders: of the conmunist parties of Latin-American countries 
dealing with such items as assistance to Cuba in the case of invasion 
of Cuba by the United States. 

5. Furnished results of contacts in Moscow with reoresentatives 
from nearly all the trouble spots in the world, including China, Cuba, 
West Berlin, Korea, Japan and India. 

6. Obtained information concerning the existence of an international 
cadre training school currently being held in Moscow. 

7. Through personal consultations with top Soviet officials, deter- 
mined that Soviet troops were used to drive Chinese communists from ᾿ 
Russian. territory sometime prior to August, 1960. 

8. Furnished details concerning arrangements of financial support 
by the CPSU for the CPUSA. ͵ 
Ι 9. Arranged future meetings with Vladinir Barkovsky, Counsel, 
| Soviet Delegation to the United Nations in the United States, for the 

. purpose of passage of information and transnittal of Soviet funds to 
the CPUSA. On 2-12-61 $88,000 was passed to the CPUSA by Barkovsky as 
aresult of this arrangenent. 

The above examples certainly indicate the extraordinary value 
of the information developed by our informant during this eighth Solo 
mission. It is impossible to put a money value on the information 
received as this type of information is not available through any other 
Source. This information, which has been disseminated on: a high level, 
will certainly enhance the Bureau's reputation as the world's leading 
intelligence agency. 
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Role of Special Agent Keating 

Special Agent Keating, by continued sustained outstanding 
performance, guidance, encouragement and dngenious preparation of 
CG 5824-S* on a day-to-day basis as the Agent handling the informant, 
has contributed imnuensely to the outstanding results derived. from Solo 
Mission’ 8. Preparation for this mission began in July, 1960, when the 
informant returned to this country from Moscow upon instructions from 
the Russians. ‘The informant's mission that month was cut short since 
the Russians desired that the informant immediately solicit the support 
of the CPUSA in behalf of the CPSU in its ideological differences with 
the CPC. This mission was concluded at the end of January, 1961, after 
the informant had been exhaustively interviewed to record the highly 
valuable intelligence information. Outstanding performance by Special 
Agent Keating was also evidenced by his analysis and channelization of 
the information. Successful guidance of this informant on a daily 
basis seven days a week is extremely taxing on the ingenuity and 
capabilities of the handling Agent. This is due to the top positions 
this informant occupies in. the CPUSA which include being a -menber of 
the National Committee, Secretary of the International Affairs Committee 
and Chairnan of the Control Commission. The outstanding and continued 
high productivity of this informant is possible to a large extent because 
of daily encouragement which is necessary for him to continue his dual 
role in life. The unusual strained conditions under which the informant 
operates are recognized, shared and effectively coped with by the 
handling Agent in order to assure that this operation remains successful. 

Unusual problens have developed in the operation of CG 5$824-Sx; 
however, by Special Agent Keating’s being intimately involved in this 
‘operation, the problems have been overcome. These problems include 
obtaining documents, credentials, transportation, special clothing with 
secret pockets and setting up a conmunication apparatus. Special Agent 
Keating was able to keep up the informant's morale and furnish him with 
good advice on personal problems .due to the death of his wife. There 
has been a constant daily problem of keeping the over-all operation of 
CG 5824-S* going during the past year ‘because the informant is getting 
older and because his health has not improved. Special Agent Keating 
has made numerous personal sacrifices during this period by performing 
day and night services to the informant and to the Bureau to assure that 
maximum benefit from this operation was derived for the Bureau. Extended 
trips to New York City and other cities requiring extended stays at 
expensive hotels caused Special Agent Keating to incur expenses in excess 
of per diem allowed by a considerable amount. 

- ὃ « 
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Role of Special Agent Freyman 

CG 5824-S* was originally developed by Special Agent Freyman. 
Since he became a ficld supervisor, he has continued to supervise the 
over-all operation of this informant. He has continued with contacts 
of the informant, guiding the informant and over-all supervision of 
CG 5824-S#. On a daily basis he has conferred and collaborated with 
Special Agent Keating in connection with problens which arose in the 
handling and guiding of the informant and his activities, 

Supervisor Freyman has made a major contribution to giving 
the over-all operation the continuity Which is necessary for such a ; 
major operation. He has developed. an outstanding interest and knowledge 
of Marxism and Leninism which was essential to the continuous program of 
advancing and operating this informant at the highest possible national 
and international level. 

During this mission the initiative and physical resources of 
Special Agent Freyman were taxed to an even greater degree than in 
previous periods due to the more complex nature of the operation and 
to the many new problems which arose. The supervision of an operation 
of this intensity, magnitude and duration requires constant attention 
and planning. 

with the return of the informant from the eighth Solo mission, 
Supervisor TFreyman had to handle a large volume of difficult information 
which required seven days a week work. The material brought back by the 
informant necessitated a broad knowledge of the identity, position and 
spelling of the names of practically each international communist leader 
in the world. Supervisor Freyman’has performed his responsibilities in 
an exemplary manner and at a personal sacrifice. 56 

bic 

Role of urs. | 

Mrs. [sas one of the two stenographers to handle material 
derived from this Solo operation and from regular information furnished 
by CG 5824-S*%. On most occasions during this period she was working 
under pressure as time was of the essence in getting out voluminous 
difficult stenographic material involving a multitude of difficult 
foreign names, including Chinese, Russian and Slavic, and accurately 
transcribing this information. During this Solo mission this stenographer 
and another, over a period of 30 days, accurately and outstandingly 
handled the bulk of the typing and preparation of material in excess 
of 400 pages. 

* 
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evening and on weekends. Mrs. has derionstrated an outstanding 
Willingness to work Jong hours in order that the project which she was 
responsible for during this p¢riod would be completed'in the shortest 
possible time. She was required to take dictation away from the office 
from the informant directly for as much as ten hours at a time. 

Much of the ΝΣ Ασα ἢ and dictation taken was in the 

Role of Miss . 
. ob 

Miss during this Solo mission, has handled a tre- ©’ 
‘mendous volune of material in addition to regular material received 
from CG 5824-S%. She has been one of the two stenographers who shared 
the assignment for the handling of the information obtained by this 
informant. She has taken the majority of the dictation relating to 
this mission. Tremendous demands were made on. this stenographer, 
including full-time assignment, irregular hours, expeditious handling 
of information received, absolute accuracy and the necessity for trans- 
cribing extensive and difficult foreign nanes. 

Miss [ ___voluntecred for this assignment and during the 
entire time has been faithful and has worked hard to meet the responsi- 
bilities of the job. She has worked evenings on many occasions during: 
the period. On the recent Solo mission she prepared her fair share of 
sone 400 pages of perfect copy material. Her work was of a quality 
whic edit to the Bureau's over-all work. It is noted that 
iasol_—Woluntarity gave up an extended Christmas holiday vacation 
in order to be available and fulfill her comnitments to handle the 

' December, 1960, and January, 1961, Solo operation material. 

Role of Special Agent Hansen 

During this last operation, Special Agent Hansen was the under- 
Study for Special Agent Keating, who was under transfer to the Bureau. 
He devoted a great deal of his personal time, including weekends and 
nights, in order to learn what would be expected of him in the future 
handling of this informant. In addition, he made a number of valuable 
suggestions and his over-all contributions to the operation merit a letter 
‘of commendation. He has intelligently and enthusiastically tackled his 
new assignment and has been making an excellent effort to learn all the 
many ramifications. bg 

70 

Role of Misses and 

xiss| __] during the past Solo mission, has taken dicta- 
tion from Special Agent Keating on many occasions when all of the 
stenographers were occupied with other work or when Special Agent Keating . 

- 10 - 
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had to get out numerous expedite materials cither late in the afternoon 
or early in the evening. She has always been considered one of the 
expert stenographers in the Chicago Office in the handling of Solo 
natorial and has always: been most cooporative. She has continucd to | 

| be solely responsible for the maintenance and the handling of the Solo 
| file maintained by the SAC. During Solo Mission 8, " 
| uiss[ —— fepent a weekend taking dictation from CG 5824-S# in a>". 

hotel in order to exnedite dissemination. "ἝΝ 

xiss[___] has only recently undertaken responsibility for 
dictation on Solo matters and for other dictation from CG 5824-S, 
During the past six weeks: whe er stenographers were engaged in 
handling Solo dictation, este lwillingly gave up her time to 
take extensive dictation from CG 5824-S% relating to day-to-day local 
and national matters afforded by this informant. She has volunteered 
for this new assignment and has shown an excellent attitude in her 
acceptance of this responsibility. Her work has been neat and accurate. 

; performance of uissL_______land the performance of 
Miss Warrant a personal letter of commendation for each. 
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ReBulet February 8, 1961, mylet February 27 and 
Bucable 3/7/61. ᾽ ry 

In accordance with Bureau 

BID 

ἵ March 9, 1961, he referred to the receipt of 
| this document. nted out that this document was of 

extreme value to and stated, "I must congratulate the 
| Bureau on, Ats great success in obtaining such a remarkable 

ocumen i ) 
i 

The above is submitted for the Bureau's information. 
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DECLASSIFLCATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECL&ssTFICaATION CuUIDE 

DATE 08-08-2011 
UN: iby SPALES GUVE ENE 

7 ᾿ Memorandym 

ἢ το ; Mr, A, H, Belmon pate: March 16, 1961 

From : Mr. Ε, J. Baumgardygy/ 
Om 

SUBJECT: SOLO. 

γί INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

The document involved is a letter of the Communist Patty 
of the Soviet Union dated 6-21-60 obtained by our highly sensitive 
informant, CG 5824-S* while in Russia during July 1560. On 9-1-60 
CIA was..authorized to use a paraphrase of material from this document 

i under a-*Top-Secret" classification in its intelligence bulletin 

Referral/Consult 

the security of CG 5824-53, 

RECOMMENDATION : 
_ That our Liaison Agent 

be 3 n their study with a 
wit citing the FBI as the source, 

δὴ 

| fate 428091 Wwe af 
(oy. Mr. Parsons Lite 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORLTY DERIVED FROM: 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
! . be DATE G2-08- 2011 : 1 ~ Mr, "ΗΝ IC ‘ 

Ι qa pt 

SAC, New York (100~134637-Sub A) ! Mardh 27, 1962 

“Director, FBI (100-428091) 

oe , ἢ ὥϑβοιον a 
ες INTERNAL SECURITY - Ο | : Ν 

Reurlet 3/16/61 and Bulet 3/9/61. 24 
ΝΣ While 1t is not desired nor ia it necessary to trace 

a All the currency inyolved, you should make every effort to 
“ obtain specifie evidence of three or four instances where money 

funmeled into the Communist Party, USA, through thie source is 
later used in the furtherance of Communist Party business and 
activity. Under no circumstances should you take any action 
which would jeopardize our. informants, but you should be alert 
when the propexs opportunity arises to secure the desired evidence. 
You should not consider interviewing landlords, restaurant 
employees, bar keepers or othera but should watch for opportunities 
when communist functionaries are buylng airplane, railroad or 
bus tickets or are spending money im other places where they are 
obviously not knowa and contacts by your Agents could uot in any 
way jeopardize the security of our informants. 7) 

. Im order for you to do this, it will be necessary for 7 
you to record currency exchanged prior to its being furnished | 
to Party officials. This will not be a continuing operation and 
you may recommend discontinuance after you have obtained the 
desired evidence in three or four instances, | 

᾿ i { y a we i af / 3B 

1- Chicago (134-46-Sub F) poor ge Sd} / 229 
| EC 33 ! 

| 49 MARAT 1961, | 

7 The New York and Chicago Offices were~instrugétéd by let 3/9/61 to exert every effort to trace some of the 
a rrency expended by members of the CPUSA directly to the 
“ fpnds obtained by the Party from abroad. New York letter of 

3/16/61 went into considerable detail about ‘procedures currently 
n effect and security problems prevalent due tothe fact informa- 

_ — 

E ON YELLOW: 

Porsone tion concerning this matter comes from'CG 5824-§* and 
Belmont ee NY 694-S*, We have been insisting that efforts be made 3 
‘Callahan nos to trace CPUSA funds in order to obtain legally admissible © MAR evidence and in order to corroborate information suppiied 
aoc 91 1963" thefinformants. Tis: has been accomplished toa Rosen a iimiteéd pe It is felt that in ‘this instance, we “Pavel ; +i Shoudd qgntinue to ΧΩ efforts be Gide to Af 5 currency. | ti ok : 71 ΕΝ 
“Trotter acne ‘ t rage 

temo pypssey 
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Panna ἢ Πα 

The Attorney conerat} - ἮΓ. Ἐγϑοῦξ March 28, 1961 
Mr - e er 

| ‘Director, FBI 1 τ 
1 - Mr. 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AUBRICAN~ 
_ SOVIBT FRIENDSHIP 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

The following Anformation, | which was supplied | 
on in ‘by sources which have furnished rel lable informat 

the past, is being furnished as a hatter of possible 
interest, 

On March 25, 1961, a Soviet official in 
New York City was exerting efforts to arrange for a 
representative of the National Ceuncil of American-~ 
Soviet Friendship (NCASF) to supply information con- 
cerning the Kennedy adnainistration. This official 
stated that "Moscow" does not have sufficient information 
on which to "make a satisfactory appraisal" of the 
Kennedy aduinistration. He stipulated that the NCASF 
should be *revitalized" and that someone from this 
organization should be in regular contact with the 
Soviet Embassy to previde ormation of this. nature. 
The Soviet official did not indicate more specifically 
the information desired. 

‘the NCASF has beer deaignated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

It is requested that the contents of this 
"communication be restricted to a need-to-know basis. 
This information has been disseminated to the 
Honorable Dean Rusk, thé Secretary of State. 

additional information developed concerning Any 
this will be * promptly furnished to you. 

| (00. 2 5477-- 
200-146264 | | NOT RECORDED — 
1» Mr. Byron R. White 170 MAR 29 196] 

Soe ee J 

SEE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE THO 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified "Pe Secret” because disclosure of 
this information could result in exceptionally grave 
damage. to the Nation. “ 

| Information furnished by CG 5824-S# as set out 
in New York teletype 3-26-61 captio ned "Solo, IS-C," 
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Memoratdum ΟΝ ᾿ 
| πὸ ὡς DERECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ῸῈ ΣῈρατε: 3/16/61 

4} prom : SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637-Sub A) 

. ' 1 ᾿ . “ -- | 

SUBJE! . | ‘ . . ον 

ANTERNAL SECURITY - C 

LM S ReBulet, 3/9/61, instructing that every effort be 
made to trace some of the currency expended by members of 
the CPUSA directly to the funds obtained by the Party ‘from 
abroad. 

Ὃς In order that the Bureau may determine the feasibility 
_ of attempting to trace currency expended by members of the CP 
‘. to a foreign source, the NYO is of the opinion that the Bureau 
should be informed of the procedural steps whereby money from 
a foreign source is transmitted to the CPUSA, and also of the 
problems that would arise with respect to tracing to a foreign eed 
source money that passes through the hands of CPUSA functionaries. 4\77 

As the Bureau is aware, with the exception of an 
isolated instance where $50,000 was transmitted to the CPUSA 
‘by the CP of China, money from abroad came from the Soviet 
Union and was delivered to either CG 5824-S or NY 694-S by 
either ELIZABETH MASCOLO or VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY, With the 
exception of a recent instance where the money was delivered 
to NY 694-S in a hollowed-out phonograph case, the money has — 

| been delivered in paper wrapping. To date MASCOLO and BARKOVSKY 
have told.the informant to whom the money was delivered 
the amount being transmitted. 

With respect to handling this money from the -stand- 
reint of making it available to the NYO for processing and 
returning it expeditiously to the informant, time is of the . 
essence. The informants never know when they may ‘be asked Can 
to produce the money. Depending upon security conditions — νά 
mindful of the possibility that they may be under surveillance 
‘by the Soviets - the informants deliver the money to an Agent 
of the NYO either on the day they receive it or on the following 

ἀρ. LOU. 
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When the money is delivered to the NYO a number 
of clerical personnel are assigned to record on 3X5 cards 
the serial numbers, etc. on the bills. Recently, when 
88,000 was delivered to the NYO in ten dollar bills, 8800 

: cards had to be prepared. 

| The CPUSA will not accept from the informants bills 
in an larger than $20. The informants, who usually 
receive/ MASCOLO or BARKOVSKY $50 and $100 bills, therefore, 
have the problem of converting these bills into $20 bills. 
The NYO handles this transaction for the informants through 
a bank official who is a contact of the NYO. 

After the money is recorded, and, when necessary, 
after it is converted into bills of another denomination, 
it is returned to NY 694-S, who places it in a safe deposit 
box, and upon request makes it available to GUS HALL or whon- 
ever HALL designates to receive it. NY 694-S is of the | 
\opinion that the money given by him to HALL or CP officials 
is further "laundered" before it is put into circulation. 

In view of the "laundering" process, above described, 
and the fact that it is not known through how many channels 

ἡ the money moves before being put into circulation for pay- 
iment of CPUSA obligations, the NYO submits that it is 
questionable whether the chain of evidence can be preserved 

Jin tracing this money. 

The matter of security is also Anvohed in a money 
tracing investigation, for merchants, bank tellers, and a 
number of other individuals must be contacted in order to 
trace the money in question. It must be assumed that some 
of these individuals might disclose to ‘the CP the nature of 
the investigation being conducted by the Bureau. Since 
only HALL and the two informants are aware of the fact that 
the Soviets are furnishing money to the CPUSA, the informants 
might well be suspected of being "the leak." 

With regard to the money. ΝῪ 694-S daunders through 
the aforementioned bank official, this operation is handled 
on a purely personal basis with the said official. No record 
of this transaction is made at the bank. However, should it 
become necessary, to maintain a chain of evidence, that the 
bank record the numbers of bills given in exchange for Soviet 
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wWioney, this operation would necessarily become known to a number. 
of bank employees. Whether or not the bank officially would be 
willing to enter into this operation is problematical. 

in connection with the tracing of some of the 
‘currency expended by members of the CP, USA, there arises a : 
question of the admissibility of the evidence especially from the 
time of it heing given to a CP official: by NY 6 An example 

would be that GUS HALL takes a $10.00 bill from the.som given him 
' and pays his lunch with this bill. PHIL BART goes into the same. 
restaurant, on. the same date, and,in exchange for a $20.00 bill : 
in payment of his lunch, receives this $10.00, previously given by - 
HALL. BART then uses the $10.00 bill as part payment of his rent. 
Since there would be no witnesses available to testify as to what 
HALL did with the money, and since the chain of evidence would 
appear to be broken as shown by the above illustration, the 
value of the information from a corroborative standpoint would 
seem to be questionable when considering it in relation to the 
security of the operation. To attempt to make the information 
admissible would require utilizing the landlord as a witness. 
This brings in another individual who will be aware of our 
‘interest in specific bills as referred to by serial numbers and 
denominations. Jf through inadvertence on the part of this 
landlord or other individual, the Communist official becomes 
aware of this specific interest, the ‘Security of our operation 
becomes jeopardized. 

Although the Bureausthoughts in this matter are 
well appreciated and felt to have considerable merit, in analyzing 
the nature of this operation and the difficulty in maintaining a 
chain of evidence, it is believed that it would not be desirable 
to change the present procedure utilized by the. NYO in handling 
this entire operation. The Bureau is requested to reconsider its 
instructions in light of the above-stated facts and advise if any 
change in our operation is desirable. 
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SAC, Chicago (184-46 Sub 8) March (28, 1961 

“Director, FBI *(1u0-428091) ᾿ | 

INTERNAL SeCURITY - C 

The information developed by CG 5824-S* on the . 
eighth Solo. mission was disseminated by the Bureau under ἃ. 

" classification in practically every instance, 
in order that the files of the Chicago and New York uffices 
will n agre eement with Bufiles on classifications, it 
is desired t both uffices raise the classification of 
letterhead memvranda from "Seeret” to "fup-Secret.” in 
some instances letterhead memoranda were not disseminatdd 
and in a few rare instances the letterhead memorandim was 
“Rot upgraded τὸ ἢ —" These letterhead memoran i 
Should retain the "Secret" classification. Letterhead 
memoranda that should retain the "Seeres" classification ᾿ 
are described as, follows. ΕΝ 

Date ᾿ Caption | 

12.19.60 Observations and Comments on the 
| Ideological Dispute Between't the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union (¢psu) 
and the Communist Party of China (Cre) 

12.28.6 The Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) Delegation 
Made the Motion for the Adoption of τ 
Draft Declaration to Be Considered by’ 
the Nuvember, 1960, Meeting, of Communist 
Parties and orkers' Parties i Moscow, 

. | Russia. be ἫΝ 

 Δ-.}7-6] _, Indications that Russia is Cqnserving 
Jt) ')  . Foreign Currency 

1-18-6100 ! Information concerning Satomi’ Hakamada 
ae and Presidential Press Secretary James a λον Hagerty 

5 ay York (ὐυυ-18465Ά0 δὲ γα ὁ τ“ 7: ai μἢ γῇ +yiy 

| 
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Letter to Chicago 
Ras’ LU 
1υυ.«4280υ9}ὶ 

1-18-61 | Visit of CLUSA Delegation τὸ the Chinese 
Embassy in Moscow, Russla, on 102-60 

1-18-61] Position of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and 
the CPUSA on the Ideological Dispute 
Between the CPSU and the Crc 

1.18-6] ' Comments on the Results of the November, 
1960, Meeting in Moscuw, Russia, of 
§1 Communist Parties and Workers' Parties 

1-20-61 Severo Aguirre of the Peuple's Socialist 
Party (PSP) of Cuba Reported to the 
CPSU on the Eighth National Assembly 
of the PSP, 

Chicago and New York should upgrade all letter- 
head memoranda contained in your files concerning Solo mission 
eight to "Fep—Seeret except those listed above, 

The attention of Chicago is directed to Bulet 
dated 9-16-60 setting out objectives fur the eighth Solo mission, 
You are instructed to review these targets carefully and the 
infurmation developed by CG 5824-S* on this misslun, A 
review at the Bureau reveals that the informant accomplished 
many of the objectives, Some of the items apparently could 
not be developed due to security factors. It is felt that 
this review and subsequent discussion with CG 5824~S* will 
assure that all information developed was recalled and reported 
by the lnformant, 

NOTE_GN_ YELLOW: 

Δ] 

of Solo mission eight was classified " , 
disseminated at the Seat of Government. Ali letterhead | 
memoranda submitted by the field carried the classification 
of "Secret." It is felt that Chicago and New York should 
upgrade to "Fep—Seeret" the letterhead memoranda :involved 
in order that field and Bufiles will be in agreement on 
classification. A review of objectives set out for 
CG 5824-S* prior to departure on the eighth Solo mission | 
with what was accomplished shows that many of the objectives 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 3) 

Practically all information developed as a result 
' when 

ee we 



Letter to Chicago 
RE; SOLO 
100-42809] 

NOTE ON YELLOW, CONTINUED: 

ν were well covered. It is apparent that some of the targets 
could not be accomplished due to security factors while 
the informant was in Russia, It also appears the opportune 
Situation did not develop whereby the informant could obtain 
certain information. Jt is felt that a careful review of 
this matter by Chicago and further discussions with the 
informant will assure that all information coming to ‘the 
informant has been recalled and furnished to the Chicago 

ice, 
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At approximately 12 noon, today, Agent Gerald contort 
weekend supervisor, New York Office, advised that Chicago 
informant 5824-8 has made an appointment to meet Vladinir 
Barkovsky, of the Soviet U.N. Delegation, at 7 p.m., tonight, 
in New York. The meeting is to ce at 98th and 
Jamaica, in Queens. Supervisor advised, 
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TWO FOUR DASH $ ADVISED sf THAT PURSUANT TO 

TELEPHONIC ARRANGEMENTS MADE WITH VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY ON THE EVENING 

OF THREE DASH TWO FIVE DASH SIX ONE, HE MET THE LATTER AT 

SEVEN PM OUTSIDE THE WILLARD THEATER AT NINETY SIXTH STREET AND 

JAMAICA AVENUE IN QUEENS, FOLLOWING THE PATTERN OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS 

WITH BARKOVSKY. THEY WENT BY SUBWAY TO SUTPHIN BOULEVARD AND WALKED 

FROM THERE TO THE "FABULOUS RESTAURANT” LOCATED AT ONE FOUR SEVEN DASH 

ZERO FOUR HILLSIDE AVENUE, QUEENS. DURING DINNER , BARKOVSKY DISCUSSED 

THE FOLLOWING WITH THE INFORMANT.. MOSCOW DOES NOT HAVE SUFFICIENT 

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION TO “MAKE A _ 

SATISFACTORY APPRAISAL" OF IT. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT MORE rN ORATION 

ABOUT THE KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION BE OBTAINED. IN THIS 
1 

END PAGE QNE 
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"' CONMECTION, THE COUNCIL OF AMERICAN DASH SOVIET FRIENDSHIP, 

NOT ONLY IN NEW YORK, BUT ALSO IN CHICAGO AND SAN 

FRANCISCO, HAS BEEN OF NO VALUE TO THE SOVIETS. 

THE SAID COUNCIL HAS LOST CONTACT WITH THE SOVIET 

EMBASSY, Pf WASHINGTON, DeC.THE COUNCIL OF AMERICAN DASH SOVIET FRIENDSHIP 

SHOULD BE *REVITALIZED" AND IT WOULD BE WELL TO HAVE 

SOMEBODY FROM THIS ORGANIZATION IN REGULAR CONTACT 

WITH THE SOVIET EMBASSY DASH PARTICULARLY, SOMEBODY WHO 

COULD FURNISH IMPORTANT INFORMATION, SUCH AS INFORMATION 

NOW NEEDED REGARDING THE KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION DASH TO THE 

SOVIET EMBASSY. CONTACTS COULD BE MADE AT SOCIAL 

FUNCTIONS OF THE SOVIET EMBASSY OR AT THOSE OF "FRIENDLY EMBASSIES”. 

WITH REGARD TO FURTHER FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FROM THE ᾿ 

CPSU TO THE CPUSA, BARKOVSKY SAID THAT MOSCOW HAD 

NOT INSTRUCTED THAT ANYMORE MONEY BE GIVEN TO THE CPUSA. 

HE ASKED CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH $ WHETHER HE SHOULD MAKE AN 

INQUIRY OF MOSCOW REGARDING THE MATTER OF MONEY FOR THE CPUSA, 

AND THE INFORMANT TOLD HIM THAT HE SHOULD.«BARKOVSKY STATED THAT HE 

MAINTANS CONTACT WITH ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG 

"FOR QUICK ANSWERS REGARDING SMALL MATTERS". HE SAID HE 

OCCASIONALLY SENDS "A BOY ® TO INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS TOBUY 

A BOOK OR PAMPHLET AS A MEANS OF CONTACTING TRACHKTENBERG. 

TRACHTENBERG AND THE BOUXXX BOY OCCASIONALLY MEET IN A RESTAURANT. 

THIS IS BARKOVSKY*$ WAY OF CONTACTING TRACHTENBERG FOR INFORMATION 

REGARDING "SMALL MATTERS". HE CONTACTS GISS—K CG FIVE EIGHT TWO 

FOUR DASH $ AND NY SIX NINE FOUR DASH S ONLY REGARDING "REALLY 

IMPORTANT MATTERS". BARKOVSKY THEN SAID MOSCOW WOULD LIKE THE 

CPUSA TO SEND A FIVE $#%X DASH MAN DELEGATEN@ TO MOSCOW TO ATTEND THE Μ 

ONE CELEBRATION THERE. THE DELEGATION SHOULD ARRIVE IN MOSCOW | 

NO LATER THAN FOUR DASH TWO EIGHT DASH SIX ONE. THE CPUSA SHOULD 

PAY TRAVELLING EXPENSES OF THE DELEGATION TO PRAGUE, AND MOSCOW — 

WOULD PAY THE BALANCE OF THE DELEGATION-S EXPENSES. CG FIVE EIGHT 

TWO FOUR DASH S TOLD BARKOVSKY HE WOULD DISCUSS THIS MATTER WITH 

GUS HALL. 

END PAGE TWO 
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BARKOVSKY FURTHER STATED THAT WHEN JAMES ALLEN WAS RECENTLY IN 

MOSCOW, HE REQUESTED ‘THAT ROBERT DUNN, HEAD OF “LABOR RESEARCH", 

AND THE LATTER*S WIFE BE INVITED TO MOSCOW. MOSCOW, ACCORDING TO 

BARKOVSKY, WILL INVITE THEM PROVIDED THEY PAY THEIR OWN TRANSPORTATION 

EXPENSES. MOSCOW WILL PAY FOR OTHER EXPENSES INVOLVED IN THEIR TRIP. 

BARKOVSKY SAID HE WOULD LIKE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS HE RAISED WITH 

CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S REGARDING WHETHER THE CPUSA WOULD SEND 

A DELEGATION TO MOSCOW FOR THE MAY ONE CELEBRATION., WHETHER ROBERT 

DUNN AND HIS WIFE WOULD GO TO MOSCOW ON THE TERMS PROPOSED BY 

BARKOVSKY., AND WHETHER SOMETHING WOULD BE DONE TO RENEW 

CONTACT BETWEEN THE SOV revteriEMDSHIe” AT GS POINT, rs fined Can aie 3 

REPEATED THAT IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT MOSCOW GET MORE INFORMATION 

REGARDING THE KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION FOR "CORRECT APPRAISAL" OF 

THE SAID ADMINISTRATION. BARKOVSKY REQUESTED THAT THE ANSWERS 

TO HIS QUESTIONS BE OBTAINED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. HE SAID THE 

INFORMATION REQUESTED SHOULD BE GIVEN TO TRACHTENBERG, AND THAT ON 

FRIDAY, THREE DASH THREE ONE DASH SIX ONE, HE WOULD SEND ® HIS 

BOY" TO TRACHTENBERG TO OBTAIN THE SAID INFORMATION. BARKOVSKY 

THEN ASKED WHETHER IT WAS TRUE THAT ELIZABETH FLYNN HAD MADE A 

STATEMENT TO THE EFFECT THAT THE “PEACE CORPS IS A GOOD IDEA". 

CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH 5 TOLD BARKOVSKY THAT HE DOUBTED 

VERY MUCH THAT FLYNN HAD MADE SUCH A STATEMENT. BARKOVSKY SAID THAT 

A WOMAN WHO HAD ATTENDED A "YOUTH FESTIVAL” HAD SUBMITTED THE 

INFORMATION REGARDING FLYNN-S ALLEGED STATEMENT. AFTER CG FIVE 

EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH 5 BRIEFED BARKOVSKY REGARDING CPUSA ACTIVITIES 

IT WAS AGREED THAT THEY SHOULD MEET AGAIN IN ABOUT SIX WEEKS. 

CG FIVE EIGHT TWO FOUR DASH S IS TO CALL BARKOVSKY ON THE 

TELEPHONE AND TO ARRANGE, AS IN THE PAST, FOR A MEETING ON THE 

FOLLOWING EVENING. 
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Be. Fs J, Daunyardner 

HATIONAL COUNCIL OF AN UALGANSOVILT 
Fal eNoie 
INTBENAL δι ΤΥ « c “9 
IMEGANAL SLCURLTY ACT OF 1930 py 

ὥ CL ” " . 

Ge [82d-Sein a meetin) with Vledinir Boxviovaky, ἢ Nenber of 
the Soviet United Nations Deleyation, on 3/25/61 was told thet “Hescow* 
doga not have sufficient information concerning the Kennedy adainia- 
tration in order to "neke a satisfactory appreaies]." Barkovsky said 
it ia iaperstive that more inforsation bo obtained and that in this 
connection tha National Council of American-Soviet Friendship (NCAS5F) 
in Sew York, Chicago and San Franciacy bes been of no yalue, He said 
the RCASF hee 1081 contact with the Soviet imbassy in Washington, ἢν. ὃν 

Barkovaky ingtiucted that the NGASF be "revitalized." He 
desives that soneona from this orjanixation who cun furniah "important" 
Information be in rejwler centact with the Soviet sabassy. He said 
contact could be made at social functions of the Soviet Labaesy as 
Woll δ at "{rlendly enbageies,” 

Varkevsky «elated that ha inalataina contact with Alexander 
arachtenbery, Ye instructed CO '824-5xto determine from Gua 1181] 
General Secretary, Comuniat pty Usa, whether srorething cai be dona 

LRDRSBY BN a δ, The snewer to renew contact between the Sevie 
to this question is to be jiven to Trachtenberg no later than 3/41/61 
at which tine Trachtenber; will be contacted by a representative frou 
Barkoveky. Treoktenber is ἢ key figure and a Security Index subject 
Of the New York Office, 

The NCASP wae fomed in January, 1943, at New York City for 
the pllojed purpose of promoting friendship with the βάλη peppie 
throw ih the exchange of literature, ideas and cugtoms, it his, since 
its inception, been utilized ag a moans of tranenmitting Soviet propa anda 
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Meno to ir. Belmont 
Ret National council of American-Sovyiet 

Friendahip 
L00= 146964 

throughout the United Sintes. NCASF has been desiynated under 
ixecutive Order 10440. In proceedings uadar the Internal Security 
Jet of 194 it hae been ordered to register 28 8 communist front which 
decigion has been appealed and the Court of Appenis has ordered further 
proceedinys held in abeyance pending final disposition of the Communist 
Porty cage now ponding befere the Supreme Court, 

The national headquartera of NCASF is iocated im Now York City 
rad the unly active chapter of the organizetion is located in Chicage, 
Jllinois, both of which are under active davestigatien, Ke have 
informant coverage in New York City conelsting of aight informants and 
wources one of whom is an officer. In Chicago we have four informants 
one of whom 18 an officer, 

in mentioning San Frencisco Barkovaky may bo referring to | 
the American dussian Institute (Ail) of Sen Franclaco since there is 
no chepter of the ΝΟ in that city at the present time, The Ail 
of Sun ¥ranciaco has beon deaimated under [xecutive Order 10450 and 
da currently under inveatigation. Νὰ have eleven informants znd sources 
coverin) tiie orgenixzation, 

UBSERVAT IONS 

1. Further actions on our part «111 be dependent upon the 
yoaction of Gus Hall to BSerkoveky'a nesaaje. 

32, Ce [824-Smay be able to furnish us information con- 
cerminy Hell's reaction to Berkoveky's request by 3/31/61, 

3. In the event CG 5824-S*does not act as intermodiary or 
obtain Hall's reaction, intensified coverage of Trachtenbery is indicated, 

4. 1π the event the WCASF in New York or Chicago enyages 
in a proyran of furnishing inforestion to the Soviet cmbagsy, our 
current iaformant ceveraye should slert us to thia fact. 

ACTION’ 
1. Pertinent information concerning the Kennedy adainis- 

tration has beon disseminated to the Secretary of State and to the 
{ttomey Generel This concerned the request of Barkovaeky to revitalize® NCASF to supply "Hoscow" information on which to "make a satisfactory appraisal" of the Kennedy administration, 
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2. The New York Office has been inatructed to ληίου ites 
coverage on Trachtenberg. 

3° he are following this matter closely to dotamine 
Hali's action in dealing with the Soviet requeat; whether a contact 
de established between NCASF snd the Soviets; and if auch ἃ contact 
ds established, whether the eituetion can be exploited in the beat 
interests of the Bureau. | 
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Memorandum , 
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" At 12:15 p.m., 3/26/61, Special Agent William A, ee 
weekend Supervisor of the New York Office, telephonically contacted 
the Bureau and furnished the following information: Ὁ, 

On 3/26/61, CG 5824-8 advised ee 
that pursuant to telephonic arrangements made W a r Barkovsky,,. 
a member of the Soviet U.N. Delegation, on the evening of 3/25/61, 
he met the latter at 7 p.m., outside the Willard Theater at 96th 
and Jamaica Avenue in Queens, following the pattern of previous 
meetings with Barkovsky. They went by subway to Sutphin Boulevard 
and walked from there to the "Fabulous Restaurant" located at 
147-04 Hillside Avenue, Queens. 

During dinner Barkovsky discussed the following with 
the informant; 

Moscow does not have sufficient information concerning 
the Kennedy Administration to "make a satisfactory appraisal” of 
it. It is imperative that more information about the Kennedy 
Administration be obtained. In this connection, the Council of 
Soviet-American Friendship, not only in New York, but also in 

{ Chicago and San Francisco, has been of no value to the Sovicts. 
The said Council has lost contact with the Soviet Embassy in “= 
Washington, Ὁ. C. ᾿ 

"revitalized" and it would be well to have somebody from this 
organization in regular contact with the Soviet Embassy - partic 
Somebody who could furnish important information, such as infor—\ ‘ 

‘| mation now needed regarding the Kennedy Administration, ‘to the 
Soviet Embassy. Contact could be nade at social functions: of the 
‘Soviet Embassy, as well as tho of (00-45 0-12 " 48 

With regard to Pe enebiGa CA: LIS, fron t 
CPSU to the CPUSA, Barkovsky said that Moscow had: not instructed 
that any more money be given to the CPUSA. He asked CG 5824-8 

The Council of Soviet-American Friendship should be: “2 ͵ 

larly, 

i 
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Meno Lenihan-Belmont 
‘RE: SOLO, IS-C 

whether he should make an inquiry of Hoscow regarding the matter . 
‘of money for the CPUSA, and the informant told him that he should. 

Barkovsky stated that he maintains contact with Alexander 
Trachtenberg “for quick answers regarding small matters." He said 
he occasionally sends "a boy" to International Publishers to buy 
a book or pamphlet as a means of contacting Trachtenberg. Trachtenberg 
and the boy occasionally meet in a restaurant. This is Barkovsky's 
way of contacting Trachtenberg for information regarding ‘small 
matters." He contacts CG 5824-S and NY 694-S only regarding 
"really important matters." 

Barkovsky then said Moscow would like the CPUSA to send 
8 five-man delegation to Moscow to attend the May lst celebration 
there, The delegation should. arrive in Moscow no later than 
4/28/61. The CPUSA should pay traveling expenses of the delegation 
to Prague, and Moscow would pay the balance of the delegation's 
expenses. CG 5824-S told Barkovsky he would discuss this natter 
with Gus Hall. - 

Barkovsky further stated that when James Allen was 
recently in Moscow, he requested that Robert Dunn, head of "Labor 
Research" and the latter’s wife be invited to Moscow. Moscovy, 
according to Barkovsky, will invite them provided they pay their 
own transportation expenses. Moscow will pay for other expenses 
involved in the trip. 

Barkovsky said he would like answers to questions he 
raised with CG 5824-S regarding whether the CPUSA would send a 
delegation to Moscow for the May 15 celebration; whether Robert Dunn 
and his wife would go to Moscow on the terms proposed by Barkovsky; 
and whether Ssonething would be done to renew contact between the 
“Soviet Embassy. and the Council of Soviet-American Friendship. 
At this point, he repeated that it is imperative that Moscow get 
more information regarding the Kennedy Administration for "correct 
appraisal" of the said Adminitration. 

Barkovsky requested that the answers to his questions be 
obtained as soon as possible. He said the information requested 
should be given to Trachtenberg and that on Friday, 3/31/61, he 
would send "his boy” to Trachtenberg to obtain the said information. 

-~ 2 = 
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Barkovsky then asked if it was true that Elizabeth Flynn 
‘had made a statement to the effect that the "Peace Corps is a.good 
idea."' CG 5824-8 told Barkovsky that he doubted very much that 
Flynn.had: made Such a.statement. Barkovsky said that a woman who 
had attended a “youth festival" had submitted the information re- 
garding. Flynn's.alleged statement. 

After CG 5824-S briefed Barkovsky regarding CPUSA 
activities, it was agreed that they should meet again in about 
6 weeks.. CG 5824-S is to call Barkovsky on the telephone and 
to arrange, as in the past, for a meeting on the following evening. 

SA Bracken advised full details of above meeting were 
being forwarded to Bureau by teletype. 

ACTION: 

At 1:10 p.m., 3/26/61,. the above data was telephonically re 

furnished Supervisor who is ‘handling SOLO case, “ὦ 
=> 

try ga kpNner fp tsb, Wi? 
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Memor γι 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: March 27, 196 
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SUBJECT: Cas) 

On March 4, 1961, CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised SA RICHARD W, 
HANSEN that he was contemplating sending the below-describe 
documents to the International Department of the Central 
Comittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPS 
through his mailing address in Moscow, Russia. 

t 
The items he displayed as those which would be 

furnished were as follows: 

1) "Permanent Peace" by WALTER MILLS, a pamphlet 
issued by ‘the Center for Democratic Institu- 
tion, Santa Barbara, California--copyrighted 
by the Ford Foundation. 

2) "The United States in Today's World" by GUS 
HALL, General Secretary, Communist Party, 
USA, a pamphlet containing a report to the 
National Committee, Communist Party, USA, 

_dJanuary, 1961, printed by New Century Pub- 
‘Jishers, New York, New York. 

On March 21, 1961, CG 5824~5* adyised SA HANSEN, that 
the above two items had been mailed on March 16, 1961) athe 
International Department, CPSU. The items were ‘addregserk to. 

. Main Post Office, Box 341, Moscow, Russia, Ὁ 
fens! , ἢ ἣν 

The source further advised that the material Χ89 
selected by him chiefly for the pyjpose of maintaining current 
avenues of communication with the CPSU and because tRey to © 
reflect current information of interest to the CPSU.'' 

The above is being furnished for the intornation of - 
the mers 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVER FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE BY LIAISON 

DATE o8-l11-20ll 

Joab fea food fd fend μεὶ 4141 

Honorabie Dean Rue 
The Secre of State 
Washington, ἢ. Ὁ, 

Hy dear ur. ΘΕ: 

: | Phe. followin , infornation, which wae 8 plied 
| by sources which have furnished reliable information in 
| the past, is being furnished 88 a matter of possible | 

erest. 

| | 6n Harch 28, 1961, a Soviet official in 
. : New York City wae exerting efforta to arrange for a 
| : representative of the National Council of Anerican-~ 
| Soviet Friendship (3CASF) to supply information con- 

cerning the Kennedy administration. This official 
stated that "Moeacow" does not have sufficient information 
‘on which to *nake a catisfactory appraisal" of the 
Kennedy administration, lie stipulated that the NCASF ; 
should be "revitalized" and that gomeane fram thia 

organization should be in regular contact with the 
‘Soviet Embasey to provide ormation of this nature. 
The Seviet official did sot indicate nore specifically 
the information desired, 

The RCASP has been designated pursuant to 
Executive order 10450. 

Ἢ de requested that the contents of this | 
connunication be restricted to a nced-to-know basis. 
Thie information has been disseminated to other appro~ 
priate officials of the Government. | 

ow a 

. o y ij Le 

, 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED ΙΝ 27! 

Any additional information developed concerning 
‘thie ΕΣ promptly furnished to you, 

ey ΝΣ 

100. Headed. CY Sincerely yours, ποτ RECORDED 

Cis 100. 42809! "1. (8010) : : 46 MAR 30 196). 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

‘Classified “OK Sucret” because disclosure of 
this information could result in exceptionally grave | 

. damage to the Nation. 

Information furnished by CG 5824-S# as set out | 
in New York teletype 3-26-61. captioned "Solo, IS-C." 
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᾿ς δβδαῖοι | Aprii 35 1961. 

| fos. ; : _ Office of Security - 5 

“ce Department of State. 

a | From: ᾿ John Bdgar Hoover, Directo ς 

ΕΣ Sanieets COMMUNIST PAREY, USA 
7 INTERVATIONAL ἸὰιΑ τοι. 

_ INTERNAL SECURITY - | 

as “=” "" “Deperénee 18. nade ‘to ny recent: correspond= ὦ ye ΝΥΝ supplied you with. ‘information concerning o 
the International cadre Trainiag Schood ἀπ ἄόϑοον, ΠΣ 

ΝΣ 

BY LIAISON’ | 

7 τι our additional information ἃ source. 
pick | has f Ἔα: reliable s information Jn the ‘fast, 

ΟΣ τ ee 
πο Ὡς : Because. of the sensitive nature of owr Ὁ 

: source, it is requested that the contents of this - at - - @ompunication be afferded carefal security and its 
ise restricted toa need-~to-know basis, . 
. = ἔς Cr 

ca ΩΝ το τς fe mache I pg a | 

| ” Central Intel tigonce Agency. BY LIAISO so 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans. 18 aR ΕἾ oe 

Pe, ‘yore on YELLOW: 7 os 

; ᾿ Classified mph seoret! 1 because disctosure ΜῊ 
Ἑ οἵ this information could result in exceptionally: grave as 
_ damage: to the. ‘Nation. 7 

| if. " information supplied by CG 5S 5824-86 ‘and. set: oo 
“put Hastpeels nomorandua enclosure to chicago Letter Dos 

ed ige2feO1. ΝΕ ὟἬ ἫΝ : 

Parsons. 
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Memorandum μων 

To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 4/3/61 

Ω w0”Gaom 1 SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub A) 

sunecK<solg? 
LS-C 

Records of the NYO reflect that as of 3/31/61, trans- 
actions in the SOLO account reported by NY 694-S* since the 
date of the last accounting have been as follows: 

Credit 

. On hand 2/28/61 $67,821.00 
7} ees from Soviet source 3/13/61 2,000 .00 

Total $69,821.00 

Debit 

To GUS HALL for use of CP National 
Office 3/14/61 $ 1,000.00 

To ROBERT THOMPSON for personal 
| expenses 3/15/61 300 .00 

| τὸ GUS HALL for travel expenses 
of HALL 3/29/61 _2,680.00 

Total $ 3,980.00 

| Balance 

| 3/31/61 $65,841.00 .. 

~ (a4 13 Rep 9 
C. 2-Bureau (100-428091) (RM 

‘I-Chicago (134-46-Sub F) (SOLO ayes INFO 
ἸΟΝΥ 134-92 } (sou (42 ) (aNFO) { νάνι 
1-NY 1002328862 aN) -SonDS-RESERVE 
1-NY 100-134637-sub A (42). ν᾿ fs 
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1 - Mr, Harrington 1 - Mre[ °°] 
| | id - Mr. Shaw 9 σοὶ 

SAC, San Francisco (100-27418) March 28, 1961 | 

, Director, FBI (100-3-81) | | ΝΣ ες 
κι: } 3 ᾿ 

COMHUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - € 

- ReBulet 2-9-61 and your airtel 3-20-61. 
You are instructed to submit to the Bureau 

by return wail docunentary information located in your 
files concerning individuals known to be associated 
with the Star ef Hope organization. You are also 
instructed to submit your recoanendation as to whether 
an investigation of the Star of Hope organization 
should be instituted in accordance with Section 87E 
-of the Manual of Instructions. This information should 
be submitted under the caption of "Star of Hope." 

- NOTE ON YELLOW: 

_  - ~ - 

760-- 3~8/ ~ SEGA 
ORIGINAL COPY ¥iiLt) δ Bulet 2-9-61 instructed San Francisco to furnish 

the Bureau with any information known to that office cone 
cerning the Star of Hope organization and documentary infor- 
mation concerning the individuals associated with the 
organization. San Francisco airtel 3-20-61 failed to 
comply with Bureau instructions in supplying all informa- 
tion originally requested. Bufiles contain no information 
indicating communist infiltration, control or domination of 
Star of Hope. | 
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Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: April 4, 1961 . TO 

ἤ Toc CHICAGO (134-46-Sub F) 

supject: (CSOLO 
= © 

Rebulet 5/4/60 instructing that details concerning 
disbursements of funds in the possession of CG. 5824-S* be 
submitted to the Bureau by the fifth of the month following 
the month being reported. 

4 There were no transactions involving the funds in 
the possession of CG 5824-S* during the month of March, 1961. 
The balance in possession of CG 5824-S* remains as it was as 
of November 1, 1960. This figure is $103,445.00. 

O- pircia (AM) (RM) : 
- Chicago (iy 

RWH: LMA 
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April 6, 1961 |. SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub B) 

| GX WS gee 5 : 
Director, FBI (100-428092)-/ASS . 

Fe | ΕΕΞΝὟ 
ἢ INTERVAL SECURITY - ο΄ 

ReBulet 3-20-61 and your let 3-29-61. " ; 

ι | ᾿ Βμ]οῖ of 3-20-61 instructing your office to 
designate copies of reports from CG 5 4-S# as enclosures 

ει to transmittal correspondence to the Bureau does not 
involye any substantial increase in the amount of steno- 
graphic and clerical work. 

You were instructed to set out in transmittal 
correspondence the fact there are enclosures, to list the 

‘date of the enclosuresand to note under copies designated 
for the Bureau the number of enclosures. 

a |. Attention is directed to your letter dated 2~-28- 
61 captioned “Communist Party, USA, International Relations, 
Internal Security - C," your file 100-33729, which set out 

_ inferwation on pages one and two as furnished by CG 5824-S# 
The second paragraph of this letter reads, 

"The information on the following pages was orally fur- 
nished,.on February 20, 1961, by C 24-S%..-." Bureau 
instructions in referenced Bureau letter require the 

'.  Ghanging’ of this sentence to read, “Enclosed are three 

1, by. CG 5824.885,.,.. ." 
᾿γμαωῇ 
ie) 

σ᾽ 5: = & 

o's 
Φ ὃ 
<i 

7 copies f information furnished orally on February 20, 
1 Inserted after the number of 
copies for the Bureau in this instance would be XEnclo-~ 
sures - 3)-" There are no other changes involved. 

| _ The number of copies of the transmittal corre- 
spondence and the assembling of the correspondence are 
not affected in any way by these instructions. The | 
enclosure is not te be placed in an envelope but is to 

‘be attached as was done by your office in the. above example. 

Rosen y 

‘Tavel 
Trotter comdemrenns 's, 
WS, Sulliv wire \ 

Tele. Room sennen i 

Ingram 

Gand ᾿ 

It is necessary that you comply with instructions 
contained in referenced Bureau letter in order that ‘such 

_ Correspondence can be properly handled at the Bureag. 
7 yw Liye fe 

gt Of 
UU 



' Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Records Section has observed that Chicago, in 
sending in reports from CG 5824-S#, attaches the reports 
to the letter of tranamittal without designating them as 
enclosures. When these reports become separated from the 

letter of transmittal, it is difficult for the Records 
Section to determine where the reports should be filed. 
Bulet of 3-20-61 instructed Chicago to change its procedure | 
as noted above. Chicago letter of 3-29-61 set out that the 
procedure being followed has been in existence for eight 
years and that any change in the procedure would involve 
an additional amount of work for secretarial and clerical 
personnel. It is felt that the above instructions should 
make it clear to the Chicago Office that the change required 
does not involve any substantial increase in work. 
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UNITED STATES 5 Messier: 9 | . | 

Memorandum ὃ τον τς 
ΤΟ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . DATE: March 29, 1961 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46- Sub B) 
~ 

SUBJECT: DPsc SOLO __.” 
| INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

FROM 

\ 

Rebulet dated March 20,. 196]. 

Rebulet noted that recent correspondence from the 
Chicago Office in captioned matter and correspondence captioned 
“COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - INTERNATIONAL :‘RELATIONS", had trans- 
mitted to the Bureau what appeared to be copies of reports 
from CG 5824-S*, It noted that the informant reports carry 
a date different from the letter of transmittal and were not 
listed as enclosures. 

_ ‘Referenced letter further instructed that Chicago 
_was ‘to, in the future, set out'in the letters of transmittal 
the fact that these reports were enclosures and ‘to list. the , a 
date of the enclosure and note under copies designated for 
the Bureau ‘the number of such enclosures. 

: In regard to the above, the Chicago Office desires 
to point out to ‘the Bureau that the procedure presently being 
utilized is identical with the procedure which has been 
utilized for over eight years in reporting the information | 
received from CG 5824-S*, 

As the Bureau is aware, CG 5824-9+ furnishes a 4 
prolific amount of important information on numerous phases 
of Communist Party (CP) activity, most of which, because of } 
its contents, is felt to be sufficiently important το require κι, ae 
that it be disseminated on an immediate basis to the Bureau aa 
and other interested offices. . 

| In order to carry out the responsibllity entailed in 
. this dissemination, the present system was adopted and is 
currently being utilized which facilitates this problem. All 
the information from this source is received in the form of 
oral information wher. must be reduced to Uke 

67: 74> 1’ REG. 75 /)d = 22 ἢ oe 
Buréau caagfgngsep 

1- Chicago TS} 
But /ndp ἘΝ. 

ι ?, Lo . , 

Ciba. “25 ιν») % | 
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CG 134-46 -Sub B 

In order to prevent a duplication of typing of each and every 
item furnished, sufficient copies are initially prepared of 
every oral report. Then a cover page is prepared and stapled 
to the report setting forth caution paragraphs and other 
pertinent information such as date reteived and receiving 
agent. The informant'’s report, which is stapled to the cover 
page, has always been considered by the Chicago Office as an 
integral part of the whole and not as an enclosure. The 
“Same procedure and reasoning is followed in the assembly and 
handling of security reports, that is, the cover pages are a 
attathed to the report and together they are but one serial. f 
As to the handling of this information by the Chicago Office, 
a copy of this cover page plus a copy of a filled in FD 306, 
"Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material", is then 
stapled to the original copy of the informant ‘report in that | . 
order. This is then placed in the source's A)134 file and a 
always has been serialized as one complete and distinct 

In connection with the present system, the services 
of one agent are used full time and the services of one steno- 
grapher are utilized on a near full time basis. However, 
frequently additional stenographic help must be utilized as 
an the case when information is being recelved from source 
regarding a completed Solo mission, In this latter regard, as 
many as six stenographers have been utilized in a day's period 
of time to take dictation, transcribe and prepare for dis- 
semination. The system presently being utilized by Chicago, 
as proven over the years, has resulted in a great saving of 
time by agent personnel, stenographers, and clerks. 

As indicated previously, the report of the source 
as stapled to the cover page, is considered by Chicago as one 
complete inseparable item. If it were necessary to list each 
of these reports and describe them as enclosures and transmit 
them to the Bureau and other offices as such, it is felt 
that a major administrative problem would be encountered by 
both the Bureau and other receiving offices. Under these 
circumstances, the receiving office would be furnished 
separate copies of the cover page plus an equal number of 
informant reports as enclosures. In some cases, for example, 
a meeting of the National Committee, CP, USA, or National 
Executive Committee, CP, USA, the New York Office would 
‘receive well over fifty "copies of the cover page and a similar 
number of copies of the informant's reports for dissemination 
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in that office to individual and organizational files, To 
adopt thesystem suggested by the Bureau would mean that these 
fifty or more enclosures to New York would each have to be 
handled individually which would increase the administrative 
tasks of such office and lead to possible misfiling or even_ 
loss of such reports. 

The adoption of the method listing and describing 
the reports as enclosures as suggested is not felt by Chicago 
to be practical in the case involving this source because of 
the voluminous amount of information furnished, 

Recommendation 

It is respectfully suggested that Chicago be authorized 
to continue the current procedure as to the manner of dis- 
seminating the information received from CG 5824-8*, based on 
the above comments of Chicago. It is pointed out that the 
change ‘as proposed by ‘the Bureau would involve a greater 

amount of stenographic and clerical duties for Chicago, more 
administrative handling in both Chicago and other offices and 
would be inducive to a greater possibility of misserialization 
and loss of information. More importantly, this instruction, 
Af required, will delay handling of this informant's informa- | 
tion in many cases as much as two days where lengthy, voluminous 
dJetters are prepared, 
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UNITED ‘STATES GOV ENT 
Parsons 

Mohr 
Belmont - , 

ie  Sallahen 
lM ™ ‘ Ό en Memorandum End τ σσσπτος 

EVGOS copie 
Malone . 

yr ΤΟ : Mr. A. H. Belmont pate: April 6, 1961 a 

ete 
. Tele, Room pmo 

FROM : Mr. Ἐς J. Baumgardne oy a 

ΘΟ γί : 
supyect: SOLO ΣΌΣ: 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C QE 

ipts ' My menorandum 3-8-61 sets forth in detail the rece 
and disbursements of funds by the Communist Party, USA, during the 
month of February, 1961. These funds have been received from. the 
Communist Parties. of Redi China and the Soviet Union. The following 
schedule shows the present status of these funds together with the 
receipts and disbursements during March, 1961. 

£ 

‘SUMMARY 

Total received from Soviets 9-58 to 3-31-61 ὁ $614,385 
Total received. from Red China 2-60 to 3-31-61” ‘590,000. 
Grand total received to 3-31-61 ; 
Total disbursements. 10-58 to 3-31-61 495,099 

Balance of Fund 3-31-61 $169 , 286% 

*$65,841 maintained: by NY 694-S* in safety 
deposit box, New York City and $103,445. 
maintained by CG 5824-Sx in safety deposit 
box, ‘Chicago, Illinois. 

DETAILS 

Total received from Soviets 9-58 to 2-28-61 $612,385 
Total received from Red China 2-60 to 2-28-61 50,000 
srand fotat received to 2-28-61 ς ᾿ 
otal disbursements 10-58 to 2.28.-61 491,119 
Balance ‘of ‘Fund 2-28-61 $171,266 

Receipts -during March, 1961 

3/13/61 - from Soviets 

“From Soviet Embassy, Ottawa, Canada, delivered. 
by Blizabeth Mascolo, Courier, Canadian CP, to 
NY 694-S#, New York City. " 

100=428091 5 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

Disbursements during March, 1961 μη 

3/14/61 - Gus Hall; for use of CP national 1,000 
office 

3/15/61 - Robert Thompson; for personal 300 | 
expenses 

3/29/61 - Gus Hall; for travel expenses 2,680 $ 3,980 

Balance of Fund. 3-31-61 $169 , 286 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is being submitted for your infor- 
mation and an up-to-date accounting of these Solo funds will be 
brought to your attention each month. 

μή ἐμ 
“ "fh 2 BP 
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TO : Mr, seasont 8 PATE-March 30, 1961 ——S 
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FROM : R, 0. L'Allier δὲ ‘ogre 

‘and appreciative of the: extremely, important information produced | 

orn FORM \ - Τοίεοῦ Νὴ , ΝΕ ὰ ᾿ POP5ON 6 peer 

“Nii S@TATES GOVE NT ° | Belmont τυ τἢ 
Calehan 

M, emorandum co Delon apc 
Στ cements 
Motone 

cum Gy) , 
Reference is made to memorandum dated March 22, 1961, 

from Mr. Baumgardner to you. Liaison was requested’ to contact 
Allen Dulles, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) concerning that 
Agency's use of certain sensitive Bureau information in.a CIA 
document without first obtaining clearance from-‘us., 

On March 29, 1961, Agent Papich. contacted Dulles and 
briefly reviewed the material received by us from a sensitive 
source and disseminated to CIA. Dulles was reminded that the 
Bureau.already had emphasized the importance of handling our 
information in a secure manner. He was told that recently some 
of the,data had been included in a U. S. Intelligence Board (USIB) 
document Without obtaining clearance from the Bureau; that we 
recognized no damage had resulted: but, nevertheless, ‘we had to 
follow a firm policy of restricting use of information without first 
obtaining the necessary clearance from the Bureau. 

IG 

: Dulles st tter already had. been called 70 
to his attention by and an inquiry had: been 
initiated which disclose a e document in question had:been _.. 
prepared by personnel handling intelligence estimates under, the 

_ Supervision of Robert Amory. Dulles stated that he has discussed - 
this matter with Amory and has asked for the implementationzof ; | 

| necessary procedures to prevent a reoccurrence. Dulles: stated: 
that he shared the Bureau's concern since he-was fully cognizant 

by the ‘Bureau's source. 

SJP:ban 
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Mr. ,Parsons 
Mr: Belmont 
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Memorandum L'Allier to Belmont 
Re: SOLO 

IS - C 

advised the Liaison Agent on March 29, 
1961, that Richard. ter by αασασσα ἢ irector of Plans, had been 
briefed on this matter b Bissell thereupon transmitted 
a memorandum to Amory complaining very strongly regarding the lava 
handling of the Bureau material. Bissell requested Amory to 570 
take immediate steps so that maximum security was afforded in 
handling the Bureau data, 

On March 30, 1961, [__hdvised that Dulles had 
reprimanded Amory before other top officials at a meeting held 
that morning. 

ee 

Aithough no damage was done in this particular case, 
it is believed that the discussions with the CLA officials 
including Dulles, have been very worthwhile in that the Bureau's 
interest and concern have been pinpointed at appropriate levels 

» “5 7 

ee 

ACTION: w 

For information. 
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το : Mr. A. H. Belmont pare: April 4, 1961 Tovel 
a ‘ Trott 

1 ~ Mr. Parsons Α ae 

FROM ἢ Mr. F. J. Baumgard - Mr. Belmont κι γα EAGROM neem οςς 
ΝΣ Mr. Baumgardner 

Ὥ OQ Mr. Branigan 
SUBJECT: SOLO Mr. 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C Mr. 

My memorandum 3-28-61 under the caption of "National R 
Council of American-Soviet Friendship" (NCASF) set out the -results 
of a meeting between CG $824-S* and Vladimir Barkovsky, member of 
the Soviet Delegation to the United Nations, on 3-25-61. At that 
time Barkovsky stated that "Moscow" does not have sufficient inforna- 
lis concerning the Kennedy administration in order to "make a satis- 

ens) 

ΤΕ eae fed et et μὰ 

factory appraisal." He wanted to know what could be done by the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) to reactivate the NCASF*as a contact 
With the Soviet Embassy to supply such information. 

NY 694-S* related on 4-3-61 that Irving Potash, member of 
the National ‘Executive Committee, CPUSA, while at the Soviet Embassy 
in Washington, ἢ. C., on 3-30-61, was told by a First Secretary that 
the Soviets are very unhappy about ‘having no -:contact with the CPUSA. 
It was brought up that the Soviet Embassy at one time had good: contact 
through the NCASF. The Soviet Embassy official suggested to Potash | 
that Hary Kaufman, CPUSA attorney, be .used as the contact with the \ 
| Soviet Embassy since she can contact the Embassy ostensibly for legal nw 

and business reasons. a 

a 

| | \ 
. Potash has not discussed) this’ natter With Gus-Hall, General N) 

secretary, CPUSA, as Hall, is..currently on a trip through. the: Midwest. 
Potash indicated to NY 694-S* that he plans to telephone Hall on 
4-6-61 concerning whether one or ‘two delegations from the CPUSA are ὴ 
going to Moscow on 5+-1-61. It will be recalled that Barkovsky stated ° 

! on 3-25-61 that the CPUSA is to send a five-man delegation to. the 
| May 1 celebration in Moscow. Potash is not clear whether the dele- 
| gation ‘mentioned by the Soviet Embassy official on 3-30-61 referred 

| 
‘meet with Hall in Chicago prior to 4-6-61 and will possibly ‘be able 
to,determine Hall's reaction to the use of Kaufman as the CPUSA con- 

to the same delegation mentioned by Barkovsky. CG 5824-Sx plans to 

tact with the Soviet Embassy. 
Pa. 

: With ‘the Soviets. ΑἹ1 meetings of the informant with the Sovd 
: 58, APRA A195. REC. gr {0ό EY Ve pes 

\ 1 = 100-3-81 (CPUSA, International Relationg) apr 114 1961 

| it ΩΝ xPesignated pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
LO RE: 

100~428094 

been clandestine. Apparently the Soviets, in seeking to establish 
an additional contact, are attempting to create a situation whereby 
they can obtain information through the CPUSA more readily. 

ACTION: 

This matter is being followed closely and you. will be kept 
advised Ἢ developments. 

WY 

Wegin κΚ 
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FBI 

Mr, EVANS. seeeemows ; 

, Mr, Malone ier ‘ 
Date: 4/5/61 

Transmit the ‘following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

RE her. Ἧ 

᾿ (Priority or Method of M ting) Mr. Tgram 

Jet ooh a πῶσ τι παν παρ τσ τπῖνι τι πραὶ eee βαρ σὰν αὐ αν αν «ὐσνν pe cee pes et ee oe pee a SSS Gordy, Ι͂ΝΒΟΝΣ a1 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT. CSOLO 
ΞΌ 

Re Chicago airtel, 1/19/61. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 3 copies 
of an informant statement dated 3/21/61 containing informa- 106 

furnished reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD ἡ. 
HANSEN, 

ΙΝ tion orally furnished on that date by CG 5824-S*, who has Oe 

1... 

rz vos 

c The information set forth in the enclosed infornant 
‘statement was previously furnished to the New York Office 
‘with other letter dated 3/28/61: under 
the caption This informant’ statement 

‘with a response of the CP, USA to an offer “nade by 
in Pregue, Czechosiovakth in 12/ : 

4: 17 a 
Bureau (Encls, (AM) (RH) | ENCLOSURE 

1 - New York ¢100-134637) (AM) (RM) 
1 = Chicago 

RWH:ntb 
(5) 

c. δ. Wick 
i ι 

β ,94-.(2502- 
τ Ἢ REC- 88 ; ~~ ee ἘΔ ς Τὰ APR 12. 196] 

Η ᾿ - 

Τῇ LT = 
ΟΥ̓ Approved: G ΓΝ SOME ens M PO 

Special Agent in Charge 

οὐ APR if 1961 



March 21, 1961 

rE OF CP, USA TO OFFER OF 56 
DE DECEMBER 1960 : ys# mie 

It will ‘be recalled that ΜΝ an Anerican 
citizen residing in Prague and teact ΟΕΥΙΘΙΟΟΥ in the tne th 
Literature Department οἱ the Acadeny of Sclence, Caiveraity ἣν" 
of Prague, made an offer during mid December, 1960, 
contribute articles which wight be published in beriodical ἢ 
"Mainstream", — Us 3 

et . 
[ __ otter to contribute articYes for publica- aaa. 

tion in the periodical "Mainstream" was relayed to and discussed 
with GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), 
ora thet De te of Yebruary, 1961. In this regard, HALL 
noted that offer to contribute articles for publica- 
tion dn the periodical "Mainstream" would be welcomed by the 

HALL ulso noted at that time that when a person like’ γ 
who was formerly active in the CP, USA, was not eligible 

for membership in the CP in the country where he resides, that 
the CP, ὍΒΑ would attempt to carry such person in good standing. | 

St De we 

ENCLOSURE | 

le 
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UNITED STATES G «: Μοὶ 
ἜΞΩ: 
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ΜΜαλοῦφ seererereren A 

Το ; MR. PARSONS A ς. DATE! April 7, 1961) = 
Trott 

Ingram 
Gandy 

FROM 

cc Mr. Parsons 

Mr. 

Mr, Papich 

n April 6th CIA furnished a 100-page document analyz 
ing "The ]Sino-Soviet Dispute and Its Significance." This wa 
preparedfat the request of the White House. CIA proposed to 
disseminate this to the White House, members of the U. S. In- 
telligence Board, Paul Nitze, Deputy Under Secretary, Depart- 
ment of the Defense, and. Ambassador Thompson in Moscow, Inas- 
much as the document contained a great deal of the information 
furnished by our informant 5824-S as a result of his trip to 

| Moscow, CIA requested our authority to disseminate as indicated. 

We have previously disseminated over 400 pages of ma- 
terial resulting from this trip. Important points were summarized 
and supplied to the White House, the Attorney General, Secretary 
of State, and ‘Director of CIA. In addition, the Director, of 
| course, briefed President Kennedy concerning our informant 5824, 
and his. trips abroad. 

| We advised.CIA on the night of April 6th that we would 
not object to the dissemination of this study providing thé'‘re- 
cipients were informed that much of the material was obtained 
by the FBI from highly delicate sources and, therefore, it ‘must 
be afforded ‘the utmost security; that the study not be dissemi- 
nated outside the United States and hence no copy should go to 
the Ambassador in Moscow. We put this restriction on because 
we are not sure of the security in the Embassy and an examination 
of this material by the Russians might uncover our informant. 

Attached 15 a confirming, letter to Allen Dulies of 2 

BAZ Δα γῇ Be Ke . yr Ν᾿ wah tase yr 
x ᾿ | 
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Ate, Conrad. ws... 
My, DeoLtach anes 

Date: 4/4/61 ἘΞ Mey Uv22d ὑμῶν 
4/4/ | Mr, Bilal 226 sae 

41. Ale. χόλον καίω. 

(Type in plain text or code) we wo 

Mr, W.C.Sullivan 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 
4 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

AN FROM:  ΟΒΆΟ, CHICAGO (134-46 \Sub Σ 
i sussacr: Goud) ee 

Ν᾿ 

“κα. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ὃ copies of 
\, an informant statement dated 4/3/61 containing information 

orally furnished on 4/3/61 by CG 5824-S*, who ‘has furnished . 
reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN. δ ao, 

LALA 

Ν" πο 18 connection with the information set forth in ate 
the enclosed infornant statement, the source advised that ub 
this information was recently recalled by him as a result uy 

ᾧ, relating to Soviet intelligence operations We: 
here several Americans were involved. He 

ἢ has no opinion concerning the significance of the informa- 
‘tion, but he does feel that the information though limited’ 
might be of sone value to the Bureau. The source further a al ph fs 

an advised that he will continue to be alert for additional 
ΔᾺΝ information in regard to this matter and might, if logically ag 
ὟΝ feasible, during some future contact with TIM BUCK of the 
ΔᾺΝ Canadian CP, attempt to secure fron this individual Gt 
Ne identity of ‘the tnsub. 
st 
‘ . . .ι2.4 ὃ 

Ν ἐς - Bureau (AM) (ΕΜ) (Encls. me Ζ ΡΥ ἫΝ v 
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SpecialiAgent in’Charge 
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April 8, 1961.0 
» vad: ‘Barnes 7476 -- 7249. 

Γ Ἢ : ΟΝ | 

4l Pie UNSUB Bey 1 εὑ της {τ ΟΥ̓ τς ων 

Von) ἈΕΩΤΕ ἘΟΙΣΣΟΣ TORRE. TON, Ἔκ. Gastro 
3. " IF - AGE ORR, Leta ἐς treteesfie stare atnem-eemmmemad ἢ 

U8 During the course of the meeting of the 31 Communist 
and Workers Parties held in Moscow, Russia, during November, — 
1960, the Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union provided 
the various delegations with evenings of piansed cultural 
relaxation, On one occasion, MORRIS CHILDS, ELIZABETH ὁ 
FLYNN, and other United States delegates to this meeting of . 
the 81 Communist and Workers' Parties, were taken to a tllet 
performance at the Bolshoi Téater in Moscow. Normally at such. 
fanctions, the Soviets took sufficient security precaution to. 
protect these individuazia from being placed in such a position 
go that they might be identified, 

At the Theater on this particular evening, a nan’ 
sitting directly ahead of the United States delegation, turned 
around and in perfect English said to PLYNN, “J know you, ᾿ 
don't I", and then thia game individual turned to MORRIS CHILDS 
and remarked “Aren't you Morrie?", CHILDS reportedly responded 
in Bussian indicating he did not understand the nature of this 
individual's inquiry, while FLYNN answered very gruffly denying 
identity, Both CHILDS and FLYNN were outwardly disturbed as 2 
reault of the inquiries of thin stranger. — : 

| wk tew days 1 , the incident at the Bolshoi Theater 
was ed with TIM;/BUCK, Chairman of the CP of Canada who 
was also in Moscow for the purpose of attending the meeting of 

“the $1 Communist and Workers’ Parties. BUCK responded to the 
discussion by saying, "My God, you should have said hello. He 
is one of yourguys from the 0,5." BUCK then said that this 
individual. been in | for two years and was now on hia way 
to Great Britala, supplied no further identification of 
this individual. 

Jt was apparent that the individual observed at the 
Bolshoi Theater had been away from the United States for a 
number of years based on the attire he wore whick reflected 
the styles of seyeral years ago, namely, a double-breasted suit 
and a wide necktie bearing a large floral design. He spoke in 
perfect English, but zppeared to have an Nastern or New York 
City type accent, At the time the refusal of recognition was 
made by FLYNN and CHILDS, this individual seemed very annoyed 
by the treatment he received. 

yon  4#ahki~ (3% / 
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The individual observed at the Bolshol Theater is 
described as follows: 

Race White 
Age 60 - 62 
Height 5174" 
Weight 170 = 175 pounds 
Build Stocky and heavy set 
Hair Gray, but full head 
Pecularities Wore rimmed glasses, 

nature of which 
unrecalled, and had 
a straight nose 

Based on the manner in which TIM BUCK reacted at 
the time he was informed of this event, the impression was 
left by BUCK that this individual may be involved in the 
Soviet intelligence apparatus. 
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SUBJECT: S010 

Re New York tel to Director, 3/26/61 captioned as above. bed: 
Ως Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 copies of ἃ 
ES letterhead memorandum dealing with the International Cadre 
ff Training School, Moscow, Russia. The information set forth in 

enclosed letterhead memorandum was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* 
' to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and JERRY H. BREIDENFELD, on March 28, 

1961. | ἡ, 

y The enclosed letterhead memorandum deals with a 
message orally transmitted to the source by VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY 
a Soviet UN official, during a clandestine meeting in New York 
City on the evening of March 25, 1961 with the source. Other 
phases of this meeting had been previously reported to the 
New York Office by the source and details are set forth in 
referenced New York tel. 

Since CJA has previously expressed an interest in ᾿ 
information regarding the International Cadre Training School, 
this information has been placed in the form of a letterhead | 
memorandum to facilitate dissemination by the Bureau ; if? ne 
desired, | | 

; fa ἐς 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum ‘has ‘been 7 
classified "seeret'", based on instructions set forth in’ | 
Bureau letter of Novenber 2, 1960, captioned "SOLO, IS-c", 

J : wy 

Ὥς 

This classification is additionally warranted on Al 
\ the basds that information set forth herein, if revealed, yf 
\ would seriously jeopardize amost highly placed ‘source and 

« 

py, 
Af 

Loy 
“Chey, “Se 

“A 

Na. 
VEX would affect the national sfpurity interest of the U.S. In 

λῶν ἂν order to further protect thy source, the letterhead memorandum 
Vy has been shown as being m at Washington, D.C, 
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Domestic ote MB nce Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date April 6, 1961 

The attached is information furnished to 
CG $824-S% by Vladimir Barkovsky, member 
of the Soviet Delegation to the United 
Nations, during a recent meet in New Yori 
City concerning a Soviet training school 
for CP workers in Moscow. Gus Hall, CP, 
USA, General Secretary, indicated that 
no United States CP members will be sent 
at this time. We will be alert to send 
informants to this school as soon as 
possible. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

~ In Reply. Please Refer to 

File No. 
DECLASSTFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FELT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE ᾿ 

DATE 02-09-2011 Washington, D, Ό, , j 

i April 8, 1961 SHERET 
100~428091 | | Νὰ 

! γα , ι 

A source, who has furnished reliable. information wf 
! the past, recently "advised as follows: | | : 

᾿ In March, 1961, the Communist ‘party of the Soviet id 
Union ‘(CPSU) transmitted a@ message to the Communist Party (CP) 
USA, wherein, it was proposed that the ΟΡ, USA consider 
sending’ to Moscow, ‘Russia, a few high caliber ‘students who 
wight attend the International Cadre Training School. 

ὰ 

The CP, USA, has been designated by the Attorney. 
General of the: United: States pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

In this message, it was further: noted that if } 
necessary, it could be arranged to cut the school term for 
American students to one year or even six months,, to accomodate 
them. If necéssary, the subject matter being taught ‘at the 
school could -be carefully looked into’ and altered so as not to 
‘be too divorced from ‘American matters. If the CP, USA desired 
‘to send over some teachers for the school, consideration would 
be given to possibly including them on the school staff, 

The proposal of .the CPSU regarding ‘the above was 
discussed with Gus Hall, General: Secretary, CP, USA and’ 
William Weinstone, a member of the National Committee, CP, USA, 
in late March. At this time it was pointed out that it had 
been learned that complaints received from Canadian: CP students 
‘at the International Cadre Training School had indicated that 
this school was too academic, that the school spent too much 
time on matters not of interest to the students and that there 
had been a shortage of teaching material noted at the school, 

During these discussions, it was also pointed out that 
the CP of Great Britain has not:as yet sent any. students to the 
International Cadre Training School because they felt that 

ἡ icharges could be leveled against their Party that the Russians | 
‘were training foreign agents, It.:was ‘also pointed out that the 
money which would have to be spent to finance such students in. 
this school might better be utilized for conducting Party 
schools in the United States. 2 bo © ccna 

“σ-“ oth ὅ OFS — / 
ENCLOSUjx 
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Following these discussions, Gus Hall concluded that 
the CP, USA, would not at this time give further consideration 
to the CPSU proposal, Any. further decision on the matter, must 
wait until decisions have been rendered by the U.S. Supreme 
Court on appeals in the Smith'Act membership cases and on the 
Internal Security Act of 1950, 

This. document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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᾿ς Memora 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: \ April 10, 1961 
BN, . “ 

pre sac, CHICAGO (134-46, Sub B) 

SUBJECT: so ) | 

On March 31, 1961, CG 5824-S5*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, displayed to SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN a number of items which he advised he intended to 
transmit in the near future to mail drop addresses of the 
Communist Party of China (CPC), Communist Party of Czechoslo- 
vakia (CP of CZ), and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU). The items displayed by the source at this time were 
as follows: | 

“τὸ 

Ὗ 

For transmittal to CPSU 

1) United Steel Workers of Anerica-Internal Affairs » 
Department pamphlet entitled, "1959 Steel Strike." 

2) "Facts for Farmers," April, 1961, issue, volume 
20, number 10, published by Farm Facts, Inc., 39 Cortlandt 
Street, New York 7, New York, CHARLES J. COE, Editor. 

3) ‘Federal Budget in Brief 1962" ‘prepared by the 
Bureau of the Budget, Executive Office of the President, and 
‘printed by the United States Government Printing Office (USG 

4) Pamphlet entitled, "Impact of Automation," 
Bulletin No. 1287, issued by the United States Department 
Labor and printed by USGPO, 

5) "Eighteen Questions and Answers About Radiation,” 
issued _ the United States Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, 
D. C., for public distribution. 

6) "January, 1961, Economic Report of the President" 
transmitted to Congress, printed by USGEO eC. 
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CG 134-46, Sub Β 

7) “Handbook on Women Workers in the U.S.," issued 
by the United States Department of Labor and printed: by USGPO., 

8) "Monthly Survey of Current Business, March, 
1961" pamphlet issued by the United States Department of 
Commerce and printed by USGPO, 

9) "Discussion Outline on the ‘Statement of the 
81 Communist and Workers Parties and on the United States 
in Today's World (Report by GUS HALL to the National Committee, 
Communist Party, USA)" issued by the National Educational 
Department, Communist Party,. USA, March, 1961. | 

For transmittal to the CP of CZ 

All. of the above items are being sent to the CP of 
CZ with the exception of item number 1, United Steel Workers 
of America-Internal Affairs Department pamphlet entitled, 
"1959 Steel Strike," and item number 7 entitled, "Handbook 
on Women Workers in the U.S." | | 

For transmittal to the CPC 

All of the above-noted items are being sent to the 
CPC with the exception of item number 1, United Steel Workers 
of America-Internal Affairs Department pamphlet entitled, 
"1959 Steel Strike." 

All ‘of the above items were selected for transmittal 
‘by the source and not at the request of the recipients. These 
items are being transmitted by ‘the source in an effort to con=- 
tinue the operation < of his communication channels with these 
parties. . 

On April 7, 1961, CG 5824-S* advised SA HANSEN that 
the above-noted itens had been mailed by him on April 6, 1961, 
‘to the following addresses: 



CG 134-46, Sub B 

CPSU 

ΛΟ ΔΩΘΕΣ 
“Wain Post Office Cok Office, Box 341. 

Mostow, Russia” ~ 

CP of CZ 

MICHAL J LEROTSKY, 
Kralovorska 

Praha, Czechoslovakia | 

CPC 

fw cuscrs ὉΤῈ 21 

Peking, China ς 
= a oa nae ee 

The above is for the information of the Bureau, 
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On April 19, 1961, CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD 
W. HANSEN that he had air mailed on April 18, 1961, to the 
Communist Party of China (CPC) the cover page and two 
articles contained in the current May, 1961, issue of "The 
Atlantic Monthly.” 

The titles of the articles transmitted to the 
CPC were as follows: 

1) "China and Stalin" by GEORGE F, 
KENNAN,: 

2) "China and Khrushchev" by EDWARD τς ΤᾺ 
CRANKSHAW. a 

These articles were transmitted to the CPC through 
use of the mailing sdarene /Be-Chia ying , ost Office Box. 509, | 
Peking China. ct fe [ιτΠΦᾧΦ ΠΤ 

1189 articles transmitted were selected by ‘the | 
source as’material considered by him as being of current’ 
interest to the CPC and had not been requested by the CPC, 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub B) ὁ April 26, 1961 

Director, FBI (100-428091) ἈΡΡΚΟΡΕΙΛῚ | 
ΤΕ 

AND τὸ δ. pa 

| a AD a : es coe or 
es: ᾿ SLIP (7) oe an /, ve ’ : 

INTERNAL SECURITY -_ ς ; DATE Γ. ἐς eee : ae | a 

Attention is directed to your airtel dated 4-4-61 
and the enclosure therewith which set out information con- 
cerning an unknown white male observed at the Bols u 
Theater in Moscow, Russia, during November, 1960. 2 

A review of Bureau file concerning Robert Carroil 
Travis, a Security Index subject of the Los Angeles Office, 
f tecated information indicating Travis was traveling through- 

out the world during 1960 and could possibly be the indiv: 
é 

j observed by CG 5824-S* in Moscow during November, 1960, / 
» #Ty 

NG Robert Carroll biect of Los Angeles fite 
Ν᾽ 100-33496, and his wife, subjec*. 

Veil of Los Angeles file 100- ; fron 3; - 
Bx Ὦ Les Angeles on 9-10-60. It cannot be determined fron the 

| review of the file on Travis whether he was actually ix 
Moscow during the pertinent period. It appears that due 
te the extensive activities of Travis in the Communist 
USA, CG 5824-S" would logically be acquainted with him. 

In order to resolve whether Travis is the individual 
observed by CG $824-S# in Moscew, you are instructed to deter- 
mine from the informant whether he knows Robert Carroll Travis 
and his wife. In the event the informant does net know these 
individuals by name, you should obtain from the Los Angeles 
Office current “se i’ of Travis and his wife for dis-_ , 
play to CG 5824-S# - ΟΝ Re 
3 - Los Angeles C 7 

NOTE ON YELLOW: xe APA 26 1961 
Peruse Gs During November, 1960, CG 4824~S% observed above- 
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Seger πα πον πιθ ηἸλοπθα unknown individual as noted. ThereafteY™™in- speaking’ 
ca With Tim Buck, Chairman, CP of Canada, the informant was told that 
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Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 
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NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED: 

this unknown individual was from the United States. Buck 
also stated that the individual had been in Iran for two 
years and was on his way to Great Britain. Description of 
unknown man is relatively close to the description of 
Robert Carroll Travis. Since a determination cannot be 
made from information in Bufiles as to whether Travie is, 
in fact, the unknown individual, it is felt this can be 
resolved by interview with CG 5824-S#, Ὶ 
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1 - Mr. 

SAC, New York (100-86624) 

Director, FBI (100-3-81) 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

| ' Attention is directed to your teletypes dated 
3-26-61 and 4-3-61 captioned "Solo," New York file 
100-134637, and "Communist Party, USA, International 
Relations," respectively. Both of these communications 
contain information relating to efforts being exerted 
by the Soviets to establish an intermediary for supply- 

_, ding information to the Soviet Embassy in Washington, D.C. 

All legical and practical investigative action 
‘must be taken to assure that you are fully cognizant of 
the establishment of any such intermediary and of the | 
information being supplied to the Soviet Embassy through 
the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) or through the National 
Council of American-Soviet Friendship. You are instructed 
to determine from NY 694-S# what action has been taken by 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, CPUSA, pursuant to questions 
raised by Viadinir Barkovsky and a First Seeretary of the 
soviet Embassy as set out in the aboveenentioned teletypes. 
If necessary, you showld set out leads for Chicago to 
determine these answers from CG 5824-S#. It is apparent 
the Soviets will not be satisfied until this intermediary 
has been established, as evidenced by their two attempts 
in this regard. It ie extrenely important that you keep 

es 
TUNE APR 27 190" 

matter. 
the Bureau currently advised of all developments in this 

[Ot -~ 43 E OG / — 
| NOT RECORDED 

NOTE ON YELLOW: ' 98 APR 25 1961 

—_ CG 5824-S*, in a neeting with ¥iadimir Barkovsky, 
member of the Soviet UN Delegation, on 3-25-61, was told 
to determine from Gus Hall whether the National Council of 
American-Soviet Friendship could be reactivated to supply 
information to the Soviet Embassy. The information desired 
was concerning the Kennedy administration. NY 694-S# 
advised on 4-3-61 that Irving Potash, CPUSA National Labor 

NOTR ON YELLOW CONTINUED PAGE TWO 
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Letter to New York 
RE: ‘COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

INTERNATIONAL BRLATIONS 
100-3~81 aa 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED: 

Secretary, while at the Soviet Embassy in Washington, Ὁ. C., 
on 3-30-61, was approached by a First pect tary concerning 
the establishnent of a contact with the CPUSA through the 
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship and, at the 
same tine, brought up the question of whether Mary Kaufman, — 
CPUSA attorney, might be used as a contact.. HY 694-S# reported 

at that time that a decision on the matter would have to wait 
until Hall returned to New York City as he was at that time 
bel ha a the Midwest. Hall returned to New York City 
‘OR 4-~Lj= e 
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oa TO ! MR. A. H. BELMONT pate: April 24, 1961 Pavel oe 

y FROM: MR. 7. A. SIZOO l-Mr. Belmont 
l-Mr. Baumgardner 
1=-Mr. 

SUBJECT: CHICAGO 5824- 1-Mr. J. D. Donohue 
l-Mr. J. 5. Jobnson, 

PONEIN, © Adm. Div., Rm. .6221-18. 

ASAC McCabe, New York, called late Friday 
evening (4/21/61) and advised that ‘NY 694 had just received Gf 
instructions: from Hall that he (694) should. contact 
‘Chicago 5824 and instruct him to come to New York on. 
Monday night (4/24) in order to confer with Hall on ae 
Tuesday (4/25) ' 

Hall wishes to confer with CG 5824 concerning de ΕΣ 
(1) The Worker and whether or not an expenditure of funds 
to get it published twice a week would be warranted; ] 
(2) the possibility of getting Moscow to take 2000 Mar 
subscriptions to the People's World; and (3) ‘Jin Allen 
and his quarrel with Hy Lumer. 

McCabe advised that they contacted’ Chicago as 
to the availability of 5824 and learned that 5824 has not 
been feeling well the last several days and he did not know_ 
whether or ‘not he could go to New York to see Hall as Hall: 
requested. ᾿ Gm 

NY was advised that it would be satisfactory for 
5824 to go to NY, in accordance with Hall's request, if his 
health permitted. 
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